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ABSTRACT

Protostellar outflows are a ubiquitous signpost of star formation. Even the young-
est and most embedded sources launch outflows that entrain ambient core mater-
ial, significantly altering the whole accretion phase of protostars. Thereby outflows
reduce the star formation efficiency and determine the finial stellar mass. By ex-
tracting angular momentum outflows allow the stars to accrete mass from their
surrounding accretion discs. In the case of low-mass star formation, outflows are
considered to be the most important feedback mechanism. Observations of long
chains of outflow bullets show that outflow feedback is episodic rather than con-
tinuous. How episodic outflow feedback impacts the evolution and outcome of star
formation is still not fully understood. This thesis contains three publications ad-
dressing the impact of episodic outflow feedback on the star formation process and
the fossil information carried by the outflows. Using an episodic, sub-grid outflow
model in a total of 111 numerical smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations are
performed to follow the star formation process through the early stages. These sim-
ulations contain a resolution and parameter study showing that episodic outflow
feedback is highly self-regulating. Episodic protostellar outflows entrain about ten
times their initially ejected mass, thereby approximately halving the star formation
efficiency, resulting in a shifted stellar initial mass function. Protostellar outflows
affect how the stars accrete by promoting disc accretion over radial accretion. The
promoted disc accretion enhances the fraction of equal-mass twin binaries to a frac-
tion in good agreement with observations. Simulations without outflow feedback
form more stars and higher-order multiple systems, which predominantly break
apart into binary systems. Outflow feedback enhances the stability of higher-order
multiple systems such that the resulting multiplicity statistics are in good agree-
ment with observations. Since the accretion of gas and the launching of outflows
are highly connected, protostellar outflows carry fossil records of the launching pro-
tostar’s accretion history. Hubble wedges in position-velocity diagrams correspond
to episodically ejected outflow bullets that have not yet interacted with the cavity
wall. Using the kinematic information carried by the outflow and especially by
the bullets, it is possible to estimate stellar accretion rates. Dynamical ages of out-
flows and individual bullets give an estimate of the protostellar age and a history
of outburst events. The outflow opening angle and activity help to differentiate
between evolutionary stages. This information combined allows a reconstruction
of the launching protostars accretion history. Episodic outflows significantly shape
the evolution and morphology of the star formation process and should therefore
be considered when studying star formation.



ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Protostellare Ausflüsse, Outflows genannt, sind ein eindeutiges Zeichen aktiver
Sternentstehung. Selbst die jüngsten und eingebettetsten Protosterne stoßen Out-
flows aus, die umgebendes Kernmaterial mitreißen und so die gesamte Akkretions-
phase von Protosternen erheblich beinflussen. Auf diese Weise reduzieren Outflows
die Effizienz der Sternentstehung und bestimmen die finale Sternmasse. Durch die
Extraktion von Drehimpuls ermöglichen Outflows den Protosternen Masse aus ih-
ren umgebenden Scheiben zu akkretieren. Bei massearmer Sternentstehung gelten
Outflows als der wichtigste Feedback Mechanismus. Beobachtungen langer Ket-
ten von Ausflusskugeln, engl. Outflow Bullets, zeigen, dass Outflow Feedback eher
episodisch als kontinuierlich ist. Wie episodische Outflows den Prozess der Stern-
entstehung und dessen Ausgang im Detail beeinflusst, ist noch umstritten. Die-
se Arbeit enthält drei wissenschaftliche Publikationen, die sich mit der Auswir-
kung von episodischem Outflow-Feedback auf den Sternentstehungsprozess und
die fossilen Informationen, die von den Outflows mitgetragen werden, beschäf-
tigen. Unter Verwendung eines episodischen Outflowmodells werden insgesamt
111 numerische "Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic" Simulationen durchgeführt,
um den Sternentstehungsprozess durch die ersten Phasen zu verfolgen. Diese Si-
mulationen beinhalten eine Auflösungs- und Parameterstudie, wobei die Letztere
zeigt, dass episodisches Outflow Feedback in hohem Maße selbstregulierend ist.
Episodische protostellare Outflows reißen etwa das Zehnfache ihrer ursprünglich
Masse mit sich, wodurch sich die Sternentstehungseffizienz ungefähr halbiert, was
zu einer verschobenen stellaren Anfangsmassefunktion führt. Outflows beeinflus-
sen, wie die Sterne akkretieren, indem sie die Scheibenakkretion gegenüber der
radialen Akkretion fördern. Ein höherer Anteil an Scheibenakkretion erhöht den
Anteil der Zwillingssterne mit fast gleicher Masse, sodass dieser gut mit Beobach-
tungen übereinstimmt. Simulationen ohne Outflow Feedback bilden mehr Sterne
und Mehrfachsysteme höherer Ordnung, welche überwiegend zu Doppelsternsy-
stemen auseinanderbrechen. Outflow Feedback erhöht die Stabilität von Mehrfach-
systemen höherer Ordnung, sodass die resultierende Vielfachheitsstatistik in guter
Übereinstimmung mit Beobachtungen ist. Da die Akkretion von Gas und das Emit-
tieren von Outflows eng miteinander verknüpft sind, tragen protostellare Outflows
die Akkretionsgeschichte des emittierenden Protosterns mit sich. Hubble-Wedges in
Positions-Geschwindigkeits Diagrammen entsprechen episodisch emittierten Out-
flow Bullets, die noch nicht mit der Hohlraumwand interagiert haben. Mit Hilfe
der kinematischen Informationen, die der Outflow und insbesondere die Bullets
tragen, ist es möglich, stellare Akkretionsraten abzuschätzen. Mittels dynamischer
Alter der Outflows lässt sich das Alter der Protosterne abschätzen. Der Öffnungs-
winkel und die Aktivität des Outflows helfen bei der Unterscheidung zwischen
Entwicklungsstadien. Diese Informationen kombiniert erlauben die Rekonstruktion
der Akkretionsgeschichte des Protosterns. Episodische Outflows prägen maßgeb-
lich die Entwicklung und Morphologie des sternentstehungs Prozess und sollten
daher bei deren Untersuchung berücksichtigt werden.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the dawn of time, we are bothered by the question of how these bright lights
in the sky got there in place. For a long period, it was believed that the gas forming
a star simply collapses under its own gravity, knowing just one direction – towards
the forming star. During the last few decades, the discovery of bright spots, called
"Herbig-Haro objects", strung on a long chain that emerges from the forming star,
questioned this picture. It turns out that the simple picture of a one-way road to
star formation is not appropriate, and instead, a large fraction of gas approaching
the star is re-ejected in energetic and often parsec scale outflows.

If we want to understand the process of star formation, it is essential to take
stellar feedback into account, especially protostellar outflows. Protostellar outflow
feedback, albeit being the least energetic, is the first rung on a ladder of different
feedback mechanisms. Basically all stars launch protostellar outflows from their
earliest moment of birth. Thereby protostellar outflows regulate the star forma-
tion process by ejecting and entraining a significant fraction of gas that otherwise
would end up in the star and therefore decisively influence the distribution of stellar
masses that we observe today. The gas that actually accretes onto the protostar does
so because outflows carry away angular momentum from the star-disc system. This
accretion process turns out to be highly episodic, causing the outflow to be episodic
too. The episodic ejection of gas manifests as individual outflow bullets, which can
be observed as long chains of Herbig–Haro objects. The spacing and kinematics
of these bullets might carry fossil information of the launching protostars accretion
history.

This thesis contains three scientific publications that discuss the morphology
and importance of protostellar outflow feedback in low-mass star formation. In
this chapter, I will introduce the reader to the star formation process, following the
collapse from filaments to dense cores and down to the protostellar embryo. There,
I will describe how the gas accretes onto the young protostar via an accretion disc,
focusing on episodic accretion bursts. I will discuss current theories on how this
accretion process causes the ejection of protostellar jets and winds, as well as their
morphology and impact on the larger scale envelope.
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1.1
Core collapse

Star formation occurs in dense cores, which tend to be concentrated in filaments
(Shu & Adams, 1987; André et al., 2014; Könyves et al., 2020; Beuther et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2021). Filaments are elongated, often parsec long, dense gas struc-
tures that form from a larger scale clump or molecular cloud (Vázquez-Semadeni
et al., 2019). Prestellar cores might form through fragmentation along the filament
(Könyves et al., 2015) or especially clustered at junction points of multiple filaments
or sub-filaments (Clarke et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). The distribution of core
masses can be described with the core mass function (CMF), which has a power-
law tail towards high mass cores (O’Neill et al., 2021; Takemura et al., 2021). The
forming prestellar cores are rather spherical compared to the elongated filaments,
and their density distribution can be approximated by a Bonner–Ebert sphere (Bon-
nor, 1956; Ebert, 1957; Vázquez-Semadeni et al., 2019; Könyves et al., 2020). If these
cores become Jeans unstable,

Mc > Mjeans =

√
1
ρc

(
k Tc

G µ

)3
, (1.1)

they start to collapse due to self-gravity and eventually form stars (Jeans, 1902).
Here, G is the gravitational constant, µ the mean mass of a molecule and Mjeans the
corresponding Jeans mass. The core properties, Mc, ρc, and Tc denote the core’s
mass, density and temperature.

The process of forming a young protostar out of a dense core covers an enormous
range of physical scales. A prestellar core with a typical size of 0.01 - 0.1 pc collapses
into a stellar object with a typical size of a few R� ∼ 10−8 pc. Similarly, the density
increases from the typical core density of 10−19 g cm−3 to about 10−2 g cm−3 in the
protostar. This evolution can be divided into three phases (Larson, 1969). The
first phase, called "isothermal collapse", covers the density regime of 10−19 g cm−3 to
10−13 g cm−3. During this collapse, gravitational potential energy that is converted
to thermal energy via compression is radiated away, mostly by dust grains and
hydrogen molecules (Schulz, 2012). Since the density is low, the core is optically
thin to far infrared dust cooling, and the radiation can escape from the core. Thus,
the core is approximately isothermal and the temperature stays almost constant at
10 K. Since the thermal energy is radiated away, there is no significant pressure
gradient that could stop the core from contracting, resulting in an almost free-fall
collapse.

This runaway collapse remains as long as the gas is able to radiate away the en-
ergy released by contraction (Ward-Thompson & Whitworth, 2011). Once densities
exceed 10−13 g cm−3, the gas becomes optically thick, and the cooling radiation can
no longer be radiated away (Larson, 1969). Since the radiation is trapped, the gas
heats up, which causes a pressure gradient, eventually balancing gravity. This object
in hydro-static equilibrium is then called a "first core" (Fig. 1). Envelope gas contin-
ues to fall onto the first core with almost free-fall velocity causing a shock front at
the boundary layer. While the mass of the first core grows, its radius decreases.

The second phase is called "adiabatic collapse" since the first core now contracts
adiabatically

T ∝ ργactual−1 (1.2)
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with an adiabatic index γactual ∼ 5/3. An adiabatic index of γactual > 4/3 is
needed to stabilise the core. As the temperature rises, the H2 rotational and vibra-
tional degrees of freedom become exited, lowering γactual to ∼ 7/5 (Bodenheimer,
2011; Arce & Sargent, 2004) (Fig. 1). The adiabatic contraction phase continues until
the central density reaches ∼ 10−8 g cm−3.

Figure 1: Central temperature against central
density for a collapsing 1 M� core with 3000 AU
radius. The different phases of the core collapse,
as well as the formation of the first and second
core are highlighted. The figure is taken with the
permission from the Springer-Nature publisher
from Rosen et al. (2020), based on Bhandare et al.
(2018).

When the central temperature
exceeds 2000 K, H2 starts to
dissociate. The dissociation en-
ergy of H2 is 4.48 eV, a mul-
tiple of the thermal energy of
0.25 eV at T = 2000 K (Bod-
enheimer, 2011). Energy re-
leased by the contraction is al-
most completely spent to dis-
sociate H2. Therefore, the tem-
perature rises only slowly with
a γactual ∼ 1.1 below the
critical value of 4/3 (Schulz,
2012). Similar to the iso-
thermal phase, the pressure
gradient can no longer balance
gravity, and the central region
of the first core collapses a
second time. The second col-
lapse is much shorter than the
isothermal collapse phase, a
few hundred years compared
to some 104 years, and ends
when almost the entire H2 in
the central region is dissociated
at a density of ∼ 10−5 g cm−3

(Rosen et al., 2020). The resulting dense object within the first core is called the
"second core", surrounded by a second shock front.

As the molecular hydrogen starts to deplete, the adiabatic index rises to γactual =

5/3, and the second core reaches hydro-static equilibrium again. As the gas of the
first core falls onto the second core, the second core expands, and the first shock
front disappears (Larson, 1969). At the same time, the temperature of the second
core exceeds 2 · 104 K and Hydrogen starts to ionise. The ionisation again causes
the adiabatic index to decrease, but not below the critical value of γ = 4/3 (Larson,
1969). Thus the core stays in hydro-static equilibrium and does not undergo a third
collapse phase. By the time the hydrogen is almost completely ionised, the first
core is mostly depleted and the second core has reached a density of 10−2 g cm−3

and a mass of ∼ 0.01 M� (Bodenheimer, 2011). Vaytet & Haugbølle (2017) find,
using a grid of 1D simulations, that the formation of the first and second core is
not significantly altered by varying density distributions and core masses of up to
8 M�.

The second core now enters the third phase, called "accretion phase", where it
accretes the greatest part of its final mass. During this phase, the forming star’s
energy is dominated by contraction and accretion, which is radiated away from the
surface (Bodenheimer, 2011). Dust grains in the envelope absorb and re-emit the
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radiation of the star, which is now observable in the infrared regime (Larson, 1969).
From now on, the second core is referred to as a protostar until hydrogen-burning
sets in and the star formation process is completed. Since the outer parts of the en-
velope are, till now, almost unaffected and still at low densities of ∼ 10−19 g cm−3,
the accretion phase takes a few 105 years to complete (Evans et al., 2009).

1.2
Accretion disc

Collapsing cores generally have some level of initial turbulence and have therefore a
net rotation associated with angular momentum (Gaudel et al., 2020). This rotation
does not significantly alter the collapse and formation of the first core (Schulz, 2012),
as described in the previous section, except for slowing down the collapse (Tomida
et al., 2013). However, what significantly changes is how the protostar accretes
gas from the envelope. Around the time of the second core formation, the first
core condensates into an accretion disc around the central protostar due to angular
momentum conservation (Gaudel et al., 2020; Xu & Kunz, 2021). These accretions
discs are often observed to be differentially rotating with a velocity profile close to
Kepler rotation (e.g. Hone et al., 2019; Yen et al., 2019; Reynolds et al., 2021)

υ(r) =

√
G M?

r
. (1.3)

Here, M? is the mass of the central object, and r is the radius in the disc. Accre-
tion onto the star occurs mostly via the accretion disc as the gas spirals inwards
(Dunham et al., 2014).

Accretion discs play an essential role in redistributing the angular momentum
of the inwards spiralling gas to the accretion disc’s outskirts and, therefore, allow
the central protostar to accrete. One of several mechanisms to redistribute angular
momentum are gravitational instabilities. The Toomre Q parameter (Toomre, 1964)

Q =
cs κ

π G Σ
(1.4)

is an indicator of how prone a differentially rotating disc is to gravitational in-
stabilities. Here, cs is the sound speed, κ the epicyclic frequency (equivalent to the
angular frequency for Keplerian rotation) and Σ is the surface density of the disc.
The colder and denser the disc, the lower the Toomre Q parameter and the higher
the chance for gravitational instabilities. Toomre Q parameter between 1.3 and 1.5
are associated with spiral waves, which efficiently redistribute angular momentum
due to gravitational torques (Schulz, 2012; Lee et al., 2020; Xu & Kunz, 2021). This
allows the disc to accrete mass onto the star and therefore to stabilise. If Q never-
theless falls below Q = 1, the accretion disc might fragment, eventually leading to a
multiple system or a planetary companion.

Typical collapsing cores are not only rotating but they are also threaded by mag-
netic fields (Troland & Crutcher, 2008; Kandori et al., 2018). Numerical magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD) simulations have found that magnetic fields profoundly
impact the formation of accretion discs (Wurster & Li, 2018). The earliest simula-
tions only consider ideal MHD where field lines are perfectly frozen into the gas
leading to the "magnetic braking catastrophe" (Li et al., 2014). When also ignoring
turbulence, magnetic braking is so efficient in removing angular momentum that,
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depending on the magnetic field strength, no disks at all or only small ones form
(Seifried et al., 2011; Commerçon et al., 2012; Bate et al., 2014).

However, accounting for non-ideal MHD effects and using less idealised initial
conditions mitigate the magnetic braking catastrophe to some extent. Non-ideal
MHD effects, such as Hall effect, Ohmic resistivity, and ambipolar diffusion, reduce
the efficiency of magnetic braking (see the reviews by Li et al., 2014 and Wurster &
Li, 2018). Turbulence and the resulting misalignment of the magnetic field with the
angular momentum axis further reduce the efficiency of magnetic braking (Seifried
et al., 2013, 2015; Wurster et al., 2016; Gray et al., 2018; Wurster & Li, 2018; Wurster
et al., 2019). Combining non-ideal MHD and, more importantly, less idealised ini-
tial conditions, Wurster et al. (2019) find that accretions discs of 10 - 80 AU form
independent of the initial magnetic field strength. Maury et al. (2019) find that ob-
served discs are rather small during their early evolution, with most discs being
smaller than 60 AU, favouring collapse models that include magnetic fields.

Once the accretion disc has formed, magnetic fields stabilise the disc against
gravitational instabilities. Therefore, the Toomre Q parameter (Eq. 1.4) is modified
to account for magnetic fields (Kim & Ostriker, 2001; Wurster & Bate, 2019)

Qm =
κ
√

c2
s + υ2

a
π G Σ

. (1.5)

Here, υa is the Alfvén velocity. If the accretion disc’s inner parts are sufficiently ion-
ised, magnetic fields might trigger the magnetorotational instability (MRI), which
transports angular momentum outwards (Velikhov, 1959; Chandrasekhar, 1960; Stone
et al., 2000; Audard et al., 2014). Another mechanism associated with magnetic
fields that rearranges angular momentum in the accretion disc are protostellar
winds and jets. The launching mechanism of winds and jets are discussed in Section
1.4.

1.3
Episodic accretion

During the protostellar phase, a significant fraction of the stellar luminosity is due
to accretion luminosity. Observations show that average accretion rates inferred
from the luminosity of protostars does not match with typical stellar masses and
accretion time scales (Kenyon et al., 1990; Kenyon & Hartmann, 1995; Evans et al.,
2009). Assuming typical stellar masses and accretion time scales, the accretion lu-
minosity of a 0.25 M� star with the size of 3 R� would be ∼ 25 L�, much higher
than the median luminosity observed (Dunham et al., 2014). The other way around,
accretion rates inferred by the observed luminosities of ∼ 10−7 M� yr−1 are too low
to reach typical stellar masses during the deeply embedded phase (Dunham et al.,
2014). A possible solution to this so-called "luminosity problem" is that the accre-
tion onto protostars is not continuous, but episodic (Kenyon & Hartmann, 1995). A
scenario where a significant fraction of the stellar mass is accreted in short bursts
could explain why most of the stars are usually observed to have low luminosities
and still grow to typical stellar masses in a reasonable amount of time.

Today, there is considerable evidence that accretion onto protostars is indeed
episodic. Protostars that undergo the most prominent accretion bursts are called
"FU Orionis" (FUor) stars. FUors are observed to undergo some ten years lasting
accretion bursts where their accretion rate quickly rises to a few 10−4 M� yr−1,
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followed by a 103 − 104 years lasting quiescent phase with typical accretion rates of
∼ 10−7 M� yr−1 (Audard et al., 2014; Safron et al., 2015; Fehér et al., 2017; Takami
et al., 2019; Pérez et al., 2020; Takagi et al., 2020). FUors’ more frequent and less
intense outbursting counterparts are called "EXors" (Stock et al., 2020). EXors quasi-
periodically undergo phases of high accretion every few years, albeit there is no
clear distinction between the two classes (Audard et al., 2014).

By observing the same source over several years, it is possible to study the bright-
ening and fading due to episodic accretion bursts (Hillenbrand et al., 2018; Fischer
et al., 2019; Szegedi-Elek et al., 2020; Takagi et al., 2020; Hillenbrand et al., 2021).
Lucas et al. (2020) find a low-mass Class I protostar that between 2004 and 2019
shows a strong outburst with luminosity rising to some 102 L� corresponding to
an accretion rate of 10−4 M� yr−1. In 2019 the burst was already fading, indicating
a duration of the burst of at least 13 years.

An indirect method of confirming episodic accretion is by studying the chemical
composition of the protostellar envelope. Simulations suggest that the luminosity
burst have a long-lasting impact on the chemical composition by sublimating mo-
lecules from the dust grains and expanding the so-called "snow line" to larger radii
(Rab et al., 2017; Molyarova et al., 2018; Vorobyov et al., 2018). Observations of CO
isotopologues and the H2O snow lines confirm this behaviour (Hsieh et al., 2018,
2019; Sharma et al., 2020). Using chemical modelling, Anderl et al. (2020) suggest
that the chemical abundances of C19O and N2H+ around the very low luminosity
object IRAM 04191+1522 can be explained by an increase of the present-day lumin-
osity by a factor of 150 a couple of hundred years ago. Another indirect signpost of
episodic accretion is the spacing and dynamics of episodic outflow bullets (Sicilia-
Aguilar et al., 2020; Nony et al., 2020). Episodic outflow bullets and how to predict
the corresponding accretion bursts will be discussed in Section 1.5 and Paper III.

Episodic accretion bursts might play a significant role in regulating the frag-
mentation of accretion discs (Audard et al., 2014). If the cooling time scale of the
accretion disc is comparable to or smaller than the time between outbursts, the ac-
cretion disc is prone to fragmentation (Stamatellos & Whitworth, 2009). Once a
companion star formed, the time scale between outbursts is reduced, and further
fragmentation is reduced (Stamatellos et al., 2012). Lomax et al. (2014, 2016) find
that episodic accretion is necessary to reproduce the observed ratio of brown dwarfs
to H-burning stars as well as the correct position of the peak of the stellar initial
mass function (IMF).

The relative importance of various possible outburst triggers is still highly de-
bated. One of these suggested trigger mechanisms is the thermal instability. Sup-
pose a massive planet in the accretion disc blocks the gas from reaching the central
protostar, then mass piles up in front of the planet. This compressed gas heats up,
which might trigger the thermal instability, allowing the gas to bypass the planet
(Audard et al., 2014).

Similarly, the combination of MRI and Gravitational instabilities (GI) can func-
tion as an outburst trigger (Kadam et al., 2020). GIs allow the gas to spiral inwards
from the outskirts of the accretion disc (Machida & Basu, 2019). The gas potentially
piles up in the inner part of the accretion disc and heats up. Once the temperate
is high enough to cause ionisation, the MRI triggers. If active, the MRI effectively
transports angular momentum outwards and allows the gas to pass the innermost
few AU, causing a rapid outburst (Audard et al., 2014). Zhu et al. (2009a,b, 2010)
develop a model that assumes the MRI to be the trigger for FU-Orion like epis-
odic accretion bursts. Building upon this model, Stamatellos et al. (2012) develop a
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sub-grid model emulating the episodic accretion behaviour of FUors, which will be
used in this work.

Another possible outburst trigger mechanism is disc fragmentation (Vorobyov &
Basu, 2015). If the Accretion disc is gravitationally unstable with a Toomre Q value
< 1, then the disc might fragment in addition to forming spiral arms. Especially
in the early phase, these fragments often do not survive and are instead accreted
onto the protostar, causing a massive outburst (Audard et al., 2014). Observations
by Takami et al. (2019) and Sharma et al. (2020) favour the fragmentation trigger
mechanism.

All the outburst trigger mechanism discussed so far are caused by instabilities
in the accretion disc. These instabilities might also be triggered externally, such
as by the accretion of a gas clump onto the accretion disc (Kuffmeier et al., 2018),
the interaction with a close binary star (Kuruwita et al., 2020) or the flyby of a
star in a star cluster (Cuello et al., 2020). All of these trigger mechanisms might
cause luminosity outbursts as observed in FUors – to distinguish between them and
study which mechanism might dominate in certain environments is one of today’s
open topics. Vorobyov et al. (2021) perform numerical simulations with different
accretion burst trigger and find that deviations from a Keplerian disc might allow
distinguishing between different trigger mechanism.

1.4
Outflow launching

During gravitational collapse, magnetic field lines threading the initial core are
dragged with the inwards moving gas in an hourglass shape (Schleuning, 1998;
Maury et al., 2018). These magnetic fields play an essential role in launching pro-
tostellar outflows. The details of how protostellar jets and winds are launched are
still debated. However, the consensus is that gravitational potential energy is con-
verted into kinetic energy via magneto-centrifugal acceleration (Frank et al., 2014;
Lee, 2020).

Blandford & Payne (1982) propose a mechanism how ordered magnetic fields
threading an accretion disc might launch disc-winds. There, the magnetic field
line’s footpoints are frozen in the accretion disc and rotate with it. Due to the
hourglass shape, the field lines bend towards the outer end of the accretion disc.
Particles are dragged along these field lines and behave like "beads on a rigid wire".
If the angle between the field lines and the rotation axis is larger than 30◦, the
particles are accelerated centrifugally. However, Seifried et al. (2012) showed that
the 30◦ angle is not a strict threshold. At larger distances from the driving source,
the ejected gas inertia causes the field lines to become increasingly toroidal. The
resulting pressure gradient then further collimates the disc-wind (Seifried et al.,
2012).

Since the angular velocity stays constant while the particles move along the
"wire", they carry away angular momentum. This is especially important since
the angular momentum extracted from the disc allows the gas in the disc to ac-
crete onto the protostar, thus mitigating the "angular momentum problem" (Bod-
enheimer, 1995; Matt & Pudritz, 2005; Ward-Thompson & Whitworth, 2011). Re-
cent observations find signs of rotation in outflows and therefore corroborate the
magneto-centrifugal driven wind model (Chen et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Lee
et al., 2017; Tabone et al., 2017; Hirota et al., 2017; Louvet et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2018; López-Vázquez et al., 2020; de Valon et al., 2020; Tabone et al., 2020). Lee et al.
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Figure 2: Zooming in on the HH 212 outflow. Panel (a) shows the outflow on parsec
scale (Reipurth et al., 2019). (b) Zooming in to individual outflow bullets and the
leading shock front (McCaughrean et al., 2002). (c) The jet and bullets traced by
SiO and CO (McCaughrean et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2015). (d) Accretion disc and the
central 1000 AU of the jet (Lee et al., 2017). (e) Zooming in on the accretion disc with
arrows indication the direction of rotation (Lee et al., 2017). This composite work is
taken from Lee (2020) with the permission from the Springer-Nature publisher.

(2017) find a magnetic lever arm in HH 212 (Fig. 2), the ratio of specific angular
momentum in the jet and launching region, of λ ∼ 3.2.

In the magneto-centrifugal wind model, the ejection velocity is a few times the
Keplerian velocity at the launching region, decreasing with larger launching radii
(Bally, 2016). Models that assume this kind of magneto-centrifugal outflow driving
mechanism, operating in an extended region up to large disc radii, are called "disc-
wind" models. Disc-wind models have been studied and extended, e.g. to account
for non-ideal MHD effects and the magneto-rotational instability, by numerous au-
thors (Wardle & Koenigl, 1993; Li, 1995, 1996; Ferreira, 1997; Casse & Ferreira, 2000;
Salmeron et al., 2007; Königl et al., 2010; Leung & Ogilvie, 2020). Recent obser-
vations find signs of disc-wind launching (Zhang et al., 2018; Jiménez-Serra et al.,
2020; Moscadelli et al., 2021), suggesting launching radii of a few AU (Moscadelli
et al., 2021).

Next to the disc-wind models, there is a second model called "X-winds" (Shu
et al., 1994; Mohanty & Shu, 2009). In contrast to disc-winds, X-winds are launched
in a narrow region of the inner accretion disc (Frank et al., 2014). Ghosh & Lamb
(1978) argue that the accretion disc is truncated at the co-rotation radius where the
angular velocity of the accretion disc equals the angular velocity of the protostel-
lar surface (Fig. 3). The accretion onto the protostar instead occurs via funnel flows
along closed field lines (Fig. 3). These funnel flows are anchored at the stellar surface
in so-called "hot-spots" (Fig. 3), covering up to 10% of the protostellar surface (Aud-
ard et al., 2010; Lorenzetti et al., 2012). Koenigl (1991) suggests that these funnel
flows efficiently transport angular momentum into the inner parts of the accretion
disc and therefore allow the protostar to stay below the break-up angular velocity.
Shu et al. (1994) combine these funnel flows with the magneto-rotational launching
model to the X-wind model. On the one hand, the gas at the co-rotation radius
gains angular momentum through the funnel flows and therefore moves outwards.
On the other hand, gas at the footpoints of the magnetic field lines, associated with
magneto-rotational launching (Fig. 3), lose angular momentum and move inwards.
Shu et al. (1994) find a steady-state solution where both effects balance each other.
Consequently, gas and field lines become squeezed into a small region at the inner
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truncation radius, called "X-region" (Fig. 3; Shu et al., 2000). The X-region is expec-
ted to be ∼ R� wide at the disc inner truncation radius of ∼ 10 R� corresponding
to ∼ 0.05 AU (Cai, 2009).

Figure 3: Sketch of the X-wind launching model
based on figure 1 from Shu et al. (2000) show-
ing the funnel flows onto the protostar and the
X-winds being launched.

To determine whether the
disc-wind or X-wind model
is the main outflow launch-
ing mechanism is one of the
current central challenges (Lee
et al., 2000). Since in the X-
wind model jets are launched
at smaller radii than in the
disc-wind model, both mod-
els predict a different amount
of specific angular momentum
carried away by the outflow.
Recent high-resolution stud-
ies are able to measure the
angular momentum in out-
flows and eventually differen-
tiate between both launching
models by estimating a launch-
ing region (Anderson et al.,
2003). However, none of the

models can be ruled out so far. Lee et al. (2017) find for the jet in HH 212 (Fig.2)
launching region of ∼ 0.04 AU, as predicted by the X-wind model, whereas Mo-
scadelli et al. (2021) find for an outflow in IRAS 21078+5211 a launching radius of
∼ 2.2 AU, corresponding to the disc-wind model.

Some outflow observations can not be explained with a fast collimated jet alone
(Lee et al., 2002; Arce & Sargent, 2004; Sicilia-Aguilar et al., 2020). Arce et al. (2007)
suggest a combination of a collimated high-velocity jet and a low-velocity wide-
angle disc wind. Shang et al. (2006, 2020) present a model that combines the char-
acteristics of a collimated jet with a wide-angle wind, based on the X-wind model.
Both the X-wind and the disc-wind launching mechanism predict some kind of
low-velocity wide-angle wind (Lee, 2020). In the X-wind model, these winds are
also generated in the X-region at the inner edge of the accretion disc. In contrast,
the disc wind model predicts that these wide-angle winds are generated further out
in the disc.

At sufficiently large distances from the launching point, Shu et al. (1995) show
that the in spherical coordinates almost radially ejected X-wind becomes collim-
ated. The density distribution of the X-wind approaches a cylindrical configuration
proportional to

ρw ∝ 1 / (r sin(θ))2 , (1.6)

where ρw is the density of the wind and θ the angle of the flow with respect to
the axis. Matzner & McKee (1999) show that this is not only the case for X-winds,
but for any momentum conserving MHD wind in a power-law density distribution.
Moreover, they show that these winds naturally resemble the mass-velocity rela-
tion’s power-law exponent of γ = −2, close to the observed value of γ = −1.8
(Arce et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2017). Assuming that the wind is ejected almost radially
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it follows from Eq. 1.6 that

ρwυ2
w ∝ 1 / (r sin(θ))2 , (1.7)

with υw being the wind velocity. Matzner & McKee (1999) argue that the angular
force distribution, P(µ), must be flat for µ → 0 and therefore approximate the
distribution with

P(µ) ' 1
ln(2/θ0) (1 + θ2

0 − µ2)
, (1.8)

where θ0 is a parameter over which the distribution is flattened and µ = r cos(θ).
This so called "wind-driven shell" model has been adapted by numerous authors
in sub-grid models to eject outflows at a sufficiently large distance from the actual
launching point (e.g. Cunningham et al., 2011; Offner & Arce, 2014; Kuiper et al.,
2015; Tanaka et al., 2018; Grudić et al., 2020, or PaperI).

1.5
Outflows

Despite the huge progress that has been made in understanding protostellar out-
flows since their first observations (e.g. Snell et al., 1980), there still remain many
challenges. The launching of outflows and how they interact with their environ-
ment, e.g. by disrupting the core, are still not fully understood. A better under-
standing of outflows becomes even more desirable considering that outflows are
ubiquitous (Frank et al., 2014; Bally, 2016; Podio et al., 2020). Outflow feedback is
observed for almost all protostars, starting as early as Class 0 when the accretion
rates are high (Hirano et al., 2010; Plunkett et al., 2015; Busch et al., 2020; Vazzano
et al., 2021) and continuing until the early Class II phase when accretions rates
diminish (Lee, 2020). Outflows are observed for all protostellar masses from low-
mass brown dwarfs (Riaz et al., 2017; Whelan et al., 2018; Riaz & Bally, 2021) up to
massive stars where outflows are assumed to be a scaled-up version of their low-
mass counterparts (Carrasco-González et al., 2010; Ellerbroek et al., 2013; Caratti o
Garatti et al., 2015; Kölligan & Kuiper, 2018; Rodríguez et al., 2021).

Protostellar outflows consist of multiple components. The central part of the out-
flow is the collimated jet. The jet reaches extremely high velocities of 50 - 160 km s−1

during the Class 0 phase and up to several 100 km s−1 at later stages (Anglada et al.,
2007; Hartigan et al., 2011; Bally, 2016; Lee, 2020). The collimated jet associated with
HH 212 (Fig. 2) has a velocity of 100− 200 km s−1 (Podio et al., 2015). These high
velocities indicate that the jet is launched from the innermost part of the accretion
disc, either through the disc-wind or X-wind launching mechanism (Section 1.4).

During the Class 0 phase, jets are mostly molecular and observed in infrared
molecular line emission from CO, SiO, SO, H2, H2O, and HO (Arce et al., 2007;
Frank et al., 2014; Bally, 2016). As SiO is a dense shock tracer it allows one to study
the launching and collimation zone at the innermost 104 AU (Lee, 2020). The jet’s
molecular abundances are higher than in the envelope (Lee et al., 2018; Bjerkeli
et al., 2019). One possible explanation for these high molecular abundances is that
in the launching region, elements such as C, Si, S and O are released from the
grains and then, once ejected, quickly form molecules due to the high jet densities
(Glassgold et al., 1991; Millan-Gabet et al., 2007). During the Class I and II phases,
the jet becomes increasingly atomic (Sperling et al., 2021), and the ionisation fraction
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increases. Therefore, the more evolved jets are usually traced by O, Hα, SII, NII and
OI. Close to the launching region, the jets are ionised and therefore radiate free-free
emission at centimetre wavelength (Anglada et al., 2018; Lee, 2020).

Protostellar jets are often observed to be surrounded by low-velocity wide-angle
winds (Zhang et al., 2016; Maud et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019; Fernández-López
et al., 2020; Pascucci et al., 2020; Zinchenko et al., 2020; Jhan & Lee, 2021). These
winds have typical velocities of up to 50 km s−1 (Zhang et al., 2019) and are less
dense and collimated than the jet component. Hirota et al. (2017) and Louvet et al.
(2018) find, using CO and SiO observations, low-velocity wide-angle winds with
associated launching radii of ∼ 20 AU. Wide-angle disc winds that are launched
further out in the accretion disc remove angular momentum there and allow the
gas to reach the jet component’s launching region (Lee et al., 2021, or the review
by Lee, 2020). Podio et al. (2020) find an onion-like shell structure around the jet,
where the inner ∼ 10◦ are traced by SiO, the intermediate ∼ 10◦ - 15◦ are traced
by SO, surrounded by a layer of CO up to ∼ 25◦, similar to the results by Tabone
et al. (2017). Lee et al. (2021) observe in HH 212 (Fig. 2) a rotating wide-angle disc
wind in SO, interacting with the central jet component. This wide-angle disc wind
is launched at radii between ∼ 4 and 40 AU in the accretion disc (see also Tabone
et al., 2020). Zhang et al. (2017, 2019) detect signs that the wide-angle wind in the
HH 46/47 outflow is episodic, similar to the collimated jet .

In the region where the jet hits the ambient medium a leading bow shock forms
(Cerqueira et al., 2021). At the far side of the bow shock, a forward shock accel-
erates, compresses and heats the ambient medium. Where the jet hits the bow
shock, a reverse shock front forms that decelerates, compresses and heats the jet
material (Bally, 2016). The working surface in between these two shocks is dense
and hot (Cerqueira et al., 2021). Depending on the shock velocity and density, the
bow shock can be observed with ionised species, such as [SII], [OI], [OII] and [OIII]
(Bally, 2016), or with dense shock tracers, such as SiO, SO and H2 (Lee, 2020). The
high-pressure gas between the two shock layers is pressed sideways and interacts
with the ambient medium (Arce et al., 2007). This sideways motion of the gas results
in broad wings surrounding the jet (Fig. 2 b).

The launching of protostellar jets is strongly connected to the accretion of gas
(Section 1.4). Since the accretion of protostars is episodic rather than continuous,
the launching of jets is episodic too (Vorobyov et al., 2018; Machida & Basu, 2019;
Sicilia-Aguilar et al., 2020). The rapidly ejected high-velocity gas interacts with the
slower cavity gas to form bow shocks along the jet axis. These intermediate bow
shocks – often called "outflow bullets" – are similar to the leading bow shock and
show wings that redirects the gas into sideways motion (Tafalla et al., 2017; Jhan &
Lee, 2021). Outflow bullets are a frequently observed characteristic of protostellar
outflows (e.g. Cheng et al., 2019; Tychoniec et al., 2019; Vazzano et al., 2021), and
most often traced by shock tracers such as SiO, SO and CO (Lefèvre et al., 2017;
Jhan & Lee, 2021; Lee et al., 2021). An example of outflow bullets can be seen in
Fig. 2. In position-velocity diagrams, outflow bullets – in this context often called
"Hubble Wedges" – stand out as high-velocity fingers from the otherwise linear
position-velocity relation (Bachiller et al., 1990; Lada & Fich, 1996; Arce & Good-
man, 2001; Wang et al., 2014, 2019; Nony et al., 2020). The spacing and velocity of
the outflow bullets give insight into the accretion and ejection behaviour of their
launching protostars (Bally, 2016; Lee, 2020). A frequently observed characteristic
of episodic outflows is a bimodality of the time scale between two ejection events
(Jhan & Lee, 2021, or the review by Lee 2020). Vorobyov et al. (2018) find a spa-
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cing between bullets corresponding to quiescent phases between ejection events of
∼ 103 − 104 years and substructure within these bullets of ∼ 10− 100 years. Once
these outflow bullets break out of their dense core and are observable in the optical
spectrum, they are referred to as "Herbig-Haro" objects, often spanning parsec scale
long chains (Reipurth et al., 1997, 1998; Cortes-Rangel et al., 2020; Ferrero et al.,
2020; Movsessian et al., 2021).

Outflows are confined by cavity walls, which are compressed layers of dense
gas. These cavity walls are mostly molecular (Bally, 2016) and might cause an
enhancement of complex molecule formation (Arce et al., 2008; Drozdovskaya et al.,
2015). The cavities interior is filled with low-velocity, low-density entrained gas.
Sideways moving gas, redirected from the leading and intermediate bow shocks,
together with the wide-angle wind, hit and compress the cavity wall. Therefore,
the cavity wall moves almost perpendicular to the outflow axis and widens over
time (Arce & Sargent, 2006; Seale & Looney, 2008; Velusamy et al., 2014; Hsieh
et al., 2017).

Another evolutionary trend of outflows – besides widening of the cavities and
becoming increasingly atomic and ionised – is a diminishing outflow activity with
evolutionary stage (Curtis et al., 2010; Yıldız et al., 2015; Bally, 2016; Mottram et al.,
2017; Vazzano et al., 2021; Podio et al., 2021; Sperling et al., 2021). Tanabe et al.
(2019) find in a sample of 44 outflows with an average dynamical age of 3.8 kyr
an average mass-loss rate of 1.7× 10−5 M� yr−1. Combining observational results
for young outflows of many authors, Lee (2020) find mass-loss of ∼ 10−6 M� yr−1

for Class 0 sources. During the Class I and II phase these mass-loss rates decrease
to ∼ 10−10 M� yr−1 (Ellerbroek et al., 2013; Lee, 2020). This decrease in outflow
activity is correlated with an diminishing accretion rate from ∼ 10−5 during Class
0 phase to ∼ 10−9 M� yr−1 during Class II phase (Ellerbroek et al., 2013; Lee, 2020).
While the mass-loss and accretion rate decrease with evolutionary stage, the ratio of
both, namely the ejection efficiency, stays rather constant at∼ 0.1 in good agreement
with predictions from the launching models (Shu et al., 1988; Pelletier & Pudritz,
1992; Calvet et al., 1993; Hartmann & Calvet, 1995; Ellerbroek et al., 2013; Bally,
2016; Lee, 2020).

Outflow feedback has a tremendous impact on the star formation processes it
accompanies. Protostellar outflows are the first rung of a ladder of increasingly im-
pactful feedback mechanism (Bally, 2016). Especially for cores and clouds forming
mostly low-mass stars, where other feedback mechanisms such as stellar winds,
ionising radiation or supernovae do not come into play, protostellar outflows are
the dominant feedback mechanism, (e.g. Nakamura & Li, 2007; Hansen et al., 2012;
Federrath et al., 2014; Krumholz et al., 2014; Li et al., 2018; Cunningham et al., 2018).
Outflows inject a significant amount of energy and momentum on scales of a few
AU to several parsecs (Arce et al., 2007).

On core scales, the initially ejected jet and wide-angle wind entrain secondary
envelope material, unbinding up to ∼ 50 % of the initial core mass (Lee et al.,
2000; Arce et al., 2007; Machida & Matsumoto, 2012). The associated outflow lobes
block the accretion from these directions onto the protostar, therefore reducing the
accretion rate onto the protostar Guszejnov et al. (2021). Since outflow feedback is
accretion powered, the reduction in accretion rate causes a feedback loop resulting
in self-regulated outflow feedback (Myers, 2008; Federrath et al., 2014). The injected
energy and momentum might disperse the core and terminate the whole accretion
process (Myers, 2008; Zhang et al., 2016; Bally, 2016). Overall, outflow feedback
reduces the core-to-star efficiency to about 0.25 - 0.5 (Zhang et al., 2016; Tabone
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et al., 2017).
On molecular cloud scales, the impact of outflow feedback depends on the size

of the cloud. In smaller clouds, outflow feedback is sufficient to sustain the level of
turbulence, delay collapse and even disrupt the whole cloud (Matzner & Jumper,
2015; Drabek-Maunder et al., 2016; Feddersen et al., 2020; Guszejnov et al., 2021).
However, this is probably not the case for more massive giant molecular clouds
(Arce et al., 2010; Nakamura & Li, 2014; Tanabe et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020; Guszejnov
et al., 2021). Guszejnov et al. (2021) find that outflows disrupt accretion flows and
trigger star formation leading to a more realistic initial mass function.
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SMOOTHED PARTICLE HYDRODYNAMICS

Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a numerical technique independently de-
veloped by Lucy (1977) and Gingold & Monaghan (1977) to solve astrophysical
problems. Today, modern SPH formulations find use in a broad range of fields
such as engineering or geophysics (Springel, 2010; Lind et al., 2020). The unique
feature of SPH is that the gas is discretised in a finite number of particles – the "P" in
SPH – with a fixed mass. In a Lagrangian fashion, these particles are advected with
the flow and store gas properties, such as energy and momentum. The Lagrangian
frame of reference has some benefits compared to grid-based Eulerian methods.
Particles moving with the flow naturally cause a high resolution in dense regions.
Especially for star formation simulations with a huge dynamic range in density,
this property is very convenient. Since the mass of a particle never changes, mass
is naturally conserved in SPH simulations. Moreover, momentum and angular mo-
mentum are conserved too. In principle, even energy and entropy are conserved,
but only if viscosity is neglected. One of the biggest drawbacks of SPH is that vis-
cosity must be added artificially, which is a major error source. In the following, I
give a brief overview of the SPH technique with a focus on the implementation in
Gandalf (Hubber et al., 2018).
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2.1
Euler Equations

The "H" in SPH stands for hydrodynamics, referring to the goal of solving the equa-
tions of hydrodynamics, often called "Euler equations". These equations describe
the flow of gases, such as in star forming regions. Considering inviscid gases and
no additional force terms, the Euler equations in the Lagrangian form read as

dρ

dt
+ ρ∇υ = 0 , (2.1)

dυ

dt
+
∇P

ρ
= 0 , (2.2)

du
dt

+
P
ρ
∇υ = 0 . (2.3)

Where d/dt = ∂/∂t + υ∇ is the convective derivative. Each of these equations
covers a fundamental conservation law, respectively mass, momentum and energy.
Except for some special cases, there are no analytical solutions to this problem.
Therefore, to evolve the gas in time, this system of differential equations must be
solved numerically. One of these numerical methods often used in modern astro-
physics is Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics.

2.2
Basic SPH formulation

The "S" in SPH refers to smoothing the properties carried by the SPH particles. A
kernel, W, is used to smooth a property, A, defined at the particles’ positions, r′,
into a continuous field, defined at any position, r,

〈A(r)〉 =
∫

V
A(r′)W(|r− r′|, h) dV . (2.4)

Here, h refers to the smoothing length on which the kernel, W, operates. Since
in SPH the gas is modelled by a finite number of particles, the volume integral is
approximated by the sum over all particles

〈A(r)〉 =
npart

∑
j

A(r j)W(|r− r j|, h)
Mpart

ρj
. (2.5)

The volume element, dV, is replaced by the associated volume of an SPH particle,
e.g. the mass of a particle divided by its density Mpart/ρj.

The summation over all particles is similar to a Monte-Carlo integration; increas-
ing the number of particles reduces the integration error (Dehnen & Aly, 2012).
Since the particles are at least in the close vicinity of r roughly equally spaced, the
accuracy is significantly better than for a random distribution in a Monte-Carlo in-
tegration. Theoretically, SPH is a second-order algorithm (Monaghan, 2005). How-
ever, the somewhat irregular particle distribution causes the convergence order to
drop to 1.1 - 1.8 (Quinlan et al., 2006; Lind et al., 2020).
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The field variable A can be any property carried by the SPH particles. For the
density, Eq. 2.5 takes the convenient from

〈ρ(r)〉 =
npart

∑
j

Mpart W(|r− r j|, h) , (2.6)

only dependent on the particles’ positions and masses. Vector-fields, B, are com-
puted in the same way

〈B(r)〉 =
npart

∑
j

B(r j)W(|r− r j|, h)
Mpart

ρj
. (2.7)

Another convenient property of the SPH formulation is that derivatives of field vari-
ables simply become derivatives of the kernel ∇W(r − ri, h), which are in general
pre-calculated,

〈∇A(r)〉 =
npart

∑
j

A(r j)∇W(|r− r j|, h)
Mpart

ρj
. (2.8)

2.3
Smoothing kernel

The kernel used in Eq. 2.4-2.8 can be any function that satisfies the following con-
ditions. The kernel must (i) be normalised∫

V
W(|r− r′|, h) dV = 1 , (2.9)

(ii) be at least two times differentiable and (iii) approximate a Dirac δ-function as
the smoothing length tends towards zero

lim
h→0

W(|r− r′|, h) = δ(|r− r′|) . (2.10)

Additionally, it is beneficial if the kernel has a finite support. In contrast to the
historically used Gaussian (Gingold & Monaghan, 1977), kernels with finite support
cut the computational cost by just considering the particle in the close vicinity. For
a kernel with finite support Eq. 2.5 becomes

〈A(r)〉 =
nneib

∑
j

A(ri)W(|r− r j|, h)
Mpart

ρj
, (2.11)

where nneib is the number of neighbours within the kernel instead of all particles.
Thereby, particles far away from r do not influence local properties such as density
or temperature.

A frequently used kernel is the M4 kernel

W(r, h) =
1

π h3


1− 3

2 s2 + 3
4 s3 if 0 ≤ s < 1

1
4 (2− s)3 if 1 ≤ s ≤ 2 .

0 if s > 2

(2.12)

The M4 kernel fulfils the above mentioned conditions and has a finite support of
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two smoothing length, s ≡ r/h < 2. The first spacial derivative is

dW(r, h)
dr

=
1

π h4


−3s + 9

4 s2 if 0 ≤ s < 1
3
4 (2− s)2 if 1 ≤ s ≤ 2 .

0 if s > 2

(2.13)

An alternative to the M4 kernel is the Quintic kernel that utilises a higher-order
spline and extends to 3 h. These spline kernels suffer from a phenomenon called
"pair-instability", causing particles to stick at each other when the number of particles
in the kernel exceeds a certain threshold. Wendland kernels avoid this problem and
are therefore a viable alternative (Dehnen & Aly, 2012).

2.4
Smoothing length

The smoothing length defines on which spatial scales the smoothing kernel oper-
ates. Thereby, the smoothing length, in combination with the choice of the kernel,
determine the spatial resolution. A larger smoothing length results in a lower error
due to noise. However, there is a trade-off between noise and spatial resolution.
In addition, too large smoothing length might trigger the above-mentioned pair-
instability.

Historically the smoothing length used to be fixed for all particles. However,
moving to individual smoothing length opens up the full potential of adaptive re-
finement (Monaghan, 2002). The idea is to keep the number of particles within the
kernel roughly constant. This is equivalent to assuming a constant mass within the
kernel

ρ h3
i = η Mpart . (2.14)

Here, η is a parameter used to scale the number of neighbours. Since the definition
of the smoothing length,

hi = η

(
Mpart

ρi

) 1
3

, (2.15)

depends on the density and the density itself is a function of the smoothing length
(Eq. 2.6), both are found iteratively. In Hubber et al. (2018) the default η = 1.2
resulting in on average 58 neighbours for the M4 kernel (Price & Monaghan, 2004).

2.5
Euler equation in SPH formulation

To numerically solve the Euler equations (Eq. 2.1 - 2.3), one needs a discretised
version of these equation that are formulated using SPH quantities. The mass con-
servation equation can be ignored since the mass of SPH particles never changes,
and therefore Eq. 2.1 is fulfilled anyway.

Springel & Hernquist (2002) propose a "grad-h" formulation of SPH, which is
also adopted by Hubber et al. (2018), where they discretise the corresponding Lag-
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rangian

Lsph =
npart

∑
j

Mpart

(
1
2

υ2
j − uj

)
, (2.16)

with υj and uj being the velocity and internal energy of particle j. From this Lag-
rangian they derive a SPH version of the momentum equation (Eq. 2.2)

dυi
dt

= −
nneib

∑
j

Mpart

(
Pi

Ωiρ
2
i
∇W(rij, hi) +

Pj

Ωjρ
2
j
∇W(rij, hj)

)
(2.17)

and the energy equation (Eq. 2.3)

dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
comp

=
Pi

Ωiρ
2
i

nneib

∑
j

Mpart υij · ∇W(rij, hi) . (2.18)

Here, Ωi denotes a correction factor that accounts for variable smoothing length
of particle i’s neighbours, rij = |rij| = |ri − r j| and υij = υi − υj. Since the
SPH version of the Euler equations is directly derived from Lagrangian mechanics,
energy, momentum and angular momentum conservation is guaranteed. However,
additional modifications, e.g. individual particle timesteps, may cause that actual
conservation is not achieved in practice (Hubber et al., 2018).

2.6
Artificial viscosity

The SPH formulation, including the Euler equations (Eq. 2.1 - 2.3), discussed so
far is completely inviscid. Viscosity is especially important for an accurate descrip-
tion of shocks, e.g. in protostellar outflows, to allow the conversion of kinetic into
thermal energy. To correctly describe viscous fluids one would need to solve the
Navier-Stokes equation, and there are SPH formulations that do exactly that (Sijacki
& Springel, 2006). However, the more common approach is to add artificial viscos-
ity terms to the Euler equations. Hubber et al. (2018) add an additional force term
to the momentum equation (Eq. 2.17)

dυi
dt

∣∣∣∣
visc

=
nneib

∑
j

Mpart

ρij
α υsig µij∇W(rij, hi, hj) (2.19)

and a corresponding source term to the energy equation (Eq. 2.18)

dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
visc

= −
nneib

∑
j

Mpart

ρij

α υsig µ2
ij

2
r̂ij∇W(rij, hi, hj)

+
nneib

∑
j

Mpart

ρij
α υ′sig(ui − uj) r̂ij∇W(rij, hi, hj) ,

(2.20)

such that the energy is conserved (Monaghan, 1997). The heating and cooling rates
due to compression (Eq. 2.18) and viscosity follows as

dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
hydro

=
dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
comp

+
dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
visc

. (2.21)
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Since the viscous force between particle i and j is antisymmetric, momentum and
angular momentum are still conserved. Here,

W(rij, hi, hj) =
W(rij, hi) + W(rij, hj)

2
, (2.22)

is a symmetrized kernel, ρij = (ρi + ρj)/2 denotes the mean density, µij = min(0, υij ·
rij) and r̂ij = rij/rij. The signal speed for the artificial viscosity is

υsig = ci + cj − β υij · r̂ij (2.23)

and

υ′sig = |υij · r̂ij| (2.24)

for the artificial conductivity with with ci the isothermal sound speed of particle i.
The strength of the artificial viscosity is regulated by the parameters β = 2 α of
unity order (Morris & Monaghan, 1997).

This artificial viscosity description allows SPH to capture shocks but comes
with the drawback that now inviscid flows are modelled incorrectly. To mitigate
this problem, most SPH codes incorporate time-dependent viscosity switches. The
switch used in this work was proposed by Cullen & Dehnen (2010). Each particle
has its own time-dependent αi viscosity parameter. If the particle encounters a
shock, αi rises to a predefined value and decays afterwards. Compared to previ-
ous methods, the switch by Cullen & Dehnen (2010) reduces unwanted artificial
viscosity in accretion discs much more efficiently.

2.7
Gravity

The star formation process is mainly driven by the self-gravity. However, the im-
plementation of self-gravity is not trivial; simply computing the gravitational accel-
eration between all particles

dυi
dt

∣∣∣∣
grav

= −
npart

∑
j

G Mpart r̂ij

r2
ij

(2.25)

is generally not an option for two reasons. The first reason is that this would
result in an computationally expensive O(N 2) problem, which will be discussed
later. The second reason is that if two particles lie within a smoothing kernel, the
gravitational force needs to account for the smoothing to avoid numerical artefacts.
Price & Monaghan (2007) propose a method that accounts for kernel smoothed
gravity and does not break any conservation properties. Just as one may derive
the momentum equation (Eq. 2.17) from the Lagrangian, the same may be done
to determine the gravitational acceleration. Price & Monaghan (2007) formulate an
additional gravity term that is added to the SPH Lagrangian (Eq. 2.16)

Lgrav =
npart

∑
i

Mpart ψi (2.26)
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with the gravitational potential

ψi = −
G
2

npart

∑
j

Mpart
φ(rij, hi) + φ(rij, hj)

2
. (2.27)

Here, φ is the gravitational potential kernel, which is derived by integrating the the
gravitational force kernel

φ(r, h) =
∫

φ′(r, h)dr . (2.28)

The gravitational force kernel itself is obtained from the smoothing kernel, W(r, h),
as

φ′(r, h) =
4 π

r2

∫ r

0
W(r, h)r′dr′ . (2.29)

For W(r, h) being the M4 kernel (Eq. 2.12) the gravitational force and potential
kernels take the form

φ′(r, h) =


h−2

(
4
3 s− 6

5 s3 + 1
2 s4
)

if 0 ≤ s < 1

h−2
(

8
3 s− 3 s2 + 6

5 s3 − 1
6 s4 − 1

15 s3

)
if 1 ≤ s < 2

r−2 if s ≥ 2

(2.30)

and

φ(r, h) =


h−1

(
2
2 s2 − 3

10 s4 + 1
10 s5 − 7

5

)
if 0 ≤ s < 1

h−1
(

4
3 s2 − s3 + 3

10 s4 − 1
30 s5 − 8

5 + 1
15 s

)
if 1 ≤ s < 2 .

−r−1 if s ≥ 2

(2.31)

From the modified Lagrangian (Eq. 2.16 and 2.26) the additional acceleration
due to self-gravity can be derived as

dυi
dt

∣∣∣∣
grav

= −G
npart

∑
j

Mpart
φ′(rij, hi) + φ′(rij, hj)

2
r̂ij

−G
2

npart

∑
j

Mpart

(
ξi
Ωi
∇Wi(rij, hi) +

ξ j

Ωj
∇Wi(rij, hj)

)
.

(2.32)

The factor ξi is derived as

ξi =
∂hi
∂ρi

nneib

∑
j

Mpart
∂φ(rij, hi)

∂hi
. (2.33)

Eq. 2.32 describes the acceleration of a particle due to the gravitational attrac-
tion of all other particles in the simulation. The difference to the hydrodynamical
forces is that gravity has an infinite range, which manifests as a non zero term in
gravitational force kernel for s > 2 (Eq. 2.30). For state of the art simulations with
many particles, this O(N 2) scaling behaviour is disadvantageous and would cause
high computational costs. Therefore, modern codes approximate the attraction of a
distant group of particles on the gravitational acceleration of particle i. Instead of
computing the acceleration to all of these particles individually, one only considers
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their combined mass at their centre of mass position.
The most common way to determine which particles can be approximated as a

group and which must be taken care of individually is a tree. Trees are hierarchical
data structures where the highest level combines references to all elements, here
particles, and splits them subsequently into smaller groups, called "nodes". Fre-
quently used trees are KD-trees (Bentley, 1975) or Barnes-Hut trees (Barnes & Hut,
1986). A KD-tree subsequently divides the simulation domain in two such that each
half, called "children", contains the same number of particles. The division repeats
multiple time with the splitting alternating along the x, y and z-axis. The highest
level node is called the "root", whereas the bottom nodes are called "leaves".

When computing the gravitational force, one "walks the tree" down from the root
towards the leaves and evaluates at each node whether all particles in this domain
can be approximated with a single point mass or if the node must be broken up
further. A possible opening criterion that a node at a distance d with size s has to
fulfil is

s
d
≤ θmax , (2.34)

where θmax is a pre-defined maximum opening angle. The smaller the maximum
opening angle, the more nodes are opened up, and the approximation approaches
the exact solution.

Using such a tree structure reduces the computational complexity of self-gravity
from O(N 2) to O(N log(N )). Moreover, the tree is also used to find the neighbours
of a given particle efficiently for other calculations.

2.8
Radiative heating and cooling

So far, the gas internal energy is only affected by compression (Eq. 2.18) and vis-
cous heating (Eq. 2.20). However, radiative heating (e.g. from stars, the background
radiation field or cosmic rays) as well as radiative deexcitation of molecules, atoms
and ions and black body radiation from dust, are the main regulators of the inter-
stellar mediums (ISM) temperature. To correctly treat the effects of radiation, one
would need to solve the full radiative transfer (RT) equation, which is not feasible
with current computation resources. There are SPH-RT methods that approximate
radiative transfer (e.g. Pawlik & Schaye, 2008; Grond et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2021),
but they are still computationally expensive and complex to implement.

On the other hand, the most straightforward way to approximate the ISM’s
thermal behaviour is to use a barotropic equation of state (EOS). There, the gas
temperature and pressure depends only on the density. The barotropic EOS com-
bines an isothermal EOS for low-density, optically thin regions with an adiabatic
EOS for dense, optically thick regions (e.g. Masunaga & Inutsuka, 2000). However,
the barotropic EOS is often a strong oversimplification, e.g. disc fragmentation is
not well captured.

To obtain a more appropriate description of the gas thermodynamics compared
to a simple barotropic EOS, without the need to perform the full radiative transfer,
I implemented the method by Stamatellos et al. (2007) into Gandalf to capture
thermal and radiative effects. This method computes heating and cooling rates for
each particle individually just from their local density, temperature and gravita-
tional potential. The gravitational potential, ψi, is already calculated (Eq. 2.27) and
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represents the particle’s larger-scale environment.
To better differentiate between optically thin and thick regions, Stamatellos et al.

(2007) introduce a pseudo-cloud around each SPH particle. The density and tem-
perature profile of this pseudo cloud are modelled with a polytrope of index n = 2.
The particle’s position in the cloud is not fixed, instead it may take any position
within this pseudo-cloud (for a use full illustration see figure 1 and 2 in Stamatellos
et al., 2007). For each position of the SPH particle within the pseudo cloud, the
parameter of the pseudo cloud are adjusted such that the density and temperature
at the position within the pseudo cloud match that of the generating SPH particle.
Dependent on the particle’s density and gravitational potential, a mass weighted,
pseudo-mean column-density, Σ̄i is estimated by integrating from any possible po-
sition within the pseudo-cloud to its edge

Σ̄i = ζn

(−ψi ρi
4 π G

) 1
2

. (2.35)

Here, ζn is precomputed factor, dependent on the polytropic index n, with ζ2 = 0.368
as the default value. In a similar way pseudo-mean opacities, κ̄r(ρ, T) are precom-
puted and stored in a look-up table.

The relation between internal energy and temperature depends on many factors.
Stamatellos et al. (2007) assume the gas consists of 70 % hydrogen and 30 % helium,
for which they compute the fraction of molecular, atomic and ionised particles using
the Saha equation (e.g. Black & Bodenheimer, 1975). The internal energy descrip-
tion accounts for ionisation and dissociation, for rotational and vibrational degrees
of freedom and optical depth effects such as ice and metal grains and electron scat-
tering. The internal energy depends only on the density and temperature, ui(ρi, Ti),
and is stored as a pre-calculated lookup table.

With the pseudo-mean column density (Eq. 2.35) and opacity the additional
heating or cooling due to radiation can be written as

dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
rad

=
4 σsb

(
T4

0 (ri)− T4
i
)

Σ̄2
i κ̄R(ρi, Ti) + κ−1

p (ρi, Ti)
(2.36)

Here, σob is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and κp(ρi, Ti) is the Planck-mean opacity.
The background temperature, T0, is defined as

T4
0 (r) = (10 K)4 +

n?

∑
s

L?,s

16 π σob |r− r?,s|2
(2.37)

and accounts for the background radiation field as well as the pseudo background
temperature field caused by the luminosity, L?, of the stars in the simulation, n?. In
Paper II the stellar evolution model by Offner et al. (2009) is introduced to compute
the luminosity of each star.

Instead of adding Eq. 2.36 to the energy equation (Eq. 2.21), which would cause
very small timesteps, Stamatellos et al. (2007) propose a different scheme to update
the internal energy. First an equilibrium temperature, Tequi, where the heating and
cooling from compression and viscosity (Eq. 2.21) balance the heating and cooling
from radiation (Eq. 2.36), is computed from

dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
hydro

+
4 σsb

(
T4

0 (ri)− T4
equi

)
Σ̄2

i κ̄R(ρi, Tequi) + κ−1
p (ρi, Tequi)

= 0 . (2.38)
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Then, a thermalization timescale is estimated as

ttherm,i = (uequi,i − ui)

(
dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
hydro

+
dui
dt

∣∣∣∣
rad

)−1
, (2.39)

where uequi,i = u(ρi, tequi,i) is the tabulated internal energy for the equilibrium
temperature. Finally the internal energy is updated as

ui(t + ∆t) = ui(t) exp
(
− ∆t

ttherm,i

)
+ uequi,i

(
1− exp

(
− ∆t

ttherm,i

))
. (2.40)

Here, t is the simulation time and ∆t the timestep.
This method is very efficient since it requires only local SPH quantities that are

either already computed or tabulated. Therefore, it is a good compromise between
a computationally more expensive radiative transfer code and a simple barotropic
EOS.

2.9
Time integration

Section 2.8 describes the time integration of the energy equation (Eq. 2.18). The
momentum equation (Eq. 2.17) with the additional terms due to viscosity (Eq. 2.19)
and gravity (Eq. 2.32) are integrated using a second-order Leap-Frog kick-drift-kick
(KDK) scheme. Particle i’s position and velocity at step n are updated by the KDK
scheme as

rn+1
i = rn

i + υn
i ∆t +

1
2

an
i ∆t2 , (2.41)

υn+1
i = υn

i +
1
2

(
an

i + an+1
i

)
∆t . (2.42)

Here, the acceleration is only computed once, but is taken into account at the begin-
ning, an

i , and at the end of a timestep, an+1
i , which effectively halves the timestep

∆t. The KDK scheme is symplectic and therefore comes with a bound energy error,
which is especially use full for self-gravitating gas, e.g. in an accretion disc, as it
prevents the orbits from drifting.

2.10
Timesteps

SPH codes a use Courant (CFL) condition,

∆ti = fc
hi

ci + |∇υi|+ ε
, (2.43)

to limit the timesteps such that SPH particles can not cross their smoothing kernel
in less than a timestep. Here, fc = 0.15 is a free parameter with the constraint that
fc < 1 and ε is a small number to prevent divisions by zero. As an addition to the
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CFL condition, Gandalf uses an acceleration timestep limiter (Hubber et al., 2011),

∆ti = fa
hi√
|ai|+ ε

, (2.44)

limiting the the timesteps in regions with high accelerations, e.g. in the vicinity of
sink particles. Again, fa = 0.075 is a free parameter. The last condition used in
Gandalf is an energy rate timestep limiter,

∆ti = fu ui

(
dui
dt

+ ε

)−1
, (2.45)

with fu = 0.4. The ideal timestep of a particle is the smallest of these three
timesteps. Reducing fc, fa or fu makes the simulation more stable, but increases
the computational cost.

Ideal timesteps might differ greatly between different particles. Particles sitting
in the simulation’s outskirts usually have much larger ideal timesteps than particles
close to a sink. To not evaluate these particles more often than necessary, most SPH
codes make use of block timestepping. In Gandalf, each particle is updated with
its own timestep, which is a binary multiple

∆tl = 2l∆tmin with l ∈ [0, 1, 2, ..., lmax]. (2.46)

of the smallest time step in the simulation, ∆tmin. Accordingly, particle i’s block
timestep is the largest ∆tl that is smaller than its ideal timestep (Eq. 2.43 - 2.45).
Assuming lmax = 9 is the highest allowed timestep level, then a particle on the
lowest level receives 2lmax = 512 times more updates than a particle on the highest
level.

Neighbouring particles are only allowed to have a timestep level difference of
∆l = 1 to avoid situations where a particle with a long individual timestep does not
react to an incoming shock front. At the end of a full timestep ∆tmax = 2lmax ∆tmin

all particles are at the same timestep and can be synchronised.

2.11
Sink particles

During the gravitational collapse in which stars form out of dense cores, the density
continuously increases. In the SPH formulation, high mass densities correspond to
a high density of SPH particles. Due to the CFL timestep criterion (Eq. 2.43), this
leads to continuously decreasing timesteps until it becomes infeasible to continue
the simulation. Bate et al. (1995) propose sink particles to mitigate this problem.
They replace gravitationally bound, dense objects with a single unsmoothed sink
particle and therefore limit the timestep. Sink particles are unsmoothed and interact
only gravitationally with the rest of the simulation. Neighbouring bound particles
might be accreted onto the sink, thereby transferring their mass, momentum and
angular momentum onto the sink particle.

Once a sink accretes particles, they are not able to leave the sink ever again. To
avoid situations in which a particle would later leave the dense region again, certain
requirements for the formation of sinks, and the accretion of particles onto it, must
be fulfilled. These requirements may differ between SPH codes. Here, I focus on
the ones proposed by Hubber et al. (2013) that are implemented in Gandalf. For
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an SPH particle to turn into a sink particle, it must

• have a density greater than a pre-defined threshold density, ρsink.

• have the lowest gravitational potential (Eq. 2.27) among all neighbours.

• not have an overlapping smoothing kernel with another sink particle.

• have a density greater than ρhill. Where

ρhill = −3 (ris · ais)

π G r2
is

(2.47)

with i the candidate particle, s an already existing sink particle and ais the ac-
celeration between the two. This criterion ensures that if a sink particle forms
in another sink particle’s vicinity, the new one dominates the gravitational
attraction.

• be able to collapse within a free fall time, τff,i, before reaching another sink
particle, s, corresponding to (Clarke et al., 2017)

τff,i <
ris

r̂is υis
, (2.48)

ρi >
3 π

32 G

(
r̂is υis

ris

)2
. (2.49)

In previous implementations of sink particles, the accretion criteria are only that the
SPH particle is within the accretion radius of the sink and gravitationally bound to
it. Almost all particles within the accretion radius are immediately accreted, leaving
an empty void around the sink as a consequence. The lack of particles causes an
artificial pressure towards the sink. Hubber et al. (2013) propose a sub-grid model
mitigating this problem. Particles are not accreted directly but slowly over time such
that the vicinity of the sink is not empty, improving the hydrodynamical behaviour
of the gas surrounding the sinks.

For this work, sink particles also serve as star particles; each sink is considered
to be a single star. In Paper I and Paper II, I will introduce several additional sub-grid
models that all operate on the sinks.

2.12
Alternatives to SPH

Historically SPH and finite-volume grid codes are the two options used in astro-
physical simulations. Both have different strengths and weaknesses. Grid codes
do not conserve angular and linear momentum at the same time, and the grid
axis might lead to artefacts. Adaptive mesh refining codes, such as flash (Fryxell
et al., 2000) mitigate the lack of adaptive resolution. Advantages of grid codes com-
pared to SPH codes are the high accuracy and fast convergence due to high-order
Riemann solvers. Moreover, there is no need for artificial viscosity since Riemann
solvers accurately capture shocks with substantial dissipation.
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In recent years, methods evolved that try to combine the advantages of Eulerian
grid and Lagrangian SPH codes. Moving mesh (MM) codes, such as arepo (Wein-
berger et al., 2020), advance particles in a Lagrangian fashion and therefore have a
similar adaptive resolution as SPH. These particles are the base of a finite-volume
Voronoi grid. Similar to standard grid codes, Riemann solvers compute fluxes at
the cell boundaries with high precision. The unstructured grid adapts to interfaces
and prevents grid artefact. However, the Voronoi tessellation is computationally
expensive and angular momentum is not conserved.

An alternative to moving mesh codes are mesh-less finite-volume (MFV) or
finite-mass (MFM) codes that are somewhat closer to SPH codes than MM codes
(Hopkins, 2015). There, the volume associated with a given particle is computed
using a kernel function instead of the Voronoi tessellation for MM codes. The dif-
ference is that in MFM interfaces are smooth, and a volume element at the boundary
belongs partially to more than one particle, whereas MM codes have a sharp parti-
tion (see Fig. 1 in Hopkins, 2015, for an intuitive visualisation). Compared to MM,
the MFM method features angular momentum conservation at the cost of higher
noise. Hubber et al. (2018) find (similar to Hopkins (2015) for the Gizmo code) that
the MFM implementation in Gandalf is superior to the SPH method. They find
that MFM, compared to SPH, has better convergence properties, is better at shock
capturing, less noisy and does not need artificial viscosity. I performed the simu-
lations in this work with pure grad-h SPH because the implementation of MFM in
Gandalf was not yet available when I started.
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THE RESEARCH

Protostellar outflows are a ubiquitous signpost of the star formation process (Podio
et al., 2020) emerging already during the earliest stages of star formation (Busch
et al., 2020; Vazzano et al., 2021). While the outflow carves out a cavity (Duncan
et al., 2021) that widens over time (Hsieh et al., 2017), the initially ejected gas entrains
secondary core material (Zhang et al., 2017). Therefore, outflow feedback reduces
the star formation efficiency to about 50% (Machida & Hosokawa, 2013; Tabone et al.,
2017) in a self-regulated manner (Cunningham et al., 2018) and shifts the peak of
the IMF closer to observed values (Bate, 2012; Guszejnov et al., 2021). Numerous
authors are working on numerical simulations to study the launching of protostellar
outflows as well as their impact on the envelope (Banerjee et al., 2007; Seifried et al.,
2012; Price et al., 2012; Bate et al., 2014; Tomida et al., 2015; Offner & Chaban, 2017;
Li et al., 2018; Cunningham et al., 2018; Machida & Basu, 2019; Rosen et al., 2020;
Guszejnov et al., 2021). However, none of these works focuses especially on episodic
outflow feedback.

As the accretion of protostars is observed to be episodic (Takagi et al., 2020),
such are the outflows (Jhan & Lee, 2021; Lee et al., 2021), since both processes are
highly connected (Vorobyov et al., 2018; Machida & Basu, 2019; Sicilia-Aguilar et al.,
2020). Episodic outflow bullets stand out in observed position-velocity diagrams as
high-velocity Hubble Wedges (Arce & Goodman, 2001; Wang et al., 2019; Nony et al.,
2020). How these wedges relate to the linear position-velocity relation in terms of
an evolutionary sequence is from great interest.

Since the accretion and ejection of gas are linked, outflows carry fossil records
of the accretion history (Nony et al., 2020). Observers use kinematic information of
the outflows and their bullets to infer stellar properties, such as the accretion rate
(Li et al., 2020). Dynamical ages of outflows and their bullets (Zhang et al., 2005;
Downes & Cabrit, 2007; Mottram et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020), the decline in outflow
activity (Curtis et al., 2010; Yıldız et al., 2015; Vazzano et al., 2021) and the widening
of outflow cavities (Arce & Sargent, 2006; Hsieh et al., 2017) might give a glimpse
on the protostellar age or evolutionary stage. While these methods are frequently
used, it is still unclear how accurate they are.

Only about half of the field stars are single stars like our sun; all other stars
are in binary or even higher-order multiple systems (Raghavan et al., 2010). The
multiplicity fraction during the early stage of star formation is even higher (Duchêne
et al., 2007; Pineda et al., 2015; Tobin et al., 2016; Shan et al., 2017; Duchêne et al.,
2018; Tobin et al., 2018; Kounkel et al., 2019). Therefore, most stars do not form
in isolation but in a multiple system. Since only binary systems are genuinely
stable, it is of great interest which factors influence the chances of higher-order
multiple systems to stay intact or break apart. Binary systems are observed to occur
frequently as so-called "twin" binaries where both components have roughly the
same mass (Lucy, 2006; Simon & Obbie, 2009; Kounkel et al., 2019). The influence
of episodic outflow feedback on the stability of multiple systems and the occurrence
of twin binaries has not been studied so far.
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This thesis aims to better understand the impact of episodic outflow feedback
on the evolution and outcome of low-mass star formation. A new episodic outflow
feedback model for SPH simulations is developed, extended and tested. Using this
new model, simulations with and without episodic outflow feedback are compared
to study the impact of outflow feedback on the star formation process. In the last
step, the simulated outflows are used to test the accuracy of widely used methods
to infer protostellar ages and accretion rates from these outflows. The main work of
this thesis is presented in three publications which I will introduce in the following.
The full publications are provided in Chapter 4, 5, and 6. In Chapter 7, I shortly
summarise and discuss the results and give an outlook for further investigation.

Paper I - Evolution of Hubble wedges in episodic protostellar outflows (Rohde et al.,
MNRAS, 483, 2563, 2019)

The focus of this paper is to introduce the newly developed sub-grid, episodic out-
flow feedback model. An ensemble of 19 simulations of 1 M� rotating cores with
a singular isothermal sphere (Shu, 1977) density distribution are performed. These
simulations differ in model parameters as well as mass resolutions. In order to com-
pare episodic and continuous outflow feedback, three additional simulations with
continuous outflow feedback are presented. The publication covers an extensive
resolution and parameter study of the new outflow model. The simulations with
varying model parameter are used to discuss whether episodic outflow feedback
is self-regulating. To study the influence of episodic outflow feedback in a more
realistic environment, an additional simulation of a 2.7 M� core with a density dis-
tribution proportional to a Bonnor–Ebert sphere and an initially turbulent velocity
field is presented (Bonnor, 1956; Ebert, 1957). This simulation is used to compare
the simulated mass-velocity and position-velocity relation to observations and study
Hubble wedges which are characteristic for episodic outflows.

Paper II - The impact of episodic outflow feedback on stellar multiplicity and the star forma-
tion efficiency (Rohde et al., MNRAS, 500, 3594, 2021)

The goal of the second paper is to study the influence of episodic outflow feedback
on the outcome of the star formation process, such as the multiplicity, the star forma-
tion efficiency and the peak of the IMF. To model outflow feedback more accurately,
the sub-grid outflow model presented in Paper I is improved by including a stellar
evolution model that allows for a more realistic description of the ejection velocity
and angular momentum extraction. A large ensemble of 88 simulations of 1 M�
cores with varying initial conditions, such as the core radius and virial ratio as well
as the turbulent mode and seed, are used to study the influence of these initial con-
ditions on the star formation process. The simulation ensemble consists of 44 sim-
ulations without outflow feedback and 44 identical simulations but with episodic
outflow feedback. These two samples are then compared in terms of star formation
efficiency, IMF, stellar multiplicity and the fraction of twin binaries. For the simu-
lations with outflow feedback, the entrainment factor and outflowing gas mass are
analysed with a focus on the question of whether outflow feedback is self-regulating.
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Paper III - Protostellar Outflows: a window to the past (Rohde et al., MNRAS, 510, 2552,
2022)

The focus of the third paper is to find out whether protostellar outflows can be used
to infer the launching protostar’s age, accretion history and evolutionary stage. For
the sample of simulations with outflow feedback from Paper II the outflow lobes are
detected using a k-means algorithm. Episodic outflow bullets within these lobes
are extracted with the help of an Optics algorithm. For these extracted lobes and
bullets dynamical ages are computed with four widely used methods. These four
methods, together with a newly developed method that takes into account two sub-
sequent outflow bullets, are compared to the underlying simulations in terms of
accuracy. Outflow mass, momentum and energy rates, indicating the outflow activ-
ity, are computed using these dynamical ages to predict the launching protostar’s
evolutionary stage. Similarly, the widening of outflow cavities is studied with a fo-
cus on the accuracy of predicting the protostellar age. The outflows and bullets
are used to predict continuous and episodic accretion rates, and the accuracy of
these estimates is discussed. Finally, Paper III showcases how this information can
be combined to reconstruct the accretion history of a protostar.
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ABSTRACT
Young low-mass protostars undergo short phases of high accretion and outburst activity leading
to lumpy outflows. Recent observations have shown that the position–velocity and mass–
velocity diagrams of such outflows exhibit individual bullet-like features; some of these bullets
subscribe to a ‘Hubble Law’ velocity relation, and others are manifest as ‘Hubble wedges’.
In order to explore the origin of these features, we have developed a new episodic outflow
model for the SPH code GANDALF, which mimics the accretion and ejection behaviour of
FU-Ori-type stars. We apply this model to simulations of star formation, invoking two types
of initial conditions: spherically symmetric cores in solid-body rotation with ρ ∝ r−2, and
spherically symmetric turbulent cores with density proportional to the density of an Bonnor–
Ebert sphere. For a wide range of model parameters, we find that episodic outflows lead to
self-regulation of the ejected mass and momentum, and we achieve acceptable results, even
with relatively low resolution. Using this model, we find that recently ejected outflow bullets
produce a ‘Hubble wedge’ in the position–velocity relation. However, once such a bullet hits
the leading shock front, it decelerates and aligns with older bullets to form a ‘Hubble-law’.
Bullets can be identified as bumps in the mass–velocity relation, which can be fit with a
power-law, dM/dυRAD ∝ υ−1.5

RAD
.

Key words: stars: formation – stars: protostars – stars: winds, outflows.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

In the core accretion scenario for star formation, collapsing dense
cores form protostars, and these protostars are usually surrounded
by accretion discs (e.g. Shu & Adams 1987; Tan et al. 2014, and
references therein). However, the observed luminosities of such
protostars, and therefore by implication also their accretion rates,
are typically much lower than one would expect, given their masses
and formation time-scales, and assuming steady accretion; this mis-
match is called ‘the luminosity problem’ (Kenyon et al. 1990, 1994;
Kenyon & Hartmann 1995). The luminosity problem can be miti-
gated if the accretion from the disc onto the protostar is episodic,
with a large fraction of the accretion occuring in short intense events
called outbursts (Offner & McKee 2011; Dunham & Vorobyov
2012; Cesaroni et al. 2018; Hsieh et al. 2018; Ibryamov, Semkov &
Peneva 2018; Kuffmeier et al. 2018). Such outbursts are observed
in FU-Orionis-type stars (FUors), which undergo a rapid increase
in accretion rate, from ∼ 10−7 M� yr−1 to ∼10−4 M� yr−1, for a
period of order 10 years (Herbig 1966; Hartmann & Kenyon 1985;

� E-mail: rohde@ph1.uni-koeln.de (PFR); seifired@ph1.uni-koel.de (SW)

Hartmann et al. 1989; Audard et al. 2014; Safron et al. 2015; Fehér
et al. 2017). The cause of this behaviour is still debated, but one
possibility is the interplay of gravitational and magnetorotational
instabilities (MRI; Balbus & Hawley 1991) in the disc (e.g. Zhu,
Hartmann & Gammie 2009a; Zhu et al. 2010a; Stamatellos, Whit-
worth & Hubber 2011b; Kuffmeier et al. 2018). Using a large en-
semble of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations
Lomax, Whitworth & Hubber (2016a,b) conclude that episodic ac-
cretion is necessary to reproduce the observed stellar initial mass
function and the ratio of brown dwarfs to hydrogen-burning stars.

Most, possibly all, forming protostars launch fast bipolar out-
flows (see, e.g., the reviews of Arce et al. (2007); Frank et al. (2014);
Bally (2016), or the recent results from Samal et al. (2018)). The
inference is that, during the collapse, gravitational energy is con-
verted into kinetic and magnetic energy, which then drives and
collimates the outflow, either through magnetic pressure or magne-
tocentrifugal forces (Blandford & Payne 1982; Lynden-Bell 2003;
Pudritz et al. 2007; Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2008; Seifried
et al. 2012; Frank et al. 2014; Bally 2016). The outflow removes
a significant fraction of the angular momentum from the star–disc
system, enabling the gas in the accretion disc to reach the central
protostar (Konigl & Pudritz 2000; Pudritz et al. 2007). Since the

C© 2018 The Author(s)
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outflows are accretion-driven and the accretion is episodic, outflows
are episodic too (Reipurth 1989; Hartigan, Edwards & Ghandour
1995; Hartmann 1997; Konigl & Pudritz 2000; Arce et al. 2007;
Hennebelle et al. 2011; Kuiper, Yorke & Turner 2015; Bally 2016;
Choi et al. 2017; Cesaroni et al. 2018).

The collimated, high-velocity jet is usually traced by shock-
excited H2 in the early embedded phase, and later by H α, [S II],
[N II], and O I (see, e.g. the review by Bally 2016). These jets have
velocities ranging from ∼10 km s−1 to ∼150 km s−1, and carve out
narrow channels (Mundt & Fried 1983; Bally 2016; Liu et al. 2018).
In addition, the jets are surrounded by low-velocity, wide-angle
winds, with velocities up to ∼30 km s−1. These winds are launched
further out in the accretion disc (Cabrit, Raga & Gueth 1997; Bel-
loche et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2002; Arce et al. 2007; Frank et al.
2014). The collimated jet and the low-velocity, wide-angle wind
entrain secondary, low-density, molecular gas, leading to a molecu-
lar outflow, mainly traced by CO and to a lesser extent by SiO (Arce
et al. 2007). Lines from SO and SO2 trace gas that has been entrained
by the wide-angle wind (Tabone et al. 2017). The outflow termi-
nates in a bow shock, where it collides with the ambient medium
(the leading shock front), thus forming a shock-compressed layer of
gas. Changes in the ejection rate, caused by sudden accretion events,
lead to the formation of bullets and internal working surfaces, which
are shocked layers between the fast ejecta and the gas in the outflow
cavity. More evolved outflows break out of their parental core or
cloud and form parsec-scale outflows, traced by chains of Herbig–
Haro objects. In some cases, these chains extend to over 10 per cent,
e.g. HH 131 with an extent of 17 per cent (Reipurth, Bally & Devine
1997; Reipurth, Devine & Bally 1998). The velocities and spacings
of these chains of Herbig–Haro objects allow one to constrain the
episodic accretion history of the launching protostar.

A common relation observed in protostellar outflows is a linear
position–velocity (PV) relation, i.e. a ‘Hubble Law’, in which the
velocity of the outflowing gas increases linearly with distance from
the source (Lada & Fich 1996). Recent observations show that
the PV diagram also exhibits so called ‘Hubble Wedges’ of high-
velocity emission, caused by the bow shocks of individual outflow
bullets (Bachiller et al. 1990; Arce & Goodman 2001; Tafalla et al.
2004; Santiago-Garcı́a et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2014).

In addition, spectral line observations of molecular outflows show
a power-law mass–velocity (MV) relation

dM

dυRAD

∝ υ−γ

RAD
, (1)

as first reported by Kuiper, Zuckerman & Rodriguez Kuiper (1981).
While some objects show a single power-law MV relation, others
can only be fit with a broken power-law (Lada & Fich 1996; Davis
et al. 1998; Ridge & Moore 2001; Birks, Fuller & Gibb 2006; Sto-
jimirović, Snell & Narayanan 2008; Qiu et al. 2011; Mao, Yang &
Lu 2014; Plunkett et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2017). In these cases, the
low-velocity component has a shallow slope (i.e. low γ �), and the
high-velocity component has a much steeper slope (i.e. γ h � γ �).

Matzner & McKee (1999) show analytically that, for an idealized
continuous hydrodynamical outflow, γ � = 2, independent of the
outflow velocity, density, or temperature. However, observations
and simulations show that γ � can range from ∼1 to ∼3 with a mode
of γ � � 1.8 (Lada & Fich 1996; Richer et al. 2000; Arce et al. 2007;
Plunkett et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2017; Li, Klein & McKee 2018).
Arce & Goodman (2001) find that episodic outflows can lead to
a much steeper relation, with γ � ∼ 2.7. Using 1.3 mm waveband
continuum and molecular line observations, Qiu & Zhang (2009)
detect jumps in the MV relation of the outflows in the high-mass

star-forming region HH 80–81, and attribute these to molecular
bullets, caused by episodic outflow events.

In the last decade, the challenge of simulating protostellar out-
flows self-consistently has been tackled by a number of authors
(Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2009; Hennebelle et al. 2011;
Price, Tricco & Bate 2012; Seifried et al. 2012; Machida &
Hosokawa 2013; Bate, Tricco & Price 2014; Machida 2014; To-
mida 2014; Tomida, Okuzumi & Machida 2015; Lewis & Bate
2017). Machida et al. (2009) and Machida (2014) are able to re-
produce the two outflow components in high-resolution Magne-
tohydrodynamics (MHD) simulations of collapsing Bonnor–Ebert
spheres. However, resolving the jet launching region, rLAUNCH ∼ R�,
and at the same time following the outflow on parsec scales, over
>105 yrs, is not presently feasible computationally. Hence, these
simulations are limited either to short simulation times, or to low jet
velocities. An alternative approach is to invoke an almost resolution-
independent sub-grid model (Nakamura & Li 2007; Cunningham
et al. 2011; Federrath et al. 2014; Myers et al. 2014; Offner & Arce
2014; Peters et al. 2014; Kuiper et al. 2015; Offner & Chaban 2017;
Li et al. 2018). In this study, we introduce a sub-grid model which
– for the first time – focuses on the time-variability of the outflows
by mimicking the accretion behaviour of FUor-type stars.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
computational method, introduce the sub-grid outflow model, and
define the simulation setups. In Section 3, we compare episodic and
continuous outflow feedback, and discuss the results of our resolu-
tion and parameter studies, based on simulations where the initial
conditions are spherically symmetric cores in solid-body rotation
with ρ ∝ r−2. In Section 4, we present the results of simulations
where the initial conditions are a spherically symmetric turbulent
core with density proportional to the density of a Bonnor–Ebert
sphere, in particular concentrating on the PV and MV relations.
The results are discussed in Section 5, and in Section 6 we summa-
rize our results.

2 C O M P U TAT I O NA L ME T H O D S A N D S E T U P

2.1 SPH code GANDALF

We use the highly object orientated ‘grad-h’ SPH code GANDALF

(Hubber, Rosotti & Booth 2018), which is based on the SPH code
SEREN (Hubber et al. 2011). GANDALF offers different integration
schemes, and we have chosen the second-order Leapfrog KDK
scheme for our simulations. We use hierarchical block time-stepping
to reduce the computational cost.

GANDALF can treat the thermodynamics of the gas in several
ways, for example with simple isothermal, polytropic, or barotropic
equations of state. Here, we invoke the approximate algorithm due
to Stamatellos et al. (2007), which uses the density, ρ i, temperature,
Ti,, and gravitational potential, �i, of each SPH particle i, to estimate
a mean optical depth, which is then used to compute the local heating
and cooling rates. The algorithm takes into account the opacity
changes due to ice mantle melting and sublimation of dust, and the
switch from dust opacity to molecular line opacity; it also captures
the changes of specific heat due to dissociation and ionization of H
and He.

To minimize the shortcomings of SPH in capturing shocks, we use
the artificial viscosity formulation of Morris & Monaghan (1997),
complemented by the time-dependent artificial viscosity switch of
Cullen & Dehnen (2010).
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2.2 Episodic accretion model

Modelling outflow feedback is crucial for star formation simula-
tions, since outflow cavities significantly reduce the amount of gas
that can be accreted onto the forming protostar, thus lowering the
star formation efficiency (see, e.g. the review by Frank et al. 2014).
Self-consistent outflow simulations suffer from the extremely high
spatial and temporal resolution required to resolve the jet-launching
region. To bypass this problem, we treat the collapse of the core ex-
plicitly only up to the sink creation density, ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3;
thereafter, we assume that a protostar forms and insert a sink parti-
cle of radius rSINK ∼ 1 AU (Bate, Bonnell & Price 1995). We use an
improved treatment of sink particles, in which SPH particles that
are flagged to be assimilated by a sink particle are not assimilated
instantaneously, but instead are assimilated smoothly over a few
time steps. Consequently, the sink particle’s surroundings are not
suddenly evacuated, and this improves the hydrodynamics in the
vicinity of the sink (Hubber, Walch & Whitworth 2013). In ad-
dition, the rate of inflow onto the sink, dMSINK/dt

∣∣
INFLOW

is more
smoothly varying.

Following Stamatellos, Whitworth & Hubber (2012) we divide
the mass of the sink particle, MSINK (t), into the mass of the central
protostar, M

�
(t), and the mass of an unresolved inner accretion disc,

MIAD (t),

M
�
(t) = MSINK (t) − MIAD (t) . (2)

In addition, we keep track of the angular momentum of the unre-
solved central protostar, L

�
(t), and the inner accretion disk (IAD) ,

LIAD (t),

L
�
(t) = LSINK (t) − LIAD (t) . (3)

Mass and angular momentum accreted onto the sink particle are
first stored in the IAD. In order to treat the episodic accretion from
the IAD onto the central protostar, and the resulting accretion lu-
minosity, we use the sub-grid episodic accretion module developed
by Stamatellos et al. (2012), based on an analytical description of
FUor-type stars due to Zhu et al. (2009a, 2010a), in which episodic
accretion is regulated by the interplay between gravitational insta-
bility and magneto-rotational instability (MRI).

In the absence of outflow, the rate of growth of the central proto-
star has just two contributions,

dM
�

dt
= dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
BG

+ dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
MRI

. (4)

The first one is the background accretion rate, dM/dt |
BG

=
10−7 M� yr−1, allowing a small amount of mass to reach the central
protostar even if the MRI is not active.

The second contribution, dM/dt |
MRI

, represents the enhanced
accretion rate enabled by the MRI during an outburst. It can exceed
dM/dt |

BG
by many orders of magnitude, but only during short

outbursts of MRI activity. Following Zhu, Hartmann & Gammie
(2010b) we assume

dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
MRI

= 5 × 10−4 M� yr−1
(αMRI

0.1

)
. (5)

Here, αMRI is the Shakura–Sunyayev parameter (Shakura & Sunyaev
1973) for the effective disc viscosity due to the MRI. Simulations
and observations suggest that 0.01 < αMRI < 0.4 (King, Pringle &
Livio 2007). We use αMRI =0.1 as the default value, and vary it be-
tween αMRI =0.05 and αMRI =0.2. Zhu et al. (2009b, 2010b) estimate

that the duration of an MRI outburst is

	tMRI (t)=0.25 kyr
(αMRI

0.1

)−1
(

M
�
(t)

0.2 M�

)2/3 (
dM/dt |

IAD

10−5 M� yr−1

)1/9

.

(6)

Hence, the total mass deposited on the protostar during a typical
MRI accretion outburst is of order

	MMRI (t)=	tMRI (t)
dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
MRI

=0.13 M�

(
M

�
(t)

0.2 M�

)2/3( dM/dt |
IAD

10−5 M�yr−1

)1/9

. (7)

Stamatellos et al. (2012) assume that, as soon as the mass of the
inner accretion disc exceeds the mass for a typical MRI event, the
temperature of the inner accretion disc has become high enough
for thermal ionization to activate the MRI. Hence, an outburst is
triggered if

MIAD (t) > 	MMRI (t) . (8)

In the absence of outflow, the rate at which the IAD grows is given
by

dMIAD

dt
= dMSINK

dt

∣∣∣∣
INFLOW

− dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
BG

− dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
MRI

. (9)

In addition, we impose a lower limit on the mass of the IAD,
MIAD (t) > MMIN = 0.025 M�, to ensure that the direction of the
associated angular momentum, LIAD , does not vary too much from
one time-step to the next.

2.3 Outflow feedback model

Observations and theoretical predictions suggest that a fraction
fEJECT ∼0.1 − 0.4 of the gas accreted by a protostar is ejected in
bipolar outflows (Croswell, Hartmann & Avrett 1987; Shu et al.
1988; Pelletier & Pudritz 1992; Calvet, Hartmann & Kenyon 1993;
Hartmann & Calvet 1995; but see also the review by Bally 2016).
We set fEJECT = 0.1 as the default value. To determine the rate of
outflow at the current time t, following a time-step 	t, we first
compute the mass available for outflow,

	MAVAIL (t)=	MAVAIL (t−	t) + fEJECT

[
M

�
(t)−M

�
(t−	t)

]
. (10)

If the outflow model is used in combination with the episodic ac-
cretion model (see Section 2.2), particles are only ejected if the MRI
is active (equation (8)). Particles that would be ejected during a qui-
escent phase make up only a few per cent compared to the outburst
and are thus ejected with the particles of the outburst to improve the
hydrodynamical behaviour of the outflow. If 	MAVAIL (t) > 4mSPH

we inject 4N(t) SPH particles, where

N (t) = floor

(
	MAVAIL (t)

4mSPH

)
, (11)

and reduce 	MAVAIL (t) accordingly,

	MAVAIL (t) → 	MAVAIL (t) − 4NmSPH . (12)

In Equation (11), the floor() operation returns the next lower
natural number, and mSPH is the mass of a single SPH particle.

The SPH particles driving the outflow are injected in a cone
around the angular momentum axis of the IAD, which is defined
by the unit vector êIAD (t) = LIAD (t)/|LIAD (t)|. They are injected
in groups of four (labelled n = 1, 2, 3, 4), simultaneously and
symmetrically (see below), first in order to ensure conservation
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Figure 1. The outflow density distribution,
√

P (θ ), giving the probability
that a particle is injected at polar angle θ (equation (14)), for three different
effective opening angles θJET . The dotted line shows the default value for
the maximum polar angle, θWIND = 0.4.

of linear momentum, and secondly in order to cancel unwanted
angular momentum (i.e. angular momentum that is not parallel
or antiparallel to êIAD (t)). In a spherical–polar coordinate system,
where the sink particle is at the origin and the polar axis is parallel
to êIAD (t), the position of the first injected SPH particle in a group of
four is given by r ′′

1 = (r, θ, φ), with radius r ∈ [rMIN , rMIN + 2 AU],
polar angle θ ∈ [0, θWIND ], and azimuthal angle φ ∈ [0, 2π ]. (All
position vectors and velocity vectors in this coordinate system are
distinguished by double primes, e.g. r ′′

1.)
rMIN is a purely numerical parameter, giving the smallest radius

from which the SPH particles representing the outflow can be in-
jected without incurring prohibitively short time-steps. It has default
value rMIN = 10 AU (i.e. ∼10rSINK ; see Section 3.3.5) and must be
distinguished from rLAUNCH , which is the much smaller – and un-
resolved – radius from which the outflow is assumed to originate
(see below). θWIND is the opening angle of the wide-angle wind, with
default value θWIND = 0.4 rad (see Section 3.3.1). r and φ are drawn
randomly from uniform distributions in their respective ranges, but
the distribution of θ values is more complicated.

The distribution of θ determines the relative mass fractions in-
jected in the jet- and wind-components of the outflow. Like Cun-
ningham et al. (2011), Offner & Arce (2014), and Kuiper et al.
(2015), we use the force distribution derived by Matzner & McKee
(1999) for a hydrodynamical outflow at scales far larger than the
launching region,

P (θ ) ∝ r2ρ υ2 �
[

ln

(
2

θJET

)(
sin2(θ ) + θ2

JET

)]−1

. (13)

Here, θJET is the jet opening angle, i.e. it determines how collimated
the jet component is. We assume that the density and velocity dis-
tributions at the base of the outflow satisfy

ρINJECT (θ ) ∝ P 1/2(θ ) , (14)

|υINJECT (θ )| ∝ P 1/4(θ ) . (15)

Therefore, we draw θ randomly from the distribution P1/2(θ ) in
the range θ ∈ [0, θWIND ]. This distribution is illustrated in Fig. 1 for
representative values of θJET .

The shape of the outflow is controlled by θJET and θWIND . De-
creasing θJET leads to a more collimated outflow; more particles
are injected close to the outflow axis, and they are injected with

Figure 2. Sketch of the outflow configuration, in the spherical polar coor-
dinate system where the sink particle is at rest at the origin and the polar
axis is parallel to LIAD .

higher velocities, making the jet component stronger with respect
to the low-velocity wind component (see Section 3.3.3). Increasing
θWIND leads to a wider outflow, affecting a larger volume, with more
particles being injected in the low-velocity wind component (see
Section 3.3.1).

The outflow velocity is scaled to the Keplerian velocity at rLAUNCH ,
i.e. (GM

�
(t)/rLAUNCH )1/2. Since we do not treat the evolution of the

stellar radius (cf. Offner et al. 2009), rLAUNCH is a free parame-
ter, with the default value rLAUNCH = 0.07 AU. We emphasize that
rLAUNCH � rSINK � rMIN ; in other words, the SPH particles represent-
ing the outflow are injected much further out (≥ rMIN ) than where
the outflow is assumed to originate (rLAUNCH ). The outflow velocity,
υ ′′

OUT.1
, points in the same direction as the position vector r ′′

1 (Fig. 2),
i.e.

υ ′′
OUT.1

=
(

GM
�
(t)

rLAUNCH

)1/2

P 1/4(θ )
r ′′

1

|r ′′
1|

, (16)

where P(θ ) is the force distribution (see equation (13)).
We add to υ ′′

OUT.1
a rotational velocity component, υ ′′

ROT.1
, which

removes angular momentum from the IAD (see Fig. 2). About
90 per cent of the associated angular momentum must be removed
from the gas that reaches the protostar, so that its rotation speed
matches observations and stays below the break-up limit (Herbst
et al. 2007). However, the physical mechanisms by which angu-
lar momentum is redistributed in a protostellar core are not fully
understood and are not resolved in our simulations. The amount
of angular momentum carried away by each SPH particle in the
outflow is given by

�SPH (t) = fAngMom |LIAD (t)| mSPH

	MMRI (t)
, (17)
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where fAngMom = 0.9. This ensures that the angular momentum of
the protostar is a few per cent of the break-up angular momentum
for a 10 R� protostar of the same mass. The rotational velocity
component in the outflow (e.g. Launhardt et al. 2009; Chen et al.
2016; Lee et al. 2017; Tabone et al. 2017) is then given by

υ ′′
ROT.1

= r ′′
1 × ω(t) , (18)

with

ω(t) = �SPH (t)

mSPH sin2(θ ) r2
êIAD (t) , (19)

and the additional constraint that

υ ′′
ROT.1

≤
(

GM
�
(t)

rLAUNCH

)1/2

, (20)

to ensure that the outflow velocity field is not dominated by rotation.
If the resulting angular momentum that can be carried away by the
outflow is smaller than LIAD , the rest remains in the IAD and is
available for the next time-step. The total velocity of the injected
SPH particle is

υ ′′
1 = υ ′′

OUT.1
+ υ ′′

ROT.1
. (21)

To compensate for the fact that part of the injected angular mo-
mentum is not parallel to êIAD (t), we inject a second SPH particle
at position r ′′

2 = (r, θ, φ + π), and we compute its velocity, analo-
gously to the first particle, i.e.

υ ′′
OUT.2

=
(

GM
�
(t)

rLAUNCH

)1/2

P 1/4(θ )
r ′′

2

|r ′′
2|

, (22)

υ ′′
ROT.2

= r ′′
2 × ω(t) , (23)

υ ′′
2 = υ ′′

OUT.2
+ υ ′′

ROT.2
; (24)

otherwise, angular momentum is not conserved (Hubber et al. 2013).
The positions and velocities of particles 1 and 2 are then rotated,

using a fast quaternion rotation scheme, into a frame in which the
coordinate axes are parallel to those in the simulation frame, but
with the origin still at the sink particle i.e. r ′′

n → r ′
n and υ ′′

n → υ ′
n,

for n = 1 and 2. (All position vectors and velocity vectors in this
frame are distinguished by single primes, e.g. r ′

n.)
To obtain a bipolar outflow, and ensure conservation of linear

momentum, we inject two further SPH particles, at positions r ′
3 =

−r ′
1 and r ′

4 = −r ′
2, and with velocities υ ′

3 = −υ ′
1 and υ ′

4 = −υ ′
2.

The net angular and linear momenta carried away by the set of four
particles are then

|	LTOTAL (t)| = mSPH

∣∣∣∣∣
n=4∑

n=1

{
r ′

n · υ ′
n

}
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4 �SPH (t) , (25)

|	 p
TOTAL

(t)| = mSPH

n=4∑

n=1

{
υ ′

n

} = 0 . (26)

Finally, the particles are shifted into the simulation frame, with
final positions and velocities

rn = r ′
n + rSINK , (27)

υn = υ ′
n + υSINK . (28)

Table 1. The model parameters, with their default values, and the ranges
over which we vary them in Section 3.3.

Model parameter Default value Range

rMIN 20 AU 10 AU to 30 AU
rLAUNCH 0.07 AU 0.047 AU to 0.140 AU
θWIND 0.4 rad 0.2 rad to 0.4 rad
θJET 0.01 0.005 to 0.05
fEJECT 0.1 0.05 to 0.2
fAngMom 0.9 —
MMIN 0.025 M� —

If more than four particles are injected (N(t) > 1, equation 11),
this process is repeated until the positions and velocities of all the
new SPH particles in the outflow have been computed. Finally, if
SPH particles have been injected (N(t) > 0), the masses and angular
momenta of the sink particle and its two constituent parts (the central
protostar and the IAD) must be adjusted, according to

MSINK (t) → MSINK (t) − 4N (t)mSPH , (29)

M
�
(t) → M

�
(t) − 4N (t)mSPH , (30)

MIAD (t) = MSINK (t) − M
�
(t) , (31)

LSINK (t) → LSINK (t) − 	LTOTAL (t) , (32)

L
�
(t) → L

�
(t) +

(
1 − fAngMom

)

fAngMom
	LTOTAL (t) , (33)

LIAD (t) = LSINK (t) − L
�
(t) . (34)

The model parameters are summarized in Table 1.

2.4 Simulation setup

In all simulations, the initial conditions are spherically symmetric,
and consist of a dense core, embedded in a low-density envelope.
In the following, we consider two different initial density profiles.

For the simulations presented in Section 3 (hereafter the Ro-
tating Setup), we construct the initial core from a singular
isothermal sphere (SIS; Shu 1977), i.e. ρSIS (r) = c2

S
/2πGr2, trun-

cated at RCORE = 0.015 pc; the mass of the truncated SIS is
M = 2c2

S
RCORE/G = 0.25 M�, and the density at its boundary is

ρSIS (RCORE ) = 4.0 × 10−19 g cm−3. Next, we increase the density of
the truncated SIS by a factor of 4, so that its mass is MCORE = 1 M�,
and it is no longer supported against self-gravity. Finally, we set it in
solid body rotation with angular frequency ω = 1.35 × 10−12 s−1,
so that it collapses to form an accretion disc with radius of order
∼150 AU.

For the simulations presented in Section 4 (hereafter the Turbu-
lent Setup), we construct the initial core from a Bonnor–Ebert sphere
(BES; Bonnor 1956; Ebert 1957), since this may be a more real-
istic density profile than an SIS (Whitworth et al. 1996). The BES
has central density ρCENTRAL = 5 × 10−19 g cm−3; it is truncated at
RCORE = 0.058 pc, and the mass inside this radius is 1.35 M�. Next,
we increase the density of the truncated BES by a factor of 2, so
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2568 P. F. Rohde et al.

that its mass is MCORE = 2.70 M�, and it is no longer in hydrostatic
equilibrium. Finally, we add a turbulent velocity field with the virial
ratio

αVIRIAL = 2(ETURB + ETHERM )

EGRAV

= 0.85 (35)

and the power spectrum

Pλ ∝ λ4 for λ ∈ [
λMIN , λMAX

]
, (36)

similar to Walch et al. (2010). The scale of the largest, thus the
most energetic, turbulent mode is set to λMAX = 2 RCORE (Walch,
Whitworth & Girichidis 2012). The scale of the smallest mode is
λMIN = 1/64 RCORE .

The masses and radii of these cores resemble typical pre-stellar
cores that will preferentially form low-mass protostars massive
enough to launch outflows that have a significant impact on the
core and envelope (Motte et al. 2001; André et al. 2014).

The dense cores are embedded in an envelope with low and uni-
form density, ρENVELOPE = 10−23 g cm−3. The outer radius of the en-
velope is set to RENVELOPE = 1 pc, in order to study multiple outflow
bullets propagating simultaneously through the envelope. In the Ro-
tating Setup, the mass of the envelope (between RCORE and RENVELOPE )
is MENVELOPE = 0.62 M�, and hence MTOTAL = 1.62 M�. In the Tur-
bulent Setup, the mass of the envelope is MENVELOPE = 1.20 M�, and
hence MTOTAL = 3.90 M�. In both setups, the initial temperature
is T = 10 K everywhere, and the corresponding isothermal sound
speed is cS = 0.19 km s−1.

3 TH E ROTAT I N G SE T U P

In order to illustrate the main features of core evolution, Fig. 3
shows the column density from Run 8 with the Rotating Setup (i.e.
EPISODIC:400, see Table 2), at three different times. The first panel,
at 2.4 kyr, shows how the first outflow event carves out a narrow
cavity. In the second panel, at 4 kyr, the outflows break out of the
parental dense core. In the third panel, at 16 kyr, one sees multiple
bullets propagating in a bipolar outflow. Since the outflow becomes
longer as it evolves, the panels in Fig. 3 have different scales, as
shown by the scale bars.

In the following, we explore the effects of changing the numerical
parameters (Section 3.1); of switching from episodic to continuous
outflows (Section 3.2); and of changing the model parameters (Sec-
tion 3.3). The parameters for all the runs are given in Table 2. For
each run, only one parameter is changed from its default value; the
default value is the value for the fiducial case (Run 6, see Table 2).

We are particularly concerned with the amount of mass and mo-
mentum escaping from the core and its envelope. An SPH particle,
n, at radius rn (measured from the centre of mass), is deemed to
have escaped if its radial velocity, υRAD.n

, exceeds a notional escape
velocity, i.e.

υRAD.n
> υESCAPE =

(
2GMTOTAL

rn

)1/2

. (37)

A typical value for the escape velocity at r = 0.1 pc pc is υESCAPE ∼
0.37 km s−1 (where we recall that, for the Rotating Setup, MTOTAL =
1.62 M�).

Specifically, we evaluate, as a function of time, (i) the mass of the
sink, MSINK (t); (ii) the total mass carried away by all the escaping
SPH particles (i.e. those that have been injected in groups of four,
plus ambient SPH particles that have become entrained in the flow),

i.e.

MTOTAL (t) =
n=NTOTAL (t)∑

n=1

{mn} , (38)

where NTOTAL (t) is the total number of SPH particles to date that
satisfy equation (37); (iii) the total momentum carried away by the
escaping SPH particles in the outflow (i.e. just those SPH particles
that have been injected in groups of four following an accretion
outburst),

POUTFLOW (t) =
n=NOUTFLOW (t)∑

n=1

{
mn υRAD.n

}
, (39)

where NOUTFLOW (t) is the total number of injected SPH particles that
satisfy equation (37); and (iv) the total momentum carried away by
all the escaping SPH particles, i.e.

PTOTAL (t) =
n=NTOTAL (t)∑

n=1

{
mn υRAD.n

}
. (40)

3.1 Varying the numerical parameters

The Outflow Feedback Model involves two purely numerical pa-
rameters, the number of SPH particles representing the core, NCORE ,
and the density above which sink particles are created, ρSINK . In
this section, we explore how the results change when one or other
of these numerical parameters is changed from its default value
(i.e. Run 6: NCORE = 105, ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3). In each of Runs 4
through 10, (see Table 2), all the physical parameters are held at their
default values: θWIND = 0.4 rad, rLAUNCH = 0.07 AU, θJET = 0.01 rad,
fEJECT = 0.1, rMIN = 20 AU and αMRI = 0.1.

3.1.1 Mass resolution

In Runs 4 through 8 (Table 2), the sink creation density is held
constant (at ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3) and the number of SPH par-
ticles in the core increases from NCORE � 2.5 × 104 (Run 4) to
NCORE � 4 × 105 (Run 8). Consequently, the mass of an SPH
particle, mSPH = M�/NCORE , decreases along this sequence from
mSPH � 4 × 10−5 M� (Run 4) to mSPH � 2.5 × 10−6 M� (Run 8).
The minimum mass that can be resolved is MRES ∼ 100mSPH ,
and therefore decreases from MRES ∼ 4 × 10−3 M� (Run 4) to
MRES ∼ 2.5 × 10−4 M� (Run 8).

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of MSINK (t) and MTOTAL (t) (top left-
hand panel) and POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) (bottom left-hand panel),
obtained with different NCORE . There are some systematic changes
with increasing NCORE , and the results are therefore not strictly
converged, even at the highest NCORE ; in particular, the downtime
between outbursts tends to be somewhat shorter with higher NCORE ,
especially at late times.

However, the overall behaviour is not strongly dependent on
NCORE . (i) At all times, the mass of the sink particle, MSINK (t) varies
by less than a few per cent (see also Hubber et al. 2013). (ii) At
late times (t � 30 kyr), the total mass (MTOTAL (t)) and momentum
(PTOTAL (t)) escaping from the core and its envelope, vary with NCORE

(which changes by a factor of 8) by at most 20 per cent. (iii) In all the
simulations, the delay between successive outburst events increases
with time; this is because the mass required to trigger an outburst
(	MMRI (t), equation (7)) increases, and the rate at which the IAD
grows (dMIAD/dt) decreases, as the inflow rate from the outer parts
of the core declines.
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Hubble wedges in protostellar outflows 2569

Figure 3. False-colour images of the column-density in run EPISODIC:400 at times t = 2.4 kyr, t = 4 kyr and t = 16 kyr. The spatial scale increases from top
to bottom, and the circle in the bottom panel shows the initial radius of the dense core (0.015 pc). The first panel shows the outflow cavity shortly after the first
outflow event. In the second panel, the outflow breaks out of the dense core. Multiple bullets forming a chain of Herbig–Haro-like objects are seen in the third
panel.

3.1.2 Sink creation

In Runs 6, 9 and 10 (see Table 2), the number of SPH particles in
the core is held constant (at NCORE = 105; hence mSPH = 10−5 M�
and MRES = 10−3 M�) and the sink creation density is decreased
from ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3 (Run 6) through ρSINK = 10−11 g cm−3

(Run 9) to ρSINK = 10−12 g cm−3 (Run 10). Along this sequence, the
sink radius increases from rSINK = 0.9 AU (Run 6) through rSINK =
2.0 AU (Run 9) to rSINK = 4.3 AU (Run 10).

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of MSINK (t) and MTOTAL (t) (top right-
hand panel), and POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) (bottom right-hand
panel), obtained with different ρSINK . There are some systematic
changes with increasing ρSINK , and the results are therefore not
strictly converged, even at the highest ρSINK . In particular, the down-
time between outbursts is longer with lower ρSINK . However, the
overall behaviour is not strongly dependent on ρSINK . (i) At all
times, the mass of the sink particle, MSINK (t) varies by less than
a few per cent. (ii) In all the simulations, the downtime between
successive outburst events increases with time. (iii) At late times
(t � 30 kyr), as ρSINK changes by a factor of 100, the total mass

escaping from the core and its envelope, MTOTAL (t), varies by at
most 10 per cent; and the total momentum escaping, PTOTAL (t), by
at most 20 per cent.

3.1.3 Synopsis

Low NCORE means not having to follow so many SPH particles
(but at the price of coarser mass resolution), and low ρSINK means
not having to follow the SPH particles to such high densities, and
hence with such short timesteps (but at the price of excising the
detailed dynamics at these high densities). On both counts this re-
duces computing requirements. Since our outburst model produces
approximately converged results with low NCORE and low ρSINK –
modulo slightly longer downtimes between outburst events – we
conclude that it can be used in larger scale simulations of star for-
mation (e.g. Clarke et al. 2017), where the computing requirements
with higher NCORE and/or higher ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3 might not be
feasible.
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2570 P. F. Rohde et al.

Table 2. Parameters for the runs performed with the Rotating Setup (Section 2.4). Reading left to right, the columns give the run number, the run ID, the
feedback mechanism, the number of particles in the core (NCORE ), the sink formation density (ρSINK ), the wind opening angle (θWIND ), the launching radius
(rLAUNCH ), the jet opening angle (θJET ), the fraction of the gas accreted by a protostar that is ejected in bipolar outflows (fEJECT ), the minimum radius at which
the SPH particles representing the outflow are injected (rMIN ), and the Shakura–Sunyaev viscosity parameter for MRI viscosity (αMRI ).

# Run Feedback NCORE ρSINK θWIND rLAUNCH θJET fEJECT rMIN αMRI

103 g cm−3 radian AU radian AU

1 CONT:100 Continuous 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
2 CONT:200 Continuous 200 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
3 CONT:400 Continuous 400 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
4 EPISODIC:25 Episodic 25 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
5 EPISODIC:50 Episodic 50 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
6 EPISODIC:100 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
7 EPISODIC:200 Episodic 200 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
8 EPISODIC:400 Episodic 400 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
9 RHOSINK:11 Episodic 100 10−11 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
10 RHOSINK:12 Episodic 100 10−12 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
11 THETAWIND:0.6 Episodic 100 10−10 0.6 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
12 THETAWIND:0.2 Episodic 100 10−10 0.2 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
13 RLAUNCH:14 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.14 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
14 RLAUNCH:047 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.047 0.01 0.1 20 0.1
15 THETAJET:0.05 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.05 0.1 20 0.1
16 THETAJET:0.005 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.005 0.1 20 0.1
17 FEJECT:0.2 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.2 20 0.1
18 FEJECT:0.05 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.05 20 0.1
19 RMIN:30 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 30 0.1
20 RMIN:10 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 10 0.1
21 ALPHAMRI:0.2 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.2
22 ALPHAMRI:0.05 Episodic 100 10−10 0.4 0.07 0.01 0.1 20 0.05

3.2 Comparison between episodic and continuous outflows

Here, we compare and contrast episodic outflow feedback with
continuous outflow feedback. The continuous feedback runs (Runs
1–3, Table 2) equate the accretion rate onto the protostar (dM

�
/dt)

to the accretion rate onto the sink particle (dMSINK/dt) – rather
than using the sub-grid model of Stamatellos, Hubber & Whitworth
(2011a) and obtaining episodic accretion rate onto the protostar;
we reiterate that in the episodic approach particles are only ejected
during an outburst (see Section 2.3). The continuous feedback runs
use NCORE � 105 (Run 1), NCORE � 2 × 105 (Run 2), and NCORE �
4 × 105 (Run 3); all other parameters have their default values. The
results are compared with the episodic accretion Runs 6 and 7.

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of MSINK (t) and MTOTAL (t) (top panel),
and POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) (bottom panel), obtained with con-
tinuous and episodic outflows. There is no evidence that the runs
with continuous outflows have converged with increasing NCORE –
particularly as regards the momentum carried away from the core
(blue, , and black lines on the bottom panel of Fig. 5) – and there-
fore we cannot safely draw any conclusions regarding the physics
of continuous outflows. The reason for non-convergence is that the
continuous outflows are not properly resolved.

To be properly resolved, the SPH particles near the axis of the
outflow must have neighbour-lists which contain exclusively SPH
particles that are also in the outflow (and all SPH particles in the
outflow must have neighbour-lists which contain at least a signifi-
cant fraction of SPH particles that are also in the outflow). In other
words, the SPH particles in the outflow must interact hydrodynam-
ically with one another. With continuous outflow, the rate at which
outflow SPH particles are launched may be so low that this require-
ment is not met; successively ejected outflow SPH particles may
be too far apart. The SPH particles in the outflow will only interact
hydrodynamically with one another if they have very low-mass, and

therefore are very numerous, specifically

mSPH <
Ṁ

�
fEJECT (4π/3) rMIN

4 N̄NEIB πθ2
JET

υLAUNCH

(41)

< 7 × 10−6 M�

(
Ṁ

�

10−6 M� yr−1

) (
υLAUNCH

100 km s−1

)−1

. (42)

To obtain the second expression, we have substituted the default val-
ues for fEJECT = 0.1, rMIN = 20 AU, and θJET = 0.01 rad. The factor
4 in the denominator derives from the fact that we launch outflow
SPH particles in groups of four. N̄NEIB is the mean number of neigh-
bours, and we have substituted N̄NEIB = 50. In the runs with contin-
uous outflow, Ṁ

�
is usually much smaller than 10−6 M� yr−1, and

the launch speed, υLAUNCH is usually � 100 km s−1. Consequently,
convergence requires NCORE � 106 SPH particles per M�.

A further issue affecting the runs with continuous outflow is that
the high velocity of the launched SPH particles greatly reduces the
time-step for these particles and for all those with which they in-
teract, even indirectly – in particular, those that get entrained in the
outflow early on. Even though the code uses individual particle time
steps, many particles have short time steps, throughout the simula-
tion, and hence the computing requirements are very demanding.
In contrast, the runs with episodic outflow only require these short
timesteps for brief periods during and immediately after an outburst.

3.3 Varying the physical parameters

The Outflow Feedback Model involves six physical parameters, and
their values are poorly constrained by observation or theory. In this
section, we explore how the results change when these parameters
are increased or decreased from their default values (i.e. those in the
fiducial Run 6, EPISODIC:100: θWIND = 0.4 rad, rLAUNCH = 0.07 AU,
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Hubble wedges in protostellar outflows 2571

Figure 4. The top panels display the evolution of the sink mass (MSINK (t), dashed lines) and the total mass carried away by all the escaping SPH particles
(MTOTAL (t), solid lines). The bottom panels display the evolution of the momentum carried away by the escaping outflow SPH particles alone (POUTFLOW (t),
dashed lines), and by all the escaping SPH particles (i.e. including ambient SPH particles entrained in the flow; PTOTAL (t), solid lines). The left-hand panels
show the results obtained with different numbers of SPH particles, and hence different mass-resolution, viz. (NCORE , MRES ) = (2.5 × 104, 4 × 10−3M�),
yellow; (5 × 104, 2 × 10−3M�), green; (105, 10−3M�), red; (2 × 105, 5 × 10−4M�), blue; (4 × 105, 2.5 × 10−4M�), black – corresponding to Runs 4, 5, 6,
7, and 8, respectively. The right-hand panels show the results obtained with different sink creation densities, ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3, red; 10−11 g cm−3, blue;
10−12 g cm−3, green – corresponding to Runs 6, 9, and 10, respectively.

θJET = 0.01 rad, fEJECT = 0.1, rMIN = 20 AU, and αMRI = 0.1). In
each of Runs 11 through 22 (see Table 2), only one physical pa-
rameter is changed from its default value, and the numerical pa-
rameters are held at their default values, i.e. NCORE = 105 (hence
mSPH = 10−5 M� and MRES = 10−3 M�) and ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3.

3.3.1 The wind opening angle, θWIND

We consider three wind opening angles, θWIND = 0.6 radian (Run
11), 0.4 radian (fiducial Run 6) and 0.2 radian (Run 12); the evolu-
tion of MSINK (t) and MTOTAL (t) is shown in the top left-hand panel of
Fig. 6, and the evolution of POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) in the top left-
hand panel of Fig. 7. If we analyse the results at the end of the simu-
lation, tEND , then, as θWIND is decreased from 0.6 radian to 0.2 radian
(i.e. by a factor of 3), there is very little change in MSINK (tEND )
(� 1 per cent), but the amount of mass escaping, MTOTAL (tEND ), has
increased by ∼25 per cent; and the amount of momentum escaping,
PTOTAL (tEND ), has increased by ∼100 per cent. This seemingly coun-
terintuitive result arises because it is the relatively fast narrow jet,
rather than the relatively slow wide-angle wind, that does most of

the damage to the core; as θWIND is decreased, an increasing fraction
of the outflow is concentrated in the jet.

3.3.2 The launch radius, rLAUNCH

We consider three launch radii, rLAUNCH = 0.14 AU (Run 13),
0.07 AU (fiducial Run 6), and 0.047 AU (Run 14; this last value
fits the observations of Lee et al. (2017)). The evolution of MSINK (t)
and MTOTAL (t) is shown in the top right-hand panel of Fig. 6, and
the evolution of POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) in the top right-hand
panel of Fig. 7. Smaller values of rlaunch equate to higher outflow
velocities (see equation (16)), and consequently, all other things
being equal, more vigorous feedback. However, as rLAUNCH is de-
creased, the outburst frequency decreases and the downtime be-
tween outbursts lengthens; since outbursts produce abrupt changes
in MTOTAL and PTOTAL , this makes quantitative comparison difficult.
If we make the comparison at ∼32 kyr, when all three runs have
experienced the same number of outbursts, then, as rLAUNCH is de-
creased from 0.14 AU to 0.047 AU (i.e. by a factor of 3), MSINK

decreases by ∼21 per cent, MTOTAL increases by ∼56 per cent, and
PTOTAL increases by ∼81 per cent. By the end of the simulation,
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Figure 5. As Fig. 4, but for Run 1 (CONT:100; blue), Run 2 (CONT:200;
green), Run 3 (CONT:400; black), Run 6 (EPISODIC:100; red), and Run 7
(EPISODIC:200; yellow), comparing and contrasting episodic and continuous
outflow feedback.

at ∼50 kyr, Run 13 (with rLAUNCH = 0.14 AU) has experienced one
more outburst than the other two runs, and the increases in MTOTAL

and PTOTAL are reduced to 28 per cent and 23 per cent respectively;
the decrease in MSINK is still ∼21 per cent. We conclude that reduc-
ing rLAUNCH by a factor of 3 reduces the rate at which MSINK grows
by 21 per cent, and increases the rate at which mass and momentum
escape by 42 ± 14 per cent and 52 ± 29 per cent, respectively, with
the uncertainty deriving from when the comparison is made and
how many outbursts there have been.

3.3.3 The jet opening angle, θJET

We consider three jet opening angles, θJET = 0.05 radian (Run 15;
this is the maximum suggested by Matzner & McKee (1999)),
0.01 radian (fiducial Run 6) and 0.005 radian (Run 16). The evo-
lution of MSINK (t) and MTOTAL (t) is shown in the middle left-hand
panel of Fig. 6, and the evolution of POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) in the
middle left-hand panel of Fig. 7. Smaller values of θJET correspond
to more tightly collimated, faster jets (see equations (13) and (16),
and Fig. 1), which are slightly more effective in reducing the rate
of growth of the sink (lower MSINK ), and slightly more effective

in dispersing the core (larger MTOTAL and PTOTAL ). Specifically, if
we make the comparison at the end of the simulations (∼50 kyr),
then, as θJET is reduced from 0.05 radian to 0.005 radian (i.e. by a
factor of 10), MSINK decreases by ∼7 per cent, MTOTAL increases by
∼15 per cent, and PTOTAL increases by ∼19 per cent. The timing of
outbursts is also not very sensitive to θJET , and we conclude that θJET

is not a very critical parameter

3.3.4 The ejection fraction, fEJECT

We consider three ejection fractions, fEJECT = 0.2 (Run 17), 0.1
(fiducial Run 6), and 0.05 (Run 18). The evolution of MSINK (t)
and MTOTAL (t) is shown in the middle right-hand panel of Fig. 6,
and the evolution of POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) in the middle right-
hand panel of Fig. 7. If fEJECT is reduced, the sink grows faster, the
amount of mass and momentum escaping from the core goes down,
and there are longer downtimes between outbursts. If we make the
comparison at the end of the simulations (∼50 kyr), then, as fEJECT

is reduced from 0.2 to 0.05 (i.e. by a factor of 4), MSINK increases
by ∼38 per cent, MTOTAL decreases by ∼23 per cent, and PTOTAL de-
creases by ∼52 per cent. We conclude that fEJECT is a mildly critical
parameter.

3.3.5 The minimum injection radius, rMIN

We consider three minimum injection radii, rMIN = 30 AU (Run
19), 20 AU (fiducial Run 6), and 10 AU (Run 20). The evolution of
MSINK (t) and MTOTAL (t) is shown in the bottom left-hand panel of
Fig. 6, and the evolution of POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) in the bottom
left-hand panel of Fig. 7. Reducing rMIN from 30 AU to 10 AU
(i.e. by a factor of 3) has very little effect, apart from increasing the
downtime between outbursts; at the end of the simulations (∼50 kyr)
MSINK , MTOTAL and PTOTAL all differ by at most ∼5 per cent. We
conclude that rMIN is not a critical parameter.

3.3.6 The Shakura–Sunyayev viscosity parameter, αMRI

We consider three Shakura–Sunyayev viscosity parameters, αMRI =
0.2 (Run 21), 0.1 (fiducial Run 6), and 0.05 (Run 22). The evolution
of MSINK (t) and MTOTAL (t) is shown in the bottom right-hand panel
of Fig. 6, and the evolution of POUTFLOW (t) and PTOTAL (t) in the
bottom right-hand panel of Fig. 7. In the Stamatellos et al. (2012)
prescription for episodic accretion, αMRI controls the accretion rate
from the IAD onto the protostar during an outburst. Reducing αMRI

leads to longer, but less intense, outbursts, and the net effect is rather
small. If we make the comparison at the end of the simulations
(∼50 kyr), then, as αMRI is reduced from 0.2 to 0.05 (i.e. by a factor
of 4), MSINK increases by < 2 per cent, MTOTAL by < 6 per cent, and
PTOTAL by < 16 per cent. We conclude that αMRI is not a critical
parameter.

3.3.7 Self-regulated outflow feedback

The most critical physical parameters appear to be θWIND (because it
influences the extent to which the outflow is concentrated in the jet),
rLAUNCH (because it influences the velocity at which the outflow is
launched) and fEJECT (because it influences the amount of mass going
into the outflow). Furthermore, the quantity that is most sensitive
to these parameters is PTOTAL , and MSINK is least sensitive. However,
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Hubble wedges in protostellar outflows 2573

Figure 6. The evolution of the sink mass (MSINK (t), dashed lines) and the total mass carried away by all the escaping SPH particles (MTOTAL (t), solid lines),
for different values of the model parameters. Top left: the wind opening angle, θWIND = 0.2 radian, 0.4 radian (default) and 0.6 radian. Top right: the launch
radius, rLAUNCH = 0.047 AU, 0.07 AU (default), and 0.14 AU. Middle left: the jet opening angle, θJET = 0.005 radian, 0.01 radian (default), and 0.05 radian.
Middle right: the ejected fraction, fEJECT = 0.05, 0.1 (default), and 0.2. Bottom left: the minimum injection radius, rMIN = 10 AU, 20 AU (default) and 30 AU.
Bottom right: the Shakura–Sunyayev viscosity parameter, αMRI = 0.05, 0.1 (default), and 0.2.

all the dependences are ‘sub-linear’. For example, the three most
extreme dependences are

d ln
(
PTOTAL

)

d ln
(
θWIND

) ∼ − 0.63 , (43)

− 0.54 �
d ln

(
PTOTAL

)

d ln
(
rLAUNCH

) � −0.19 , (44)

− 0.40 �
d ln

(
MTOTAL

)

d ln
(
rLAUNCH

) � −0.22 . (45)

The basic reason for these rather weak dependences is a self-
regulation mechanism. In runs with parameters that reduce the im-
pact of the outflow on the core, the sink is able to accrete faster,
leading to more frequent outbursts, and shorter downtimes between
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2574 P. F. Rohde et al.

Figure 7. As Fig. 6 but for the evolution of the momentum carried away by the escaping outflow SPH particles alone (POUTFLOW (t), dashed lines), and by all
the escaping SPH particles (i.e. including ambient SPH particles entrained in the flow; PTOTAL (t), solid lines).

outbursts. We conclude that using the default parameter values will
not significantly affect our main findings.

4 TH E T U R BU L E N T SE T U P

In order to illustrate a more realistic situation, Fig. 8 shows column–
density images from a run with the Turbulent Setup (see Sec-
tion 2.4). All parameters for the Episodic Accretion Model (Sec-
tion 2.2) and the Outflow Feedback Model (Section 2.3) are the
same as in the Rotating Setup fiducial Run 6 (see Table 2). A single
protostar forms at ∼90 kyr with a final mass of M

�
= 0.45 M�. Its

accretion ceases at ∼180 kyr since by this stage most of the gas has
either been accreted or dispersed. The simulation is finally stopped
at ∼230 kyr.

The protostar launches outflow bullets labelled AL/R through EL/R

corresponding to the left and right outflow lobe. In the remain-
der of the paper, we will only refer to the left lobe and therefore
we drop the subscript L henceforth. The outflow bullets form an
S-shaped chain of Herbig–Haro objects. The S-shape is due to
the varying orientation of the angular momentum, LIAD , caused by
anisotropic accretion onto the IAD from core (Ybarra et al. 2006;
Wu, Takakuwa & Lim 2009; Zhang et al. 2013; Frank et al. 2014).
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Hubble wedges in protostellar outflows 2575

Figure 8. Column density images of the Turbulent Setup, at t = 115, 117, 120 and 122 kyr. The circle indicates the initial radius of the core, and the viewing
angle is chosen so that the outflow axis is approximately horizontal. The bullets are labelled AL/R through EL/R for the corresponding left and right lobe, in
order of increasing age (see Fig. 9). The time series, from top to bottom, shows the end of a cycle of a bullet, here bullet DL , when it hits the leading shock
front. Bullet DL hits the leading shock front with high velocity, overtakes the older bullets and decelerates. In the last panel, the newly ejected bullet EL is in a
comparable position as former bullet DL in the first frame.

The first two bullets interact with the collapsing dense core material
and are thus not visible in Fig. 8. The timespan from 115 kyr to 122
kyr is chosen to capture the end of a cycle of an outflow bullet, here
bullet D, when it hits the leading shock front. This cycle happens
in a similar fashion for all other bullets, except the first bullet A.
This is the first bullet that breaks out of the core and survives as a
coherent structure. Bullets B and C have higher velocity and have
overtaken A. Bullet D starts off faster still, and by the final frame
it has overtaken all the others and hit the leading shock, where it is
slowed down. Bullet E is even faster, but by the final frame it has
not yet caught up with D and is in a similar position as former bullet
D in the first frame. A sixth bullet has been launched, but is still
inside the core, and therefore can not be seen on Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the accretion rates onto the sink, ṀSINK and onto the
protostar, Ṁ

�
, between t = 90 kyr (when the protostar forms) and

t = 150 kyr. ṀSINK is relatively constant, between ∼2 × 10−5 and
∼5 × 10−6 M� yr−1. The accretion rate tends to decrease over time.
It drops briefly, following an outburst, because the outburst heats the
accretion disc (cf. Lomax et al. 2014, 2015). The accretion rate of
the protostar is low in the quiescent phase, Ṁ

�
= 10−7 M� yr−1, but

approaches 10−3 M� yr−1 during an outburst. Note that the time res-
olution in Fig. 9 is too coarse to resolve the very short outbursts. The
downtime between outbursts is ∼4000 ± 2000 yr and the duration
of an outburst is ∼40 ± 20 yr (Stamatellos et al. 2007, 2011b).

4.1 Position–velocity diagrams

In order to determine whether the simulated outflow reproduces
the ‘Hubble-Law’ relation, and individual ‘Hubble Wedges’, as
observed, for example, by Bachiller et al. (1990); Arce & Goodman
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2576 P. F. Rohde et al.

Figure 9. Evolution of the accretion rates onto the sink particle, ṀSINK (t) (green), and the protostar, Ṁ� (t) (blue). The labels, A–F, correspond to the outflow
bullets formed in the individual outbursts (see Figs. 8 and 10). Note that the time resolution in this figure is too coarse to fully resolve the very short outbursts.

(2001); Tafalla et al. (2004); Santiago-Garcı́a et al. (2009); Wang
et al. (2014), we construct PV-diagrams, i.e. false-colour plots of

	MPIXEL = d2M

dr dυRAD

	r 	υRAD (46)

on the (r, υRAD ) plane. Here, r is radial distance, and υRAD is radial
velocity, both measured from the centre of mass. For the velocity
axis we take 180 bins with a width of 	υRAD = 0.56 km s−1. For
the spatial axis, we take 180 spherically symmetric shells around
the centre of mass with a width of 	r = 0.0056 pc and consider
only particles with radial outflow velocities larger than the escape
velocity (equation (37)). Note that in this case MTOTAL = 3.9 M�,
so the escape velocity at 0.1 pc is 0.58 km s−1. This effectively
constrains our analysis to the outflow cones. As a final step, we use
a kernel density estimator to compute 	MPIXEL , with a smoothing
length obtained using ”Scott’s Rule” (Scott 1992).

Fig. 10 (right-hand side) shows PV diagrams for the left lobe of
the outflow at the same times as shown on Fig. 8. Features associated
with the individual bullets are marked A, B, C, etc., in both figures.

The PV-diagram at 115 kyr is shown in the top right-hand panel
of Fig. 10. At this stage, bullets A, B, and C define the Hubble
Law. The oldest bullet, A, moves slowest, at ∼25 km s−1 and has
only reached ∼0.3 pc. Bullets B and C appear merged, but are in
fact kinematically separate. B moves outwards faster than A, at
∼30 km s−1, and has reached ∼0.46 pc. C moves outwards faster
than B, at ∼40 km s−1, and has reached ∼0.52 pc. Bullet D moves
outwards at ∼80 km s−1, but has only been going for ∼6 kyr, so it
has not yet hit the leading shock and been decelerated. Bullet E
has only just been launched, within the last ∼1 kyr; the outburst at
∼114 kyr that launches E can be seen on Fig. 9.

At subsequent times (reading down the right-hand column of
Fig. 10: 117 kyr, 120 kyr, and 122 kyr) we see Bullet D decelerate
and line up with the Hubble Law; Bullet E start to hit the leading
shock and decelerate, and the launch of Bullet F; the outburst at
∼120 kyr that launches F can be seen on Fig. 9. These results are
very similar to the 350 GHz continuum and CO J = 3 − two
observations of the outflow from IRAS 04166 + 2706 reported
by Wang et al. (2014). They find numerous high-velocity outflow
bullets, which slowly decelerate as they move outwards.

4.2 Mass–velocity Relation

The left-hand panels of Fig. 10 show MV-diagrams for the left lobe
of the simulated outflow, i.e. plots of

	M = dM

dυRAD

	υRAD (47)

against υRAD , at the same times as the PV-diagrams in the right-
hand panels. Each point represents the mass in a radial velocity
interval 	υRAD = 2 km s−1, and only points that correspond to ≥22
SPH articles (≥ 10−4 M�) are considered. At low velocities, υRAD �
80 km s−1, the plots can be fitted well with a single shallow power-
law,

dM

dυRAD

∝ υ−γ

RAD
, (48)

with γ � 1.5, in good agreement with observed and simulated values
(Kuiper et al. 1981; Lada & Fich 1996; Bachiller & Tafalla 1999;
Richer et al. 2000; Keegan & Downes 2005; Arce et al. 2007; Liu
et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018).

Some observers have reported a knee, at high velocities, above
which the slope abruptly becomes much steeper. We find no evi-
dence for this, possibly because our simulation is unable to resolve
the small amounts of mass involved.

On the MV diagram, the bullets are manifest as small local peaks.
The oldest bullet, A, has the lowest velocity, and the youngest bullet,
F, has the highest. There are two reasons for this. (a) The protostellar
mass, M

�
(t) increases, and so the later bullets are launched at higher

velocity (see equation (16)). (b) The later bullets encounter less
resistance because earlier bullets have cleared the way for them.

5 D ISCUSSION

Using our new model, we are able to simulate the collapse of a core
to form a protostar, and the role of episodic accretion and outflow in
regulating the growth of the protostar and launching high-velocity
bullets into the surroundings. This produces kinematic features that
mimic the Hubble Law and Hubble Wedge features seen in real star-
forming cores with outflows, and allows us to connect these features
in an evolutionary sequence. The bullets launched later have higher
velocities, up to ∼120 km s−1; this is basically because the mass of
the protostar increases, and hence the escape speed from its locality
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Hubble wedges in protostellar outflows 2577

Figure 10. MV- and PV-diagrams for the lefthand outflow lobe, at the same four times illustrated in Fig. 8, and using the same labels (A through F) to identify
features associated with the individual bullets. Left Panels: MV-diagrams showing power-law behaviour with slope γ ∼ 1.5. The locations of individual bullets
are marked by small jumps on this plot. Right panels: PV-diagram. The black line shows the best-fit Hubble law (υRAD ∼ υO + υ ′

O
r), and marks the location

of bullets that have already been decelerated at the leading shock; those bullets that have not yet been decelerated lie above this line.

increases. They are also launched into a cavity that has been cleared
out by earlier bullets (Wang et al. 2014), and therefore they tend
to travel further before they run into the ambient medium and are
decelerated. As a result the later bullets leave wakes pointing back
towards the star – these are the Hubble Wedges – and the earlier
bullets define an approximately linear Hubble-like velocity field. In
our simulations, the individual outflow events also produce bumps
in the MV relation that are similar to those observed by Qiu &
Zhang (2009)

The main difference between the prescriptions for ejection used
by e.g. Federrath et al. 2014; Offner & Arce 2014; Offner & Cha-
ban 2017 and our model is such that the ejection rate is not de-
termined directly by the accretion rate onto the sink, but by the
accretion rate onto the central protostar within the sink, and this
rate is moderated by an episodic cycle. Nonetheless, like Federrath
et al. (2014) we find that the feedback is self-regulated, in the sense
that the outflow properties do not depend strongly on the ejection
fraction fEJECT .
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By varying θJET we find, like Offner & Arce (2014), that even
highly collimated jets are able to entrain large fractions of gas. In
contrast to their turbulent simulation, we find a significant preces-
sion of the outflow, leading to an S-shaped chain of Herbig–Haro
objects. Compared with Federrath et al. (2014) and Offner & Cha-
ban (2017) we find a much higher ratio of entrained to ejected gas,
∼30, because we eject gas at higher velocities of up to 120 km s−1.
This also explains our lower star formation efficiency, of only
∼10 per cent.

We note the following shortcomings of our Outflow Feedback
Model. Unlike Offner & Chaban (2017), we do not use a stellar
evolution model, and therefore we have to invoke a somewhat more
arbitrary prescription for the outflow velocity, and for the amount of
angular momentum that is carried away by the outflow; specifically,
we assume a constant fraction of the angular momentum is removed
(Herbst et al. 2007; Bouvier et al. 2014). A stellar evolution model
would also improve the treatment of radiative feedback from the
protostar – in the sense that the current treatment probably under-
estimates the protostellar luminosity between outbursts – and we
are planning to include the protostellar model of Offner & Chaban
(2017) in a follow-up paper (Rohde, Walch & Seifried ).

In addition, although the treatment of radiation transport (Sta-
matellos et al. 2007, 2011b) appears to work reasonably well in the
context of collapsing cores, and even accretion disks, it is unlikely
to work so well in the walls of the outflow cavity (Kuiper, Turner &
Yorke 2016). However, since we are simulating the formation of
low mass stars, the effects of radiation are expected to be small
compared with the outflow feedback.

Finally, the role of the magnetic field is implicit in the model for
accretion onto the protostar and the outflow launching prescription,
but its effect on the dynamics of core collapse and the interaction
between the core and the outflow is ignored here, and could be
significant (Commerçon et al. 2010; Seifried et al. 2012; Wurster,
Price & Bate 2016; Wurster, Bate & Price 2018).

In future work, we will use the model presented in this paper to
study the influence of episodic outflow feedback on the star for-
mation efficiency and the shape of the stellar initial mass function.
With higher resolution, we will be able to study the high-velocity
tail of the PV-diagram, which is not resolved in the simulations
presented in this study. These high-resolution simulations will also
enable us to examine the rotational properties of outflow bullets,
and to compare them with the observations of e.g. Launhardt et al.
(2009), Chen et al. (2016), Lee et al. (2017), and Tabone et al.
(2017).

6 C O N C L U S I O N

Recent studies of outflows from young, low-mass protostars suggest
that their accretion and outflows are episodic. Our newly developed
sub-grid outflow model for SPH takes this episodic behaviour into
account. Besides the benefits of a more realistic outflow model,
episodicity actually decreases the mass-resolution needed to prop-
erly model the outflow (because the gas is denser in an outflow burst
than in a continuous outflow), and at the same time reduces the
computation required (because the outflow particles are launched
in short outbursts).

We explore the effect of episodic accretion and outflow from a
protostar formed at the centre of an initially static, rigidly rotating,
spherically symmetric core with ρ ∝ r−2. We show that key prop-
erties like the rate of growth of the protostar, and the net mass and
momentum carried away by the outflow, are only weakly dependent
on numerical parameters. In particular, reliable results can probably

be obtained with quite low mass-resolution (mSPH ∼ 2 × 10−5 M�)
and low sink creation density (ρSINK ∼ 10−12 g cm−3). The rate of
growth of the protostar, and the net mass and momentum carried
away by the outflow, are also rather weakly dependent on the physi-
cal parameters, because of self-regulation: if the physical parameters
are changed so as to increase the outflow driven by a given rate of
accretion onto the protostar, then the rate of accretion is reduced by
the outflow, so the actual rate of outflow is little changed. We con-
clude that our model can be implemented in large-scale simulations
of molecular clouds, where mSPH has to be large, and ρSINK has to
be small, in order to follow simultaneously the formation of many
protostars, all potentially having outflows.

We follow the effect of episodic accretion and outflow from a
protostar formed near the centre of an initially turbulent, spheri-
cally symmetric core with density profile proportional to that of a
Bonnor–Ebert sphere. The episodic outflow produces a parsec-long
S-shaped chain of bullets, which we identify with Herbig–Haro ob-
jects. The position–velocity diagram for these bullets shows two
features. Bullets that were ejected early were ejected with lower
radial velocities, and have by now been decelerated at the leading
shock; these bullets have radial velocities that are linearly propor-
tional to their radial distance, i.e. they subscribe to a Hubble Law.
Bullets that were only ejected recently have higher radial velocities
and have not yet been decelerated at the leading shock front; these
bullets form Hubble wedges. The mass–velocity relation for the gas
in the outflow can be fit approximately with dM/dυRAD ∝ υ−1.5

RAD
, in

good agreement with observation. Individual bullets are manifest as
small bumps along this relation. If there is a steeper slope at higher
velocities, we are unable to resolve it in this simulation.
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ABSTRACT
The accretion of material on to young protostars is accompanied by the launching of outflows. Observations show that accretion,
and therefore also outflows, are episodic. However, the effects of episodic outflow feedback on the core scale are not well
understood. We have performed 88 smoothed particle hydrodynamic simulations of turbulent dense 1 M� cores to study
the influence of episodic outflow feedback on the stellar multiplicity and the star formation efficiency (SFE). Protostars are
represented by sink particles, which use a subgrid model to capture stellar evolution, inner-disc evolution, episodic accretion,
and the launching of outflows. By comparing simulations with and without episodic outflow feedback, we show that simulations
with outflow feedback reproduce the binary statistics of young stellar populations, including the relative proportions of singles,
binaries, triples, etc. and the high incidence of twin binaries with q ≥ 0.95; simulations without outflow feedback do not.
Entrainment factors (the ratio between total outflowing mass and initially ejected mass) are typically ∼7 ± 2, but can be much
higher if the total mass of stars formed in a core is low and/or outflow episodes are infrequent. By decreasing both the mean
mass of the stars formed and the number of stars formed, outflow feedback reduces the SFE by about a factor of 2 (as compared
with simulations that do not include outflow feedback).

Key words: methods: numerical – binaries: general – stars: formation – stars: low-mass – stars: protostars – stars: winds, out-
flows.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

One of the fundamental open questions in modern astrophysics is why
molecular gas is very inefficiently converted into stars. On molecular
cloud scales, the star formation efficiency (SFE) is only a few per
cent (Leroy et al. 2008; Utomo et al. 2018; Schruba, Kruijssen &
Leroy 2019), and stellar feedback is presumed to be the reason
for this low efficiency (Murray 2011). Along with stellar winds,
ionizing radiation and supernovae, protostellar outflows are one of
the feedback mechanisms that might substantially reduce the overall
SFE, particularly in regions where there are no massive stars (e.g.
Nakamura & Li 2007; Hansen et al. 2012; Federrath et al. 2014;
Krumholz et al. 2014; Cunningham et al. 2018; Li, Klein & McKee
2018)

Low-mass stars form preferentially in pre-stellar cores, which tend
to be concentrated in dense filaments inside molecular clouds (Shu
& Adams 1987; André et al. 2007; Myers 2009; André et al. 2014;
Könyves et al. 2015; Marsh et al. 2016; Könyves et al. 2020). In
contrast to the elongated shapes of filaments, pre-stellar cores are
approximately spherical, and their density profiles are often described
as Bonnor–Ebert spheres, with typical radii of RCORE ∼ 0.01 pc to
0.1 pc (Bonnor 1956; Ebert 1957; Johnstone et al. 2000; Alves, Lada
& Lada 2001; Tafalla et al. 2004; Könyves et al. 2020). The pre-stellar
core mass function (CMF) approximates to a lognormal distribution

� E-mail: rohde@ph1.uni-koeln.de

with a peak around ∼0.5 M� (Könyves et al. 2015, 2020; Marsh et al.
2016). Molecular line observations of pre-stellar cores show non-
thermal velocity components indicating internal turbulence (André
et al. 2007; Pineda et al. 2011; Friesen et al. 2017).

Protostellar outflows often accompany the star formation process
(Bally 2016). Observations and numerical simulations suggest that
outflows consist of two components: a collimated high-velocity jet
(Mundt & Fried 1983; Reipurth & Bally 2001; Tafalla et al. 2010;
Lee et al. 2017) and a slower wide-angle disc wind, launched further
out in the accretion disc (Machida 2014; Tabone et al. 2017; Liu et al.
2018; Louvet et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019). Both components are
known to be rotating (Hirota et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2017; Zhang et al.
2018, 2019). Therefore, outflows carry away angular momentum
from the disc-star system, which in turn allows the central protostar
to accrete while staying below its breakup speed (Pudritz et al. 2007;
Bjerkeli et al. 2016).

Protostellar jets are launched from the innermost regions of
protostellar accretion discs. Numerous authors have simulated
protostellar outflows self-consistently using magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) simulations (e.g. Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2009;
Hennebelle et al. 2011; Price, Tricco & Bate 2012; Seifried et al.
2012; Machida & Hosokawa 2013; Bate, Tricco & Price 2014;
Machida 2014; Tomida 2014; Tomida, Okuzumi & Machida 2015;
Lewis & Bate 2017; Machida & Basu 2019; Saiki & Machida
2020). However, such simulations must resolve the launching region
down to rLAUNCH ∼ R� to reproduce the extremely high-velocity
jet component that originates in the innermost disc region. It is

C© 2020 The Author(s)
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presently not computationally feasible to follow the evolution of
protostars through the whole protostellar phase using such a high
resolution. Other authors therefore mitigate this problem by invoking
almost resolution-independent subgrid models to launch outflows
(Nakamura & Li 2007; Cunningham et al. 2011; Federrath et al.
2014; Myers et al. 2014; Offner & Arce 2014; Peters et al. 2014;
Kuiper, Yorke & Turner 2015; Offner & Chaban 2017; Li et al. 2018;
Rohde et al. 2019)

Exactly how the gas is launched is still not well understood (see,
e.g. the reviews of Arce et al. 2007; Frank et al. 2014; Bally 2016).
However, the consensus is that outflows are accretion powered:
gravitational energy is converted into kinetic and magnetic energy,
which then drives and collimates the outflow, either through magnetic
pressure or magneto-centrifugal forces (Blandford & Payne 1982;
Königl & Pudritz 2000; Lynden-Bell 2003; Pudritz et al. 2007;
Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2008; Seifried et al. 2012). Since
the accretion on to a protostar is episodic, outflows are also episodic
(Reipurth 1989; Hartigan, Edwards & Ghandour 1995; Hartmann
1997; Königl & Pudritz 2000; Arce et al. 2007; Hennebelle et al.
2011; Kuiper et al. 2015; Bally 2016; Choi et al. 2017; Cesaroni
et al. 2018; Samal et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019).

Protostellar outflows inject a significant amount of energy and
momentum into the surroundings (Arce et al. 2010; Plunkett et al.
2013; Feddersen et al. 2020), and are likely to have a profound impact
on their host cores. This is especially true in the context of low-mass
star formation where other feedback mechanisms do not come into
play. The ‘primary’ ejected gas from the immediate vicinity of the
protostar entrains ‘secondary’ core material, thereby carving out a
cavity which widens over time (Arce & Sargent 2006). Within the
cavity, accretion flows on to the protostar are suppressed, lowering
the amount of gas which can fall directly on to the protostar, and
hence lowering the protostellar accretion rate. (Wang et al. 2010).
The resulting feedback loop of accretion and outflow launching is
not fully understood. Because outflows act to disperse a star’s birth
core, they are presumed to play a role in terminating the accretion
process (Zhang et al. 2016). Theoretical studies show that this may
cause the SFE on core scales to be as low as 15–50 per cent (Machida
& Hosokawa 2013; Offner & Arce 2014; Offner & Chaban 2017).
However, more observations and theoretical studies are needed to
fully understand the effects of outflow feedback on core scales.

The stellar initial mass function (IMF; Kroupa 2002; Chabrier
2003) and the initial statistics of multiple systems (e.g. Duchêne
& Kraus 2013) are key constraints on theories of star formation.
Raghavan et al. (2010) find that in the field roughly 50 per cent
of systems are single stars like our Sun; all the rest are binaries
or higher-order multiples (i.e. triples, quadruples, quintuples, etc.,
hereafter HOMs). Recent observations have started to reveal the
multiplicity statistics of pre-main-sequence stars (Duchêne et al.
2007; Connelley, Reipurth & Tokunaga 2008; Chen et al. 2013;
Pineda et al. 2015; Tobin et al. 2016; Shan et al. 2017; Duchêne et al.
2018; Tobin et al. 2018; Kounkel et al. 2019). Tobin et al. (2016) have
observed the Perseus molecular cloud using the VLA and report an
overall multiplicity fraction of mf = 0.4 for Class 0/I protostars. Like
Chen et al. (2013), they find that mf decreases for later evolutionary
stages. Dynamical N-body interactions are probably the main reason
for the decay of HOMs (e.g. Bate & Bonnell 2005; Goodwin et al.
2007). Another observed property of low-mass stellar multiples is
the excess of almost equal-mass binary systems, referred to as ‘twin’
binaries (Lucy 2006; Simon & Obbie 2009; Kounkel et al. 2019).

Although multiplicity statistics are an important benchmark for
simulations of star formation, such simulations should also reveal
the detailed physical processes that deliver the observed multiplicity

statistics (see, e.g. Offner 2011; Bate 2012; Lomax et al. 2015; Li
et al. 2018; Kuffmeier, Calcutt & Kristensen 2019; Wurster, Bate &
Price 2019). Here we explore the effect of outflow feedback on the
formation and evolution of multiple systems.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
computational method, outline modifications to the subgrid outflow
model developed earlier by Rohde et al. (2019), and define the initial
and boundary conditions. In Section 3, we present the results of the
simulations and discuss how the stellar properties depend on the
initial conditions. In Section 4, we describe the multiplicity statistics
and how they are influenced by outflow feedback. In Section 5, we
analyse the properties of the outflows and their relation to the SFE.
In Section 6 we summarize our results.

2 C O M P U TAT I O NA L M E T H O D

2.1 SPH code GANDALF

For the hydrodynamical simulations, we use the highly object-
orientated smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) and mesh-less
finite-volume (MFV) code GANDALF (Hubber, Rosotti & Booth
2018). GANDALF adopts the ‘grad-h’ SPH formulation (Springel &
Hernquist 2002) with an M4 kernel (Monaghan & Lattanzio 1985)
and η = 1.2, giving on average ∼58 neighbours. GANDALF uses
hierarchical block time-stepping. In our simulations the number of
allowed time-step levels is NLVL = 9. Therefore an SPH particle
on the highest level has 2NLVL = 512 times more time-steps than
a particle on the lowest level. During a time-step, all particles are
allowed to adapt to higher levels if this is necessary. GANDALF uses
the artificial viscosity prescription proposed by Morris & Monaghan
(1997), regulated by a time-dependent switch (Cullen & Dehnen
2010). GANDALF offers various integration schemes, and we choose
the second-order Leapfrog KDK scheme.

As in Rohde et al. (2019), we use the approximate radiative
heating and cooling algorithm of Stamatellos et al. (2007). This
method uses local SPH particle quantities to estimate a mean optical
depth, which is then used to compute heating and cooling rates. The
method accounts for changes in specific heat due to dissociation
and ionization of H and He. The opacity accounts for ice-mantle
evaporation and dust sublimation, as well as the switch from dust
opacity to molecular-line opacity. In contrast to Stamatellos et al.
(2007), we do not use the local gravitational potential, but the
local pressure gradient, to estimate the mean optical depth. This
change to the original method has been proposed by Lombardi,
McInally & Faber (2015), and improves the behaviour in non-
spherical geometries, such as accretion discs and collision interfaces.

2.2 Sink particles

Sink particles, as originally proposed by Bate, Bonnell & Price
(1995), are used in pre-stellar core-collapse simulations to limit the
otherwise continuously decreasing time-steps. We use the improved
sink particle description introduced by Hubber, Walch & Whitworth
(2013). Sink particles have radius RSINK ∼ 1 AU, and are introduced
at densities exceeding ρSINK = 10−10 g cm−3. We use gravitational
softening on scales of order RSINK to make the N-body integration
more robust. SPH particles in the vicinity of a sink particle are
not accreted instantaneously, but smoothly over a few time-steps.
Therefore the vicinity of a sink particle is not empty, and this leads
to improved hydrodynamical behaviour. Besides limiting the time-
steps, sink particles serve as active star particles, each hosting the
four subgrid models detailed in the next four subsections.

MNRAS 500, 3594–3612 (2021)
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2.3 Episodic accretion

Following Stamatellos, Whitworth & Hubber (2012) we divide sink
particles into an unresolved inner accretion disc (IAD) and a central
protostar. We keep track of the masses, MIAD and M�, and the angular
momenta, LIAD and L�, of the inner accretion disc and the central
protostar,

MSINK = MIAD + M�, (1)

LSINK = LIAD + L�. (2)

Gas accreted by the sink particle is initially stored in the IAD. This
gas may then be accreted on to the central protostar via two accretion
channels,

dM�

dt
= dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
BG

+ dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
MRI

. (3)

The background accretion rate, dM
dt

|BG = 10−7 M� yr−1, allows for
low but continuous accretion of gas on to the central protostar.
The additional episodic accretion rate is much higher, on average
dM
dt

|MRI � 5 × 10−4 M� yr−1, but only contributes during outburst
events, which typically last a few tens of years. Stamatellos et al.
(2012) assume that a combination of gravitational and magneto-
rotational instabilities (MRI) acts as the main trigger for outbursts
(Zhu, Hartmann & Gammie 2009; Zhu et al. 2010). In this way
we obtain realistic accretion rates, similar to those observed in FU
Orionis Type stars (Bell & Lin 1994). We use the episodic accretion
rate for the following subgrid models. Varying dM

dt
|MRI has little effect

on the outcome of the simulations (Rohde et al. 2019).

2.4 Stellar evolution model

Improving upon Rohde et al. (2019) we implement the one-zone
stellar evolution model described in Offner et al. (2009), originally
introduced by Nakano, Hasegawa & Norman (1995), and subse-
quently improved by Nakano et al. (2000) and Tan & McKee (2004).
This subgrid model describes the evolution of the stellar radius, R�,
and luminosity, L�, due to the energy balance between accretion,
gravitational contraction, nuclear burning, ionization and radiation.
The change in protostellar radius, Ṙ�, is given by

Ṙ� = 2

M�

dM�

dt

(
1 − 1 − fK

aG(n)β
+ 1

2

d log β

d log M�

)
R�

− 2

aG(n)β

(
R�

GM2
�

)
(LINT + LDI − LDB) R�. (4)

Here, G is the gravitational constant, fK = 0.5 is the fraction of
kinetic energy that is radiated away in the inner accretion disc, aG(n)
is the gravitational energy coefficient for a sphere with polytropic
index n < 5 (Nakano et al. 2000, and references therein), β is the
ratio of gas pressure to total pressure (gas plus radiation) in the
protostar, LINT is the internal luminosity, LDI is the power required to
dissociate and ionize the accreted gas, and LDB is the power released
by deuterium burning.

This model follows the protostellar evolution through six distinct
phases: (i) the initial ‘pre-collapse’ phase; (ii) the ‘no burning’ phase;
(iii) the ‘core deuterium burning at fixed TC’ phase; (iv) the ‘core
deuterium burning at variable TC’ phase; (v) the ‘shell deuterium
burning’ phase; and (vi) the ‘zero-age main-sequence’ phase (Tout
et al. 1996).

We follow the implementation described by Offner et al. (2009)
and also used by Murray, Goyal & Chang (2018) and Cunningham
et al. (2018). However, we use the mass of the subgrid protostar, M�

(rather than the mass of the sink particle, MSINK) and the episodic
accretion rate from the IAD on to the protostar, dM�

dt
(rather than

the sink particle’s accretion rate, dMSINK

dt
; Section 2.3). The accretion

luminosity depends linearly on the accretion rate and is therefore
highly variable due to the episodic nature of accretion on to the
protostar.

2.5 Radiative feedback

Radiative feedback from young protostars can heat and stabilize their
surrounding accretion discs, thus suppressing further disc fragmen-
tation (Jones & Bate 2018). Theoretical studies have shown that this
reduces the number of brown dwarfs and low-mass protostars formed
(Chabrier 2003; Offner et al. 2009; Rice et al. 2011; Guszejnov,
Krumholz & Hopkins 2016; Guszejnov, Hopkins & Krumholz 2017).
However, continuous radiative feedback (i.e. neglecting episodic
accretion effects) tends to suppress the formation of brown dwarfs
and low-mass protostars too efficiently, resulting in a lower stellar
multiplicity than observed (Stamatellos et al. 2012; Lomax et al.
2014, 2015; Mercer & Stamatellos 2017).

We make use of the episodic accretion model in Stamatellos et al.
(2012; Section 2.3), in combination with the stellar evolution model
in Offner et al. (2009; Section 2.4) to compute the highly variable
protostellar luminosities. These luminosities are taken into account
by invoking a pseudo background radiation field with temperature,
TBG. At general position r , TBG is given by

T 4
BG(r) = (10 K)4 +

∑

n

(
L�,n

16πσSB|r − r�,n|2
)

(5)

(Stamatellos et al. 2007). Here, r�,n and L�,n are the position and
luminosity of the nth protostar. In the vicinity of a protostar TBG

decreases with distance d from the protostar approximately as d −1/2.
This method will not capture accurately the radiative feedback from
massive stars. However, we are interested here in the formation of
low-mass stars (our initial core mass is just 1 M�) and the model
has been extensively tested in this regime (Stamatellos et al. 2012;
Lomax et al. 2014, 2015; Mercer & Stamatellos 2017; Rohde et al.
2019).

2.6 Outflow feedback

We use the subgrid episodic outflow model presented in Rohde
et al. (2019) with a few modifications. Here, we briefly outline the
model and focus on the modifications. A more detailed description,
including a parameter and resolution study, can be found in Rohde
et al. (2019).

As in most subgrid outflow models we assume that the mass
ejection rate is a fixed fraction of the accretion rate,

dM

dt

∣∣∣∣
EJECT

= fEJECT

dM�

dt
. (6)

Here we adopt the default value fEJECT = 0.1, based on observations
and theoretical studies (see Croswell, Hartmann & Avrett 1987; Shu
et al. 1988; Pelletier & Pudritz 1992; Calvet, Hartmann & Kenyon
1993; Hartmann & Calvet 1995; Nisini et al. 2018, or the review
by Bally 2016). In contrast to most other subgrid outflow models,
we do not use the accretion rate on to the sink particle, dMSINK

dt
, but

the episodic accretion rate on to the central star, dM�

dt
(Section 2.3).

This leads to the intermittent ejection of individual outflow bullets
(Rohde et al. 2019). To model the density and velocity distribution
of the outflowing gas, we use the prescription for hydrodynamical
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Episodic outflows in protostellar cores 3597

outflows derived by Matzner & McKee (1999). In this way we obtain
a two-component outflow, with a collimated high-velocity jet, and a
low-velocity wide-angle disc wind.

For the outflow velocity we assume

υOUT =
(

G M�

rLAUNCH

)1/2

P (θ ), (7)

which is the Keplerian velocity at radius rLAUNCH, modulated with
the angular distribution, P(θ ), derived by Matzner & McKee (1999).
Here, θ is the angle at which the SPH particle is ejected relative to the
spin axis of the accretion disc. In contrast to Rohde et al. (2019) we
do not adopt a fixed value for the launching radius, rLAUNCH. Instead
we use a time-dependent radius depending on the stellar radius, R�,
provided by the stellar evolution model,

rLAUNCH = 2 R�. (8)

This gives us a more physically motivated outflow velocity, and
avoids the need to invoke an arbitrary launching radius.

Outflows play a crucial role in removing angular momentum from
the gas that is about to be accreted (Hartmann & Stauffer 1989;
Matt & Pudritz 2005). Recent observations show that outflows are
rotating and thus carry away angular momentum (Launhardt et al.
2009; Chen et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2017; Tabone et al. 2017). We
incorporate rotating outflows by adding to the outward velocity, υOUT,
a rotational velocity component,

υROT = r × ω (9)

with

ω = 
SPH

mSPH sin2(θ ) r2
êIAD. (10)

Here, mSPH is the mass of an SPH particle and êIAD = LIAD/|LIAD|
is the spin axis of the IAD. In contrast to Rohde et al. (2019), we
calculate the angular momentum each ejected particle carries away,

PART, from the breakup angular momentum of the protostar,

LBREAKUP = M�

√
G M� R�; (11)

this assumes that the protostar rotates at its breakup angular speed.
Whenever angular momentum is accreted from the IAD on to the
central protostar, we compute the excess angular momentum,


SPH = |L�| − LBREAKUP

NEJECT

, (12)

allocate it to the ejected particles, and reduce |L�| to LBREAKUP; NEJECT

is the number of ejected particles during this time-step.

2.7 Simulation setup

We have performed 88 simulations with different initial conditions
or physical processes. All simulations start from a spherically
symmetric, dense core with MCORE = 1 M� embedded in a low-
density envelope at T = 10 K. The density profile follows the radial
distribution of a Bonnor–Ebert sphere (BES; Bonnor 1956; Ebert
1957). To obtain cores with MCORE = 1 M�, we first construct a crit-
ical BES, truncated at the critical dimensionless radius ξ 0 = 6.5. The
central densities are chosen in such a way, that the masses of the BESs
are M�/3, M�/4, and M�/5, corresponding to physical core radii of
rCORE = 0.017, 0.013, and 0.010 pc, respectively. Then we increase
the central densities by factors of fBES = 3, 4, or 5, respectively,
to ρCENTRAL = 2.0 × 10−17, 4.8 × 10−17, or 9.4 × 10−17 g cm−3 so
that all the cores have MCORE = 1 M�. This makes the cores more
and more supercritical with increasing fBES. Thus, cores with higher

fBES are smaller, denser and have shorter free-fall times, respectively,
tFF = 36.8 kyr, 24.6 kyr and 16.6 kyr.

At rCORE, the radial density profile decreases smoothly but quickly
(power law with index γ = −4) to ρENV = 10−23 g cm−3. The enve-
lope then extends to rENV = 0.75 pc, which allows us to study the
interaction of outflows with a low-density ambient medium. The
total mass of the core plus envelope is MTOTAL ∼ 1.86 M�; this mass
varies by at most 0.2 per cent due to varying rCORE.

As in Walch et al. (2010), we add an isotropic random Gaussian
velocity field to the dense cores, in order to study the influence of
turbulence on core collapse. The amplitudes follow a power spectrum
of the form

Pk ∝ k−4 with k ∈ [kMIN, 64] . (13)

Due to the steep power spectrum, most of the turbulent energy is
associated with the smallest wavenumber, kMIN. We stipulate kMIN =
1, 2 or 3, with 2π

kMIN
= 1 corresponding to the core diameter. In this

way we change the velocity field from large-scale motions (kMIN = 1)
with high net angular momentum, to small-scale turbulence (kMIN =
3) with low net angular momentum (Walch, Whitworth & Girichidis
2012). We vary the strength of the turbulence by adjusting the virial
ratio

αVIR = 2 (ETURB + ETHERM)

|EGRAV| . (14)

We perform simulations for all combinations of
αVIR = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0, kMIN = 1, 2, and 3, and
rCORE = 0.010, 0.013, and 0.017 pc. In addition, we perform
runs with αVIR = 1.0, kMIN = 1, and rCORE = 0.013 pc for eight
different turbulent seeds. To study the influence of outflow feedback
on the SFE we produce a comparison run without outflow feedback
for each setup. This adds up to 88 simulations in total (see Table 1).
The mass resolution is 400 000 SPH particles per M�, resulting in
a total number of NTOTAL ∼ 740 000 SPH particles.

3 R ESULTS

Due to their different initial conditions, some simulations form stars
faster than others. To carry out objective comparisons between the
simulations, we make them at times tτ where tτ = t0 + τ tFF; here t0

is the time at which the first sink forms, tFF = π (r3
CORE/(8GMCORE)1/2

is the core’s free-fall time, and we use τ = 0.5, 1.5, and 5.0. All
simulations are terminated at t5 ∼ 200 ± 50 kyr. The ensemble of
simulations is divided into those with outflow feedback (the OF-
sample, with odd IDs and run names ending in ‘O-1’) and those
without outflow feedback (RF-sample, with even IDs and run names
ending in ‘O-0’). Both samples contain 44 simulations (Table 1). The
OF-sample forms N�O − 1 = 132 stars in total, whereas the RF-sample
forms N�O − 0 = 163. All statistical tests use a significance threshold
of p < 1 per cent.

3.1 Stellar diversity

The ensemble of simulations produces a wide variety of stellar
configurations: single stars and multiple systems; circumstellar
and/or circumbinary discs; aligned and misaligned outflows. Fig. 1
illustrates four representative runs with outflow feedback, all at t0.5.
The green markers represent sink particles. The left-hand column
shows the central regions around the sink particles and their accretion
discs. The right-hand column shows the outflows on larger scales.

The simulation on the top row of Fig. 1 (S-5 V-2.0 K-3 R-
0.017 O-1) forms a wide binary system with a circumbinary
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3598 P. F. Rohde et al.

Table 1. Parameter summary for all the simulations performed. Reading
from left to right the columns give the run number, the run name, the turbulent
random seed (χ ), the virial ratio (αVIR), the smallest turbulent wavenumber
(kMIN), and the core radius (rCORE/pc). Each combination of parameters is
simulated once with, and once without, outflow feedback. The simulations
with outflow feedback have odd IDs and their run names end with x = 1. The
simulations without outflow feedback have even IDs and their run names end
with x = 0.

# Run χ αVIR kMIN rCORE

1/2 S-1 V-0.5 K-1 R-0.017 O-x 5 0.5 1 0.017
3/4 S-1 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.017 O-x 5 1.0 1 0.017
5/6 S-1 V-2.0 K-1 R-0.017 O-x 5 2.0 1 0.017
7/8 S-1 V-3.0 K-1 R-0.017 O-x 5 3.0 1 0.017
9/10 S-1 V-0.5 K-2 R-0.017 O-x 5 0.5 2 0.017
11/12 S-1 V-1.0 K-2 R-0.017 O-x 5 1.0 2 0.017
13/14 S-1 V-2.0 K-2 R-0.017 O-x 5 2.0 2 0.017
15/16 S-1 V-3.0 K-2 R-0.017 O-x 5 3.0 2 0.017
17/18 S-1 V-0.5 K-3 R-0.017 O-x 5 0.5 3 0.017
19/20 S-1 V-1.0 K-3 R-0.017 O-x 5 1.0 3 0.017
21/22 S-1 V-2.0 K-3 R-0.017 O-x 5 2.0 3 0.017
23/24 S-1 V-3.0 K-3 R-0.017 O-x 5 3.0 3 0.017
25/26 S-1 V-0.5 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 5 0.5 1 0.013
27/28 S-1 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 5 1.0 1 0.013
29/30 S-1 V-2.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 5 2.0 1 0.013
31/32 S-1 V-3.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 5 3.0 1 0.013
33/34 S-1 V-0.5 K-2 R-0.013 O-x 5 0.5 2 0.013
35/36 S-1 V-1.0 K-2 R-0.013 O-x 5 1.0 2 0.013
37/38 S-1 V-2.0 K-2 R-0.013 O-x 5 2.0 2 0.013
39/40 S-1 V-3.0 K-2 R-0.013 O-x 5 3.0 2 0.013
41/42 S-1 V-0.5 K-3 R-0.013 O-x 5 0.5 3 0.013
43/44 S-1 V-1.0 K-3 R-0.013 O-x 5 1.0 3 0.013
45/46 S-1 V-2.0 K-3 R-0.013 O-x 5 2.0 3 0.013
47/48 S-1 V-3.0 K-3 R-0.013 O-x 5 3.0 3 0.013
49/50 S-1 V-0.5 K-1 R-0.010 O-x 5 0.5 1 0.010
51/52 S-1 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.010 O-x 5 1.0 1 0.010
53/54 S-1 V-2.0 K-1 R-0.010 O-x 5 2.0 1 0.010
55/56 S-1 V-3.0 K-1 R-0.010 O-x 5 3.0 1 0.010
57/58 S-1 V-0.5 K-2 R-0.010 O-x 5 0.5 2 0.010
59/60 S-1 V-1.0 K-2 R-0.010 O-x 5 1.0 2 0.010
61/62 S-1 V-2.0 K-2 R-0.010 O-x 5 2.0 2 0.010
63/64 S-1 V-3.0 K-2 R-0.010 O-x 5 3.0 2 0.010
65/66 S-1 V-0.5 K-3 R-0.010 O-x 5 0.5 3 0.010
67/68 S-1 V-1.0 K-3 R-0.010 O-x 5 1.0 3 0.010
69/70 S-1 V-2.0 K-3 R-0.010 O-x 5 2.0 3 0.010
71/72 S-1 V-3.0 K-3 R-0.010 O-x 5 3.0 3 0.010
73/74 S-2 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 0 1.0 1 0.013
75/76 S-3 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 1 1.0 1 0.013
77/78 S-4 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 2 1.0 1 0.013
79/80 S-5 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 3 1.0 1 0.013
81/82 S-6 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 4 1.0 1 0.013
83/84 S-7 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 6 1.0 1 0.013
85/86 S-8 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 7 1.0 1 0.013
87/88 S-9 V-1.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-x 8 1.0 1 0.013

disc. A third star forms in the circumbinary disc via disc-
fragmentation. The binary system becomes an hierarchical triple
system when the third star spirals inwards. The outflows from
all three stars are well aligned and produce a broad outflow
cavity.

The simulation on the second row of Fig. 1 (S-5 V-0.5 K-1 R-
0.010 O-1) also forms three stars that end up in a stable triple
system. Two of these stars belong to a close binary system with
a circumbinary disc, while the third star has its own circumstellar
disc. These two systems are surrounded by a larger accretion disc,

and material from this larger disc streams inwards along a spiral
structure and on to the two smaller discs.

The simulation on the third row of Fig. 1 (S-5 V-3.0 K-1 R-
0.013 O-1) forms four stars in total. Initially these stars are in an
hierarchical quadruple system (a close binary, a third star orbiting
further out, and a fourth star orbiting even further out). This fourth
star has the largest accretion disc, and there are spiral accretion flows
feeding material inwards from larger scales and on to the accretion
discs. Later on only the close binary remains bound.

The simulation on the bottom row of Fig. 1 (S-5 V-1.0 K-3 R-
0.017 O-1) forms two stars in a binary system. Both stars have their
own circumstellar accretion discs, with a bridge in between. At this
stage the outflows from the stars point in slightly different directions,
but later on they align.

3.2 Overview of stellar masses and multiplicities

Fig. 2 shows, as a function of the total mass in stars, M�TOTAL at t5,
the number of stars formed in a core, N� (top row), the mass of the
most massive star, M�MM (second row), the order of the highest order
system, OSYS-MAX (third row), and the total stellar mass of this highest-
order system, M�SYS-MAX (bottom row). The left-hand column shows
the results for the OF-sample, and the right-hand column shows them
for the RF-sample. The SFE is SFE = M�TOTAL/MCORE at t5. Since the
core can accrete matter from its surroundings and convert this matter
into stars, SFE can exceed unity.

The top row of Fig. 2 indicates that there is no significant
correlation between N� and M�TOTAL, for either sample. A Kendall
Rank Correlation (KRC) test confirms this, with p ∼ 30 per cent
for both samples. On average, the RF-sample forms more stars
per core, N̄�(O-0)= 3.88 ± 2.12 than the OF-sample, N̄�(O-1)=
3.14 ± 1.95. The theoretical model of Holman et al. (2013) predicts
a slightly higher number, N� = 4.1 ± 0.4. The core that forms the
highest number of stars, N� = 9, is S-5 V-1.0 K-3 R-0.010 O-0 in
the RF-sample. The OF-sample contains 13 simulations which form
only a single star, as compared with only 5 in the RF-sample.

The second row of Fig. 2 shows that the ratio of the mass of the
most massive star to the total stellar mass, M�MM/M�TOTAL, is between
∼0.2 and ∼0.6. For the OF-sample, this ratio shows no correlation
with the total stellar mass, M�TOTAL. For the RF-sample, the ratio
shows a slight tendency to increase with increasing M�TOTAL, but with
a large scatter.

The third row of Fig. 2 shows that the order of the highest-order
system formed in each core, OSYS-MAX, is not significantly correlated
with M�TOTAL.1 Multiple systems are identified and characterized
using the method proposed by Lomax et al. (2015), which itera-
tively pairs up stars and multiples in an hierarchical order, taking
into account their mutual gravitational and kinetic energies, their
eccentricity, and whether the pair is tidally bound. Many single stars
are ejected by dynamical interactions with multiples. We discuss
these ejected stars in Section 4.

Strictly speaking, only binary systems are truly stable, in the sense
that they can survive indefinitely, in isolation. However, HOMs can
survive for a very long time if they are arranged hierarchically.
Consequently, some of them will survive long after the dispersal
of the birth core, but many will end up as binaries, and some will
dissolve completely into singles (e.g. run S-5 V-1.0 K-3 R-0.010 O-
1). In general, the larger the number of stars, the larger the number of

1The highest-order system formed in a core is not necessarily a higher-order
multiple (HOM), it could be a single or a binary.
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Episodic outflows in protostellar cores 3599

Figure 1. Column density plots of four representative simulations with outflow feedback at t0.5 ≡ t0 + 0.5 tFF. The left-hand column shows the multiple
systems and accretion discs in the central regions. The right-hand column shows the same simulations, but zoomed out to reveal their outflows. The green dots
represent sink particles. The simulations are from top to bottom S-5 V-2.0 K-3 R-0.017 O-1, S-5 V-0.5 K-1 R-0.010 O-1, S-5 V-3.0 K-1 R-0.013 O-1, and
S-5 V-1.0 K-3 R-0.017 O-1. Note that the scale, the colour bar, and the viewing-angle are different for each panel.

ejected singles. For example, run S-5 V-1.0 K-3 R-0.010 O-0 forms
nine stars, but ejects six of them and ends up as an hierarchical triple
system. In all simulations that form only two stars, these two always
end up in a binary.

One very striking difference between the OF- and RF-samples is
the fractions of single (S1), binary (B2), triple (T3), and quadruple (Q4)
systems formed. For the OF-sample, there is a monotonic decrease
with increasing order, viz. (S1: B2: T3: Q4) = (0.38: 0.29: 0.24: 0.10).
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Figure 2. Scatter plots showing the properties of the stars formed in a core against total mass of stars, for all the simulations, at t5 ≡ t0 + 5 tFF. The left-hand
column shows the OF sample, and the right-hand column shows the RF-sample. The size of the symbol encodes the core’s initial radius, rCORE; the colour
of the symbol encodes the core’s initial virial parameter, αVIR; and the shape of the symbol encodes the wavenumber of the largest initial turbulent mode
in the core (see key on third panel down, left-hand side). The top row shows the total number of stars, N�, and the dashed lines indicate the mean values,
N̄�(O − 1) = 3.14 ± 1.95 and N̄�(O − 0) = 3.88 ± 2.12. The second row shows the mass of the most massive star, as a fraction of the total mass of stars,
M�MM/M�TOTAL. The third row shows the order of the highest-order system, and the dashed lines indicate the mean values, ŌSYS(O − 1) = 2.05 ± 1.00 and
ŌSYS(O − 0) = 2.12 ± 0.73. The bottom row shows the mass of the highest-order system, as a fraction of the total mass of stars, M�SYS-MAX/M�TOTAL.
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Episodic outflows in protostellar cores 3601

Figure 3. Mean values for the stellar parameters plotted in Fig. 2, as a function of the parameters defining the initial conditions of the birth core. Simulations
from the OF-sample are plotted in orange, and those from the RF-sample are plotted in blue. The left-hand column shows the means for subsets with
the same αVIR = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 or 3.0 (i.e. averaged over all values of rCORE and kMIN). The middle column shows the means for subsets with the same
rCORE = 0.010 pc, 0.013 pc or 0.017 pc (i.e. averaged over all values of αVIR and kMIN). The right-hand column shows the means for subsets with the same
kMIN = 1, 2 or 3 (i.e. averaged over all values of αVIR and rCORE). The top row shows the mean total stellar mass, M̄�TOTAL; the second row shows the mean
number of stars, N̄�; the third row shows the mean mass of the most massive star, M̄�MM; the fourth and fifth rows show the mean order, ŌSYS, and the mean
mass, M̄�SYS-MAX, of the highest-order system. The initial conditions of the birth core appear to have very limited influence on the properties of the stars formed.

In contrast, the RF-sample mainly forms binary systems, (S1: B2: T3:
Q4) = (0.17: 0.60: 0.19: 0.05). The fraction of triple and quadruple
systems is slightly higher for the OF-sample. However, due to the
high fraction of binaries in the RF-sample, the mean orders of the
largest systems are very similar: OSYS-MAX = 2.0 for the OF-sample,
and OSYS-MAX = 2.1 for the RF-sample.

The bottom row of Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the mass in the highest-
order system to the total stellar mass, M�SYS-MAX/M�TOTAL. The OF-
sample has significantly more simulations with M�SYS-MAX/M�TOTAL =
1.0, because many more simulations form just a single star. Setting
aside the systems with a ratio close to one, M�SYS-MAX/M�TOTAL tends to
increase with increasing M�TOTAL, up to M�TOTAL ∼ 0.8 M�, for both
samples, albeit with large scatter. Above M�TOTAL ∼ 0.8 M�, there
are no multiple systems in the OF-sample, but for the RF-sample
M�SYS-MAX/M�TOTAL then tends to decrease with increasing M�TOTAL;
this is because these simulations produce large numbers of stars and
only a few of them end up in the highest-order system.

3.3 Influence of initial core properties

The initial conditions for the simulated cores are characterized
by four parameters: the core radius, which takes values rCORE =
0.010 pc, 0.013 pc and 0.017 pc; the virial ratio, which takes values
αVIR = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0; the minimum wavenumber for the

imposed turbulent modes, which takes values kMIN = 1, 2 and 3; and
the seed for the random turbulent modes excited, which takes the
same value χ = 1 for all combinations of (rCORE, αVIR, kMIN) except
for (rCORE, αVIR, kMIN) = (0.013 pc, 1.0, 1), for which we perform runs
with χ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.

In order to explore how these parameters influence the masses
and multiplicities of the stars formed in a core, we compute average
values at t5 ≡ t0 + 5tFF for (i) the total stellar mass, M�TOTAL, (ii)
the number of stars, N�, (iii) the mass of the most massive star,
M�MM, (iv) the order of the highest-order system, OSYS, and (v) the
mass of the highest order system, M�SYS-MAX, for all the simulations
with a given radius rCORE but different values of αVIR and kMIN – and
similarly for all the simulations with a given virial parameter αVIR but
different rCORE and kMIN, and all the simulations with a given minimum
turbulent wavenumber kMIN but different rCORE and αVIR. The results
are presented on Fig. 3, where the results for simulations from the
OF-sample are in orange, and those from the RF-sample are in blue.

To quantify the results presented in Fig. 3 we eval-
uate the dependence of these mean stellar parameters
(M̄�TOTAL, N̄�, M̄�MM, ŌSYS, M̄�SYS-MAX) on the initial condition param-
eters (αVIR, rCORE, kMIN) by computing the Kendall Rank Correlation
statistics, τ and p (see Table 2); τ gives the degree of correlation
(or anticorrelation, if negative). In addition, we evaluate whether
the OF- and RF-samples are drawn from the same underlying dis-
tribution, by computing the non-parametric Kolmogorov–Smirnov
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Table 2. Non-parametric measures of the correlations, and their statistical significances, for the data presented in Fig. 3.
The left double-column gives the stellar parameters considered, in the same order as in Fig. 3, and the sample used
(outflow OF or reference RF). The second double-column gives the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistics, d and p, which
reflect the likelihood that the two samples are drawn from the same distribution. The last three double-columns give the
Kendall Rank Correlation (KRC) statistics, τ and p, which reflect the likelihood that the stellar parameters are correlated
with, respectively, αVIR, rCORE, and kMIN; the KRC statistics are evaluated separately for the OF- and RF-samples.
Correlations that satisfy our significance threshold of p < 1% are highlighted.

Subset KS-test αVIR rCORE kMIN

d p (per cent) τ p (per cent) τ p (per cent) τ p (per cent)

M�TOTAL OF 0.68 < 0.01 −0.40 0.06 −0.34 0.45 0.20 9.94
RF −0.42 0.03 − 0.21 7.71 0.18 12.39

N� OF 0.18 42.25 −0.33 0.73 − 0.20 12.21 − 0.29 2.01
RF 0.04 71.56 − 0.17 17.47 − 0.16 20.45

M�MM OF 0.31 1.76 − 0.15 18.89 − 0.17 14.37 0.39 0.11
RF −0.36 0.16 − 0.04 69.44 0.19 10.40

OSYS-MAX OF 0.18 42.25 − 0.30 1.69 − 0.13 31.62 − 0.30 2.27
RF − 0.07 55.24 − 0.25 5.63 − 0.19 14.98

MSYS-MAX OF 0.36 0.41 −0.30 0.10 − 0.23 4.95 0.22 7.18
RF −0.41 0.01 − 0.19 11.61 0.12 30.00

(KS) statistics, d and p; d measures the difference between the two
distributions. In both cases, p gives the probability of obtaining
the evaluated correlation (τ ) or difference (d) assuming the null
hypothesis (i.e. that both samples are drawn from the same underlying
distribution).

Fig. 3 and Table 2 demonstrate clearly that varying the initial
conditions – at least in the range we have studied – has little influence
on the properties of the stars formed. The correlations between stellar
parameters and initial condition parameters are at best weak (|τ | ≤
40), and in most cases they are not significant, so we only discuss
those for which p < 1 per cent. For both samples (OF and RF),
M̄�TOTAL decreases with increasing αVIR (because the cores have more
support and collapse more slowly); for the OF-sample, M̄�TOTAL also
decreases with increasing rCORE (first because the cores collapse more
slowly, and secondly because the outflow feedback acts on more
rarefied gas and is therefore more effective). For the OF-sample,
N̄� decreases with increasing αVIR (because the cores have more
support and are therefore more easily dispersed by outflow feedback).
M̄�MM increases with increasing kMIN for the OF-sample (because the
turbulence is concentrated on small scales which dissipate more
rapidly), and with decreasing αVIR for the RF-sample (because the
cores have less turbulent support and therefore their collapse is more
focused). M̄�SYS-MAX increases with decreasing αVIR for both samples
(again, because the cores have less turbulent support and therefore
their collapse is more focused).

The one exception to these correlations, anticorrelations and
insignificant correlations is the αVIR = 0.5 RF subset, which bucks
most of the trends seen in the other subsets. The very low level of core
support (αVIR = 0.5) and the lack of outflow feedback (RF) result in
a rather focused infall on to the centre of the core, and consequently
the formation of either a massive single star, or a massive binary
(usually with approximately equal-mass components).

The second double column of Table 2 demonstrates that the OF-
and RF-samples are statistically distinct. In particular, M̄�TOTAL is
almost twice as large for the RF-sample as for the OF-sample (see
Fig. 3, top panel). M̄�MM and M̄�SYS-MAX are also larger for the RF-
sample than the OF-sample, by ∼50 per cent (see Fig. 3, third and
bottom panels). These differences are mainly due to the fact that in the
OF simulations the outflow feedback disperses the gas surrounding

the core, but in the RF simulations the surrounding gas falls on to
the core and replenishes its mass. N̄� and ŌSYS are indistinguishable
between the two samples.

3.4 Influence of turbulent seeds

To make sure our results are not dominated by the particular choice
of the turbulent velocity field for the fiducial runs, we perform eight
additional runs with different random turbulent seeds (Table 1, runs
with number 73–88), with and without outflow feedback. These
runs have otherwise the same initial condition values as our fiducial
runs S-5 V-1 K-1 R-4 O-x. In Fig. 2 the subset of these runs (χ -
subset) are represented by the middle-sized, blue shaded circles. The
spread of the (χ -subset) is comparable to the spread of the runs
with varying initial conditions (IC-subset). Remarkable is that the
χ -subset contains no run that forms only a single star.

Table 3 gives the mean and standard deviation of the full sample
(OF and RF), the χ -subset and the IC-subset for all quantities
presented in Figs 2 and 3. The mean values and their spread
are comparable for both samples. Two differences, however not
statistically significant, are that the χ -subset (a) forms on average
slightly more stars and (b) has slightly lower masses of the most
massive star due to the absence of runs forming a single star.
The last two columns of Table 3 give the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics, d and p, reflecting the difference between the χ - and IC-
subset and the probability of finding these results assuming the null
hypothesis is true. We do not find a statistical difference between
the two subsets, and we are unable to reject the null hypothesis
that both subsets have the same underlying distribution. However,
we caution that this is not a proof that the distributions are the
same.

The similarity between the χ -subset and the IC-subset makes us
confident that our results are not dominated by the choice of the
random seeds. On the other hand, this finding supports our result
from Section 3.3. Since the influence of the varying initial conditions
on the outcome of the simulation is not higher than the influence due
to different turbulent seeds, the core properties play at most a limited
role in the outcome of the simulation.
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviation for the quantities presented in Fig. 2 for the subsets with varying turbulent seeds
and initial conditions (IC). The first column gives the quantities presented in Fig. 2, the second column the feedback
mechanism. The third, fourth, and fifth column give the mean and standard deviation for the full OF- and RF-samples
(full-sample), the reduced subset with varying turbulent seeds (χ -subset) and the reduced subset with varying initial
condition parameters (IC-subset). The sixth and seventh column give the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistics, d and p, which
reflect the likelihood that the χ - and IC-sample are drawn from the same distribution.

Quantity Feedback Full-sample χ -subset IC-subset d p (per cent)

M̄�TOTAL OF 0.54 ± 0.20 0.53 ± 0.08 0.54 ± 0.22 0.38 19.04
RF 1.00 ± 0.28 1.03 ± 0.20 1.00 ± 0.30 0.24 74.01

N̄� OF 3.14 ± 1.95 4.11 ± 1.85 2.85 ± 1.87 0.38 19.04
RF 3.88 ± 2.12 5.33 ± 2.11 3.53 ± 1.93 0.41 14.00

M̄�MM OF 0.30 ± 0.20 0.20 ± 0.08 0.32 ± 0.21 0.45 8.22
RF 0.46 ± 0.34 0.27 ± 0.17 0.50 ± 0.36 0.54 2.82

ŌSYS-MAX OF 2.05 ± 1.00 2.67 ± 0.82 1.88 ± 0.96 0.47 6.81
RF 2.12 ± 0.73 2.44 ± 0.68 2.03 ± 0.71 0.21 86.28

M̄SYS-MAX OF 0.45 ± 0.24 0.42 ± 0.16 0.47 ± 0.25 0.35 27.61
RF 0.74 ± 0.41 0.60 ± 0.31 0.77 ± 0.42 0.37 21.49

Figure 4. Cumulative mass functions for the OF-sample (132 stars, solid
orange line) and the RF-sample (163 stars, solid blue line) at t5 = t0 + 5 tFF.
The dashed lines show lognormal fits to these distributions, and the dotted
lines indicate the mean values, M̄OF = 0.13 M� and M̄RF = 0.18 M�. The
black line shows the Chabrier IMF for comparison (M̄CHAB = 0.08 M�).

3.5 Initial mass function

The stellar IMF gives the probability that a newly formed star has a
certain mass (Chabrier 2003). The IMFs observed in different local
star-forming regions appear to be very similar, implying that the
star formation process is independent of environment (Kroupa 2001,
2002). Numerical simulations reproduce this universal IMF well for
a large variety of initial conditions (Bate 2005, 2009a,b).

We cannot attempt to reproduce the observed IMF here because
we have only treated a single core mass (1 M�). Observed cores
are known to have a distribution of masses, given by the core
mass function (CMF), and the CMF appears to be similar in shape
to the IMF but shifted to higher masses (e.g. André et al. 2010;
Könyves et al. 2015, 2020). However we can evaluate the mean
stellar mass function (MF) produced by a 1 M� core, with and
without outflow feedback. Fig. 4 shows the Chabrier IMF (solid
black line), the cumulative MF for the OF-sample (solid orange
line), the cumulative MF for the RF-sample (solid blue line), a
lognormal fit to the OF-sample (dashed orange line) and a lognormal
fit to the RF-sample (dashed blue line). The fits are obtained using
data-likelihood maximization Markov-Chain Monte Carlo sampling.
The mean masses, M̄CHAB = 0.08 M�, M̄OF = 0.13 M� and M̄RF =

0.18 M� are shown as vertical dotted lines. The corresponding
standard deviations are σCHAB = 0.69 ± 0.05, σOF = 0.40 ± 0.06 and
σRF = 0.44 ± 0.06. Thus, outflow feedback reduces the mean stellar
mass produced by a 1 M� core by ∼28 per cent (cf. Krumholz,
Klein & McKee 2012; Hansen et al. 2012). If we compare the
cumulative MFs using the KS test, it returns statistics s = 0.24 and
p < 0.1 per cent. We conclude that the OF- and the RF-samples are
not drawn from the same underlying distribution. This conclusion is
confirmed by an Anderson–Darling test (Stephens 1974).

If the fragmentation of a core into stars is a statistically self-similar
process – in the sense that the probability that a core of mass MCORE

spawns a star of mass M� is the same as the probability that a core of
mass βMCORE spawns a star of mass βM� – the width of the observed
IMF is

σCHAB �
√

σ 2
CORE + σ 2

FRAG. (15)

Here, σCORE is the logarithmic standard deviation of the CMF, and
σFRAG is the logarithmic standard deviation of the stellar MF from
a single core. Equation (15) implicitly assumes that both the CMF,
and the stellar MF from a single core, are approximately lognormal.
Substituting σFRAG = σOF, we obtain

σCORE � √
σ 2

CHAB − σ 2
OF � 0.57 ± 0.07. (16)

In other words – if the assumption of statistically self-similar core
fragmentation is correct – the CMF makes a larger contribution to the
standard deviation of the IMF than the process of core fragmentation.
However, we should be mindful that the fragmentation of more
massive cores might be very different from those we have simulated
here.

4 MULTIPLI CITY

Most field stars with M� � M�, and a high fraction of those with
lower mass, are in multiple systems (e.g. Raghavan et al. 2010;
Whitworth & Lomax 2015). The fraction of newly formed stars in
multiple systems is even higher, and the presumption is that some of
these multiples are subsequently ionized by N-body interactions or
tidal stresses to produce the distribution in the field. It follows that
numerical simulations of star formation should (a) reproduce the
multiplicity statistics observed, and (b) demonstrate how multiple
systems actually form.
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We use three multiplicity descriptors (e.g. Reipurth & Zinnecker
1993). The multiplicity frequency,

mf = B2 + T3 + Q4 + Q5 + ...

S1 + B2 + T3 + Q4 + Q5 + ...
, (17)

gives the number of systems with more than one member (i.e. order
higher than one). The higher-order frequency,

hf = T3 + Q4 + Q5 + ...

S1 + B2 + T3 + Q4 + Q5 + ...
. (18)

gives the number of systems with more than two members (i.e. order
higher than two). The pairing factor,

pf = B2 + 2T3 + 3Q4 + 4Q5 + ...

S1 + B2 + T3 + Q4 + Q5 + ...
, (19)

gives the average number of companions to a randomly picked
primary star.

4.1 VANDAM survey

We compare the multiplicity statistics from our simulations with
those from the VANDAM survey (Tobin et al. 2016), which used the
VLA to measure the multiplicity statistics of 64 Class 0/I multiple
protostars with separations between 15 AU and 10, 000 AU, in the
Perseus molecular cloud. A proper comparison would require the
generation of synthetic observations, taking account of sensitivity,
beam size, UV-coverage, confusion and projection; for example,
some of the close binary systems in our simulations have very
small separations and might not be detectable as binaries. However,
generating synthetic observations is outside the scope of this paper,
and therefore we simply make direct comparisons between our
simulations and the observations.

The protostars observed within the VANDAM survey are slightly
more massive than the stars in our OF-sample. Tobin et al. (2016) do
not provide masses for individual observed stars or multiple systems.
However, using the protostellar luminosity function of McKee &
Offner (2010), McKee & Offner (2011) they compute a protostellar
mass function and expect their stars to be progenitors of K- and M-
dwarfs (0.08–0.8 M�) with a mean protostellar mass of ∼0.2 M� of
which ∼14 per cent have masses between 0.7 M� and 2.5 M�. In
our simulations the mean protostellar mass at t5 is 0.17 ± 0.15 M�
(OF-sample) and 0.26 ± 0.25 M� (RF-sample), respectively. Only
3 per cent (OF-sample) and 5 per cent (RF-sample) of the stars are
more massive than 0.7 M�. Fig. 5 shows the stellar bolometric
luminosity distribution of the multiple systems in our simulations at
t5. The luminosities are computed using the stellar evolution model
by Offner et al. (2009; Sections 2.4 and 2.5). Since, at this point,
most of the gas is either bound in stars or entrained by the outflows,
we expect the stellar bolometric luminosity to be comparable with
those observed by Tobin et al. (2016). Comparing the luminosities of
multiple systems in our simulations to the VANDAM survey (Fig. 5)
indicates that we are not probing exactly the same mass range.
Despite this difference, the VANDAM survey is still the best survey of
protostellar multiple systems and the only one we can compare our
simulation with.

4.2 Multiplicity statistics

Fig. 6 shows the fractions of systems that are single, binary, triple,
etc., for the OF-sample (orange) and the RF-sample (blue), at t0.5

(top panel) and t5 (middle and bottom panels), compared with the
VANDAM survey (grey). The top and middle panels show the fractions

Figure 5. Stellar bolometric luminosities of all multiple systems in the
OF-sample (orange) and RF-sample (blue) at t5 compared to the observed
bolometric luminosities of multiples in the VANDAM survey (grey; Tobin
et al. 2016). The luminosities of the VANDAM survey multiples are higher,
suggesting that somewhat more massive stars are present.

Figure 6. The fractions of systems that are single, binary, triple, etc., for
the OF-sample (orange) and the RF-sample (blue), at t0.5 (top panel) and
t5 (middle and bottom panels), compared with the VANDAM survey (grey).
The top and middle panels include all systems, whereas the bottom panel
includes only the highest-order system from each simulation. The OF-sample
distribution changes little between the top and middle panels. In contrast,
many of the quadruple and quintuple systems that form early in the RF-sample
(top panel) quickly decay into binaries (middle panel); this is even clearer in
the bottom panel where binaries dominate the distribution of highest-order
systems for the RF-sample.

of all systems, NO/
∑

O{NO}, with NO the number of systems of
order O (= S1, B2, T3, Q4, Q5, etc.). The bottom panel instead shows
the distribution of NO

MAX/
∑O{NO

MAX}, where NO
MAX only takes account

of the highest-order system from each simulation (Section 3.2).
Already by t0.5 (Fig. 6, top panel) the RF-sample includes many

HOMs, including quintuples. However, these systems are very
unstable, and by t5 (Fig. 6, middle panel) they have decayed to
binaries. When taking into account only the highest-order systems,
binaries dominate the distribution (Fig. 6, bottom panel).
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the multiplicity frequency, mf (purple), pairing
factor, pf (green), and higher-order frequency, hf (red), for the OF-sample
(solid lines) and RF-sample (dashed lines). The areas, surrounding the lines
in corresponding colours, indicate the time-dependent propagated upper-limit
on the Poisson uncertainty. The x-axis shows the time after the formation of
the first sink, in units of the free-fall time. While the multiplicity frequency is
comparable for the two samples, the pairing factor and higher-order frequency
are significantly higher for the OF-sample after 2.5tFF.

In contrast, the multiplicity distribution of the OF-sample remains
rather constant between t0.5 and t5. It is a monotonically decreasing
function of the order, and matches the VANDAM survey well; the
highest-order systems are not dominated by binaries.

The fraction of singles that are the highest-order system is low
(Fig. 6, bottom panel) because many singles are low-mass stars that
are ejected during the dynamical interactions that reduce HOMs to
binary systems. This is particularly true for the RF-sample, where
89 per cent of singles are ejecta; for the OF-sample only 67 per cent
of singles are ejecta.

4.3 Time evolution of the stellar multiplicity

Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of the multiplicity descriptors defined
in equations (17) through (19), for all the simulations in the OF-
and RF-samples. Here, time is measured from when the first sink
forms (t0), in units of the free-fall time of the birth core (tFF). Once
star formation starts, the multiplicity rises rapidly up to ∼0.6tFF.
Thereafter the multiplicity frequency is approximately constant and
comparable for both samples, mfOF ∼ mfRF ∼ 0.40. For the OF-
sample, most of the multiple systems are quite stable, and therefore
the higher-order frequency and pairing factor are also approximately
constant, at hfOF ∼ 0.15 and pfOF ∼ 0.65 respectively. However, for
the RF-sample, the HOMs immediately start to eject lower-mass
members and decay to binaries; this has no effect on the multiplicity
frequency, mfRF , but the higher-order frequency and pairing factor
both decrease steadily, and by t ∼ 5tFF, they are hfRF ∼ 0.10 and
pfRF ∼ 0.50.

The multiplicities of the OF- and RF-samples are very similar in
the early phase of star formation. The RF-sample forms somewhat
more multiples and forms them somewhat faster, but these differences
are small, and most of the HOMs formed in the RF-sample quickly
reduce to binaries. HOMs are more stable against disruption when
outflows are present.

Table 4 compares mf, pf, and hf for both samples at t5 with the
VANDAM survey. All the statistics for the OF-sample agrees with the
VANDAM survey within the uncertainties; mfOF and hfOF agree very
well, but pfOF only just agrees. For the RF-sample, only mfRF agrees
with VANDAM, both pfRF and hfRF are much too low. This is largely
due to the decay of HOMs in the RF-sample.

Table 4. Multiplicity statistics for the OF- and RF-samples at t5, compared
with the VANDAM survey (Tobin et al. 2016). The first column gives the
sample, followed by the multiplicity frequency (equation 17), the pairing
factor (equation 19), and the high-order frequency (equation 18).

Sample mf pf hf

RF-sample 0.40 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.05 0.09 ± 0.02
OF-sample 0.40 ± 0.09 0.63 ± 0.06 0.17 ± 0.03
VANDAM 0.40 ± 0.06 0.71 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.04

Note that a direct comparison with the VANDAM survey is biased
since they observe slightly more massive stars than we produce in
our simulations (Section 4.1). Observations show that the multiplicity
fraction is strongly dependent on the primary mass (see, e.g. Fig. 1 in
Whitworth & Lomax 2015). However, this relation is valid for main-
sequence stars and it is not clear whether it holds for the pre-main-
sequence regime. Taking this relation into account, it seems that our
simulations produce a too high multiplicity, given the low protostellar
masses. However, our simulations do not include magnetic fields.
With magnetic fields, we would expect less fragmentation and hence
a somewhat lower multiplicity (see the discussion in Section 4.6). The
missing magnetic fields could possibly explain why we are matching
the VANDAM survey so well, even though we are probing a lower
mass regime.

4.4 Stability of triple systems

Fig. 7 shows that the fraction of HOMs in the RF-sample decreases
after t1, while the fraction is almost constant for the OF-sample.
To confirm objectively that this is because the hierarchical triple
systems in the OF-sample are more stable, we compute the two
different criteria for the stability of hierarchical triple systems which
Zhuchkov, Kiyaeva & Orlov (2010) has shown to be most reliable.

An hierarchical triple system is one in which a pair of stars
(labelled individually ‘1’ and ‘2’, and together ‘1+2’) are on a tight
orbit around one another, and this pair and a third star (labelled ‘3’)
are then on a much wider orbit around one another. The masses of
the stars are m1, m2, and m3, and the total mass of the tight pair
is mIN = m1 + m2. The semimajor axis and eccentricity of the tight
orbit (involving stars 1 and 2) are aIN and eIN. The semimajor axis and
eccentricity of the wide orbit (involving star 3 and the pair 1+2) are
aOUT and eOUT. The system is hierarchical in the sense that aOUT � aIN.
With these definitions, the criterion for stability developed by Aarseth
(2003) is

fA = 0.36
aOUT(1 − eOUT)

aIN

[(
1 + m3

mIN

)
1 + eOUT√
1 − eOUT

]−2/5

> 1; (20)

and the criterion developed by Valtonen, Karttunen & Gutzwiller
(2007) is

fV = 3
aOUT(1 − eOUT)7/6

aIN

×
[(

1 + m3

mIN

) (
7

4
+ cos(i)

2
− cos2(i)

)]−1/3

> 1, (21)

where i is the angle between the angular momentum vectors of the
tight and wide orbits.

Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of f̄A.OF (orange dashed line)
and f̄V.OF (orange full line), i.e. fA and fV averaged over all the triple
systems in the O-sample; and the time evolution of f̄A.RF (blue dashed
line) and f̄V.RF (blue full line), i.e. fA and fV averaged over all the
triple systems in the R-sample. f̄A.OF is almost indistinguishable from
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Figure 8. Time evolution of the Aarseth and Valtonen stability parameters
(equations 20 and 21), averaged over all the triple systems in the OF-sample
(orange), and over all the triple systems in the RF-sample (blue). The dashed
lines show the results obtained for the Aarseth parameter (fA), and the solid
lines show the results obtained for the Valtonen parameter (fV). At most
times the dashed lines cannot be discerned because they sit on top of the
solid lines. The coloured shading represents the standard deviation about the
mean. Triple systems in the OF-sample are markedly more stable than triple
systems in the RF-sample.

f̄V.OF, and likewise f̄A.RF from f̄V.RF, indicating that they are mutually
consistent. After tFF, f̄A.OF, and f̄V.OF are almost always well above
f̄A.RF and f̄V.RF, on average by a factor 2.53 ± 0.05. f̄A.OF and f̄V.OF are
also well above unity most of the time, and end up at ∼7, so most
of the triples are stable. In contrast, f̄A.RF and f̄V.RF are almost always
∼2, so outliers with lower than average values tend to be unstable
and decay.

4.5 Twin binaries

Observations of low-mass binary systems reveal a high fraction of
systems in which the ratio of the secondary mass to the primary mass,
q = M�−S/M�−P, is close to unity (see Lucy 2006; Simon & Obbie
2009; Fernandez et al. 2017; Kounkel et al. 2019; El-Badry et al.
2019, or the review by Duchêne & Kraus (2013)); these systems are
referred to as ‘twin binaries’. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of q for
the 35 binary systems in the OF-sample, and the 44 binaries in the
RF-sample. Both samples are peaked at high q with a tail towards
low q, similar to the observations reported by Fernandez et al. (2017)
and Kounkel et al. (2019). The convention (e.g. Kounkel et al. 2019;
El-Badry et al. 2019) is to class binary systems with q ≥ qCRIT =
0.95 as twins. Using this definition, fTWIN-OF = 43 per cent for the
OF-sample, compared with fTWIN-RF = 9 per cent for the RF-sample.
Since, with the small number of binaries in our sample, the ratio
fTWIN-OF/fTWIN-RF is particularly high for qCRIT = 0.95, we have varied
qCRIT between 0.90 and 0.99, but for all q-values in this range, there are
always more twins in the OF-sample, fTWIN-OF/fTWIN-RF ≥ 2.1 ± 0.6.

The excess of almost equal mass binaries is thought to be the result
of competitive accretion (Tokovinin 2000). For a low-q binary, the
secondary is on a larger orbit and therefore accretes matter with high
specific angular momentum faster than the primary, thereby driving
the mass ratio towards unity (Whitworth et al. 1995; Young & Clarke
2015; Matsumoto, Saigo & Takakuwa 2019). In the present context
this happens because the binary is accreting from a circumbinary
disc (see Fig. 1 and El-Badry et al. 2019).

Figure 9. The normalized distribution of the mass ratio between the
secondary and primary components, q = M�−S/M�−P, for all binary systems
in the OF-sample (orange) and all binary systems in the RF-sample (blue), at
t5 ≡ t0 + 5tFF. At this stage there are 35 binaries in the OF sample, and 44 in
the RF-sample. Both distributions are peaked at high q, with a tail towards
low q. Outflow feedback appears to enhance the formation of twin binaries
with q ≥ 0.95 (bin to the right of the dashed grey line).

Fig. 10 shows the two-dimensional probability density function
(PDF) for the stellar mass M� at t5 and the fraction of this mass
acquired by disc accretion as opposed to direct infall, fDISC =
MDISC/(MDISC + MDIRECT). The corresponding one-dimensional PDFs
are shown in the top and right-hand panels.

To compute fDISC we evaluate the mass flow through a sphere
around each star, with the radius of the sphere equal to half the
radius of the corresponding accretion disc. SPH particles are assigned
to an accretion disc if (a) their density is >10−14 g cm−3, (b) their
rotational velocity component is greater than their radial velocity
component with respect to the corresponding sink, and (c) they are
gravitationally bound to the star. The mean disc radius for the OF-
sample at t2 is r̄DISC = 103 ± 55 AU, which is in good agreement with
recent observations of Class 0/I stars (Maury et al. 2019). Only stars
in multiple systems that have both an accretion disc and a velocity
lower than the escape speed contribute to the evaluation of fDISC. The
mass flow contributes to MDISC if π−θOPEN

2 < θ <
π+θOPEN

2 , where θ is
the angle between the position vector (relative to the star) and the
angular momentum axis of the disc. We set θ

OPEN
= 1/3 π ; varying

θ
OPEN

between 1/2 π and 1/6 π shows no qualitative difference.
The peak of the OF-sample PDF is shifted to higher fDISC compared

with the peak of the RF-sample. A one-sided Mann–Whitney-U
test confirms that this difference is significant with p  1 per cent.
Outflow cavities stop stars from accreting so rapidly via direct infall,
thereby enhancing the contribution from disc accretion and hence
increasing the fraction of twin binaries in the OF-sample.

4.6 Magnetic fields and disc fragmentation

Observations show that dense cores are threaded by magnetic fields
(Troland & Crutcher 2008; Kandori et al. 2018). Recent numerical
simulations suggest that magnetic fields have a profound impact on
the star formation process (see, e.g. the review of Wurster & Li
2018). In the ideal MHD case, magnetic braking almost entirely
prohibits the formation of accretion discs (Commerçon et al. 2012;
Bate et al. 2014). However, the introduction of non-ideal MHD
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Figure 10. The two-dimensional probability density function (PDF) for the ‘final’ stellar mass, M�, against the fraction of that mass that has been acquired by
disc accretion (as opposed to by direct infall), MDISC/(MDISC + MINFALL); here ‘final’ means at t5 ≡ t0 + 5tFF. Contours at 10 per cent, 20 per cent, . . . . . 90 per cent
of the maximum probability are in shades of orange for the OF sample, and in shades of blue for the RF sample. The top panel shows the one-dimensional
PDF for M�. The right-hand panel shows the one-dimensional PDF for MDISC/(MDISC + MINFALL). On the top and right-hand panels, the shaded regions indicate
uncertainties estimated using bootstrapping, and the small tick marks represent individual systems. Evidently simulations with outflow feedback lead to stars
accreting more gas by disc accretion.

effects mitigates the efficiency of magnetic braking to some extent
(Hennebelle et al. 2016; Wurster, Price & Bate 2016; Zhao et al.
2018). Moreover, turbulence can cause a misalignment of the angular
momentum and the magnetic field vector, which may significantly
reduce the magnetic braking efficiency and enable the formation of
massive discs (Seifried et al. 2013, 2015; Wurster et al. 2016; Gray,
McKee & Klein 2018; Wurster & Li 2018; Wurster et al. 2019).
Including the Hall-effect in non-ideal MHD simulations, Wurster
& Li (2018) show that for the case of anti-aligned magnetic field
and angular momentum vectors, they obtain results which are most
similar to a pure hydrodynamical calculation. The magnetic Toomre-
Q parameter implies that these magnetized discs are generally
more stable against fragmentation than pure hydrodynamical discs
(Toomre 1964; Kim & Ostriker 2001; Wurster & Bate 2019).

Our code, GANDALF, does not currently include magnetic fields.
With magnetic fields, we would expect to have slightly smaller discs
that fragment less readily (Hennebelle & Inutsuka 2019; Wurster &
Bate 2019). Therefore, the number of simulations forming a single
star would increase resulting in fewer ejected stars and somewhat
lower multiplicities.

Compared to the RF-sample, our OF-sample contains significantly
more cores which form only a single star (Section 3.2). With episodic
accretion feedback, the accretion discs are frequently severely
disturbed and the amount of fragmentation is damped to a realistic
level (Stamatellos et al. 2012; Lomax et al. 2014, 2015; Mercer &
Stamatellos 2017). We therefore speculate that magnetic fields would

have a limited additional effect on disc fragmentation if episodic
accretion feedback were taken into account.

5 SELF-REGULATION O F O UTFLOW
FEEDBACK

5.1 Entrainment factor

Molecular outflows from protostars consist mainly of secondary
entrained material (Tabone et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2019), i.e. core
gas that is swept up by the primary ejected gas. For low-mass star
formation the entrained gas mass is estimated to range from 0.1 M�
to 1.0 M� (Arce et al. 2007). The entrainment factor εOF is defined
as the ratio of total outflowing mass, MOUT, to primary ejected mass,
MEJECT. An SPH particle contributes to MOUT if its radial velocity is
higher than the local escape velocity and at least 0.1 km s−1. Using
numerical MHD simulations, Offner & Chaban (2017) conclude that
εOF ∼ 4.

Fig. 11 shows the entrainment factors at t0.5 (top row), t1.5 (middle
row), and t5 (bottom row), plotted against the total stellar mass,
M�TOTAL (left-hand column) and against outburst frequency, fOB (right-
hand column). Most simulations have εOF ∼ 7, but some have much
higher values, up to εOF ∼ 33, particularly at low M�TOTAL and/or
low fOB. By t5 there is a well-defined anticorrelation between εOF

and M�TOTAL, with 5 � εOF � 26 and Spearman Rank Correlation
coefficient rS = −0.94 and p  0.01 per cent.
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Figure 11. Entrainment factors, εOF = MOUT/MEJECT, for all the simulations in the OF sample, plotted against total stellar mass, M�TOTAL (left-hand column),
and against outburst frequency, fOB (right-hand column), at t0.5 (top row), t1.5 (middle row), and t5 (bottom row), where tτ = t0 + τ tFF. At t5, the entrainment
factors range from εOF � 5 to εOF � 26. With increasing time, εOF becomes strongly anticorrelated with M�TOTAL, and weakly anticorrelated with fOF.

There are several possible reasons for this anticorrelation. The
higher the total mass in stars, the less mass there is left in the
core envelope, and therefore the less mass there is left to entrain.
Moreover, as time advances the outflows are increasingly likely to
be launched into cavities blown by previous outflows, in which case
there is even less material for them to entrain; this is especially
true when a core has formed a multiple system with aligned
outflows.

The right-hand column of Fig. 11, shows the entrainment factor,
εOF, against the outburst frequency, fOB, averaged between the time
when the first star forms, t0, and – respectively – t0.5, t1.5, and t5. There
is an anticorrelation between εOF and fOB which gets stronger with
time. By t5, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient is r = − 0.70
with p  0.01 per cent. Simulations with lower fOB (i.e. episodic
accretion and outflow concentrated in a few massive outbursts) have
higher εOF. The asymptotic limit of high fOB is continuous outflow,
and this might explain the lower εOF ∼ 4 found by Offner & Chaban
(2017), since the protostars in their simulations generate continuous
outflows.

5.2 Outflowing gas mass

Fig. 12 (right-hand column) shows the outflowing gas mass, MOUT,
for each simulation in the OF-sample, plotted against its total stellar
mass, M�TOTAL, at t0.5, t1.5, and t5. At t0.5, MOUT and M�TOTAL are
tightly correlated, MOUT � 0.01 M� + 0.58M�TOTAL, with Spearman
Rank Correlation coefficient r = 0.76 and p  0.01 per cent. Since
10 per cent of the matter entering a sink is ejected, this corresponds
to an average entrainment factor of εOF ∼ 0.58/0.1 ∼ 6.4, in good
agreement with Fig. 11.

At later times, the correlation remains strong but flattens, because
cores with low M�TOTAL have more gas left, and therefore higher
entrainment factors and more massive outflows (see Fig. 11). By t5,
the correlation has become MOUT � 0.29 M� + 0.29M�TOTAL with a
non-zero intercept.

5.3 Relative star formation efficiency

Fig. 12 (left-hand column) shows the total stellar mass of each
simulation in the OF-sample, M�TOTAL-OF, plotted against the total
stellar mass in the corresponding simulation in the RF-sample,
M�TOTAL-RF, at t0.5, t1.5, and t5. At t0.5, the masses are strongly corre-
lated, M�TOTAL-OF ∼ 0.60 M�TOTAL-RF, with Spearman Rank Correlation
coefficient r = 0.90 and p  0.01 per cent. Thus, the early star
formation rate (SFR) is ∼40 per cent lower if outflows are present.

This strong correlation arises because (a) fEJECT = 0.1, i.e. exactly
10 per cent of the matter entering a sink is ejected and the remaining
90 per cent is accreted, so dM�/dt |OF = 9dM/dt |EJECT; and (b) in
the early stages the entrainment factor is approximately universal,
εOF � 7, so dM/dt |OUT ∼ 7dM/dt |EJECT. It follows that

dM�/dt |OF

dM�/dt |OF + dM/dt |OUT

∼ 9

9 + 7
= 56 per cent . (22)

If one assumes that, in the absence of outflow feedback, the
outflowing matter would have ended up in the stars, the mass of
stars in the OF-sample should be of order 56 per cent of the mass of
stars in the RF-sample.

At later times the correlation persists, but with greater scatter.
For example, at t5, M�TOTAL-OF � 0.53M�TOTAL-RF with Spearman Rank
Correlation coefficient r = 0.65 and p < 0.01 per cent.
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Figure 12. Left: The total stellar mass for each simulation in the OF-sample against the total stellar mass for the corresponding simulation in the RF sample,
at t0.5 (top), t1.5 (middle), and t5 (bottom), where tτ = t0 + τ tFF. The dashed lines are linear fits to the data, with 0.5 � M�TOTAL-OF/M�TOTAL-RF � 0.6. At t0.5

the fit is very tight, but the scatter around the fit increases at later times, due to changes in the entrainment factor and hence changes in the effectiveness of
outflow feedback (see Fig. 11). Right: The outflowing gas mass, MOUT, for all the simulations in the OF sample, against the total stellar mass, M�TOTAL, at t0.5

(top), t1.5 (middle), and t5 (bottom). At t0.5, there is a strong correlation, MOUT � 0.01 M� + 0.58M�TOTAL. At later times, the correlation remains strong, but
flattens, becoming MOUT � 0.29 M� + 0.29M�TOTAL at t5; this is because by this stage cores with relatively low M�TOTAL have more gas left, and therefore higher
entrainment factors and – relatively speaking – more massive outflows (see Fig. 11).

5.4 Possible effects of magnetic fields on the outflow structure

Magnetic fields are obviously very important for protostellar outflows
since magnetic fields are necessary to launch outflows in the
first place (Bally 2016). This regime is covered by our episodic
outflow subgrid model, which is based on the episodic MRI in-
stability of the inner disc. Computing the outflow launching self-
consistently is not expected to alter the outflow properties signifi-
cantly with respect to our subgrid model (see, e.g. Federrath et al.
2014).

The influence of magnetic fields on the already launched or
entrained gas is not well understood. Outflows are highly con-
nected to the stellar accretion rate. Therefore, it is complicated
to disentangle (i) the lower accretion rate due to magnetic fields
(Offner & Chaban 2017) from (ii) the direct effects of magnetic
fields on the outflowing gas. We argue that (i) episodic outflows
are highly self-regulated (Rohde et al. 2019) and that therefore
a slower collapse would not alter the outflow properties notably.
Offner & Chaban (2017) show that magnetic fields do not affect
the entrainment factor (Section 5.1) and therefore (ii) the influence
on already launched gas is limited. Moreover, the typical velocity
of outflowing gas, up to ∼100 km s−1, is much higher than the
characteristic Alfvén speed, υA = B/

√
ρ = 1 km s−1 for typical

values of B = 10 μG and ρ = 10−20 g cm−3 for the low-density gas
in the outflow cavity. Therefore, we argue that including magnetic
fields would not alter the properties of the outflows in this work
significantly.

However, in simulations of star cluster formation with initial gas
masses of 100–1000 M�, it has been shown that the combination of
outflows and magnetic fields is important. The momentum delivered
by the outflows coupled to the magnetic fields maintains turbulence
such that the parental molecular clouds stay close to virial equilibrium
(see the review by Krumholz & Federrath 2019). Therefore, we might
not be able to expand our simulations to larger scales without taking
into account the potentially significantly higher impact of magnetic
fields.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

Outflows are the dominant feedback mechanism in the early phase
of low-mass star formation. However, the consequences of outflow
feedback for the evolution of a pre-stellar core are not well under-
stood. Three questions are especially important. (1) Does outflow
feedback affect the properties of the individual stars formed? (2)
Does outflow feedback affect the stellar multiplicity statistics? (3)
How much does outflow feedback reduce the SFE?

To answer these questions, we have performed a large en-
semble of smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations of dense
pre-stellar cores. All the cores have the dimensionless density
profile of a Bonnor–Ebert sphere, but we vary the initial core
radius (rCORE = 0.017, 0.013, 0.01 pc), the initial virial ratio (αVIR =
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0), the wavenumber of the dominant mode in the
initial turbulent velocity field (kMIN = 1, 2, 3). For each combination
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of (rCORE, αVIR, kMIN) and eight additional runs with different turbulent
seeds, we perform one simulation with outflow feedback, and one
without. The resulting ensemble of 88 simulations reveals the
following features.

(i) The stellar statistics (total mass in stars, number of stars, mass
of most massive star, total mass and order of the highest-order system)
depend only weakly on the initial conditions of the birth core, i.e.
(rCORE, αVIR, kMIN).

(ii) The total mass in stars, the mass of the most massive star
and the total mass of the highest-order system all tend to decrease
markedly when outflow feedback is included. The total number of
stars and the order of the highest-order system tend to decrease very
slightly when outflow feedback is included – except for the cores
with low αVIR where these trends are reversed.

(iii) The distribution of stellar masses can be represented by
a lognormal. Without outflow feedback the mean and standard
deviation of log

10
(M�/ M�) are −0.74 and 0.44. When outflow

feedback is included, they become −0.89 and 0.40, i.e. the mean
mass is reduced by ∼30 per cent.

(iv) The simulations without outflow feedback produce a large
number of HOMs, but many of them are unstable and quickly decay
to binaries. As a result, these simulations deliver an higher-order
frequency (hf) and a pairing factor (pf) that are inconsistent with the
values observed in the VANDAM survey by Tobin et al. (2016).

(v) The simulations with outflow feedback produce slightly fewer
HOMs, but most of them are stable. As a result, these simulations
deliver an hf and a pf which, within the uncertainties, agree with the
distribution observed in the VANDAM survey by Tobin et al. (2016).

(vi) The inclusion of outflow feedback increases considerably the
fraction of twin binaries with almost equal-mass components. This
is because outflow feedback reduces the role of direct infall on to
a growing protostar, so the components of a binary system have to
acquire their mass by accretion from a circumbinary disc.

(vii) The mean entrainment factor (the ratio between outflowing
mass at large radius and the mass ejected from the protostar and
its disc) is ε̄OF ∼ 7, significantly larger than the value of 4 obtained
by Offner & Chaban (2017) in simulations with continuous outflow.
Above average εOF values are confined to cores with low total stellar
mass (especially those with high αVIR and low rCORE), because there
is then more gas left to entrain (and it is more easily unbound).

(viii) In the early stages, the outflowing mass, MOUT, is approx-
imately proportional to the total stellar mass, MOUT ∼ 0.7M�TOTAL.
At later times this is still true in cores where M�TOTAL is low, but in
cores where M�TOTAL is high, and there is less gas left to push out,
MOUT < 0.7M�TOTAL.

(ix) Since we have assumed that the rate of mass ejection from a
protostar is exactly proportional to the rate of mass accretion on to
the protostar, and since there is not a huge variation in entrainment
factors, the mass converted into stars when outflow feedback is
included is an approximately constant fraction of the mass converted
into stars when there is no outflow feedback; after five free-fall times
this fraction is ∼53 per cent. This is partly because on average the
stars have lower masses, and partly because there are fewer of them.
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A B S T R A C T 

During the early phases of low-mass star formation, episodic accretion causes the ejection of high-velocity outflow bullets, which 

carry a fossil record of the driving protostar’s accretion history. We present 44 SPH simulations of 1 M � cores, co v ering a wide 
range of initial conditions, and follow the cores for five free-fall times. Individual protostars are represented by sink particles, 
and the sink particles launch episodic outflows using a sub-grid model. The OPTICS algorithm is used to identify individual 
episodic bullets within the outflows. The parameters of the o v erall outflow and the individual bullets are then used to estimate 
the age and energetics of the outflow, and the accretion events that triggered it, and to e v aluate ho w reliable these estimates are, if 
observational uncertainties and selection effects (like inclination) are neglected. Of the commonly used methods for estimating 

outflow ages, it appears that those based on the length and speed of advance of the lobe are the most reliable in the early phases 
of evolution, and those based on the width of the outflow cavity and the speed of advance are most reliable during the later 
phases. We describe a new method that is almost as accurate as these methods, and reliable throughout the evolution. In addition, 
we sho w ho w the accretion history of the protostar can be accurately reconstructed from the dynamics of the bullets if each lobe 
contains at least two bullets. The outflows entrain about 10 times more mass than originally ejected by the protostar. 

Key words: methods: numerical – stars: formation – stars: low-mass – stars: protostars – stars: winds, outflows. 

1  I N T RO D U C T I O N  

There is gro wing e vidence that accretion on to protostars occurs in 
episodic bursts rather than being continuous. Accretion events can 
be observed directly (e.g. Lee et al. 2020 ; Rigliaco et al. 2020 ; Stock 
et al. 2020 ) or indirectly using chemical modelling (e.g. Hsieh et al. 
2019 ; Rab et al. 2019 ; Anderl et al. 2020 ; Sharma et al. 2020 ). 
So-called FU Orionis (FUor) stars are observed to undergo short 
outbursts lasting 10 of years during which the accretion rate rises to 
∼ 10 −4 M � yr −1 , followed by long quiescent phases of ∼ 10 3 – 10 4 

yr with low-accretion rates of ∼ 10 −7 M � yr −1 (Audard et al. 2014 ; 
Safron et al. 2015 ; Feh ́er et al. 2017 ; P ́erez et al. 2020 ; Takagi et al. 
2020 ). These short outbursts of high accretion naturally mitigate the 
long-standing ‘luminosity problem’ (Kenyon et al. 1990 ; Cesaroni 
et al. 2018 ; Hsieh et al. 2018 ; Ibryamo v, Semko v & Pene v a 2018 ; 
Kuffmeier et al. 2018 ). Possible causes of episodic accretion are 
manifold. They include thermal, gravitational, or magneto-rotational 
instabilities in the accretion disc (Kuffmeier et al. 2018 ; Kadam et al. 
2020 ; Sharma et al. 2020 ) and close encounters in multiple systems 
(Kuruwita, Federrath & Haugbølle 2020 ). 

Protostellar outflows accompany the early phases of star formation 
(Bally 2016 ), and it is widely believed that the launching of protostel- 
lar outflows is directly related to accretion on to protostars (Sicilia- 
Aguilar et al. 2020 ). The mechanisms underlying the launching are 
still debated (see e.g. the re vie ws of Arce et al. 2007 ; Frank et al. 
2014 ; Lee 2020 ), but most proposed mechanisms entail the magneto- 
centrifugal force converting the gravitational energy of the accreted 

� E-mail: rohde@ph1.uni-koeln.de 

gas into kinetic energy (Blandford & Payne 1982 ; K ̈onigl & Pudritz 
2000 ; Lynden-Bell 2003 ; Pudritz et al. 2007 ; Machida, Inutsuka & 

Matsumoto 2008 ; Seifried et al. 2012 ). Jets originating from the 
accretion disc’s innermost part are highly collimated and have high 
velocities (Reipurth & Bally 2001 ; Tafalla et al. 2010 ; Bjerkeli et al. 
2016 ; Lee et al. 2017 ; G ́omez-Ruiz et al. 2019 ), whereas winds 
launched further out in the accretion disc are less collimated and 
slower (Hirota et al. 2017 ; Lee et al. 2017 ; Zhang et al. 2018 , 
2019 ). Simulating numerically the inner ejection regions that produce 
the high-velocity jet component is still a challenging task (e.g. 
Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2009 ; Hennebelle et al. 2011 ; Price, 
Tricco & Bate 2012 ; Seifried et al. 2012 ; Machida & Hosokawa 
2013 ; Bate, Tricco & Price 2014 ; Machida 2014 ; Tomida 2014 ; 
Tomida, Okuzumi & Machida 2015 ; Lewis & Bate 2017 ; Machida & 

Basu 2019 ; Saiki & Machida 2020 ). The high spatial and temporal 
resolution required by such simulations is not easily combined with 
following the outflows on larger time and spatial scales. When 
focusing on the interaction of outflows with the stellar environment, 
this problem can be mitigated by introducing an almost resolution 
independent sub-grid model to launch the outflows (Nakamura & Li 
2007 ; Cunningham et al. 2011 ; Federrath et al. 2014 ; Myers et al. 
2014 ; Offner & Arce 2014 ; Peters et al. 2014 ; Kuiper, Yorke & 

Turner 2015 ; Offner & Chaban 2017 ; Li, Klein & McKee 2018 ; 
Rohde et al. 2019 ). Once the ejecta are launched, the y carv e out a 
cavity by entraining envelope material. Ejecta and entrained material 
together form a molecular outflo w. Side ways motions of bow-shocks 
(Tafalla et al. 2017 ; Jhan & Lee 2021 ), together with the wide- 
angle wind, cause the cavity wall to widen o v er time (Arce & 

Sargent 2006 ; Seale & Looney 2008 ; Velusamy, Langer & Thompson 
2014 ). 

© 2021 The Author(s) 
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If the accretion and ejection of gas are strongly coupled, episodic 
accretion events can be indirectly detected by the episodic outflows 
they trigger (Arce et al. 2007 ; Vorobyov et al. 2018 ; Sicilia-Aguilar 
et al. 2020 ). In particular, where the rapidly ejected high-velocity 
gas shocks against the slower gas inside the cavity, it produces 
high-velocity outflow bullets, a frequently observed characteristic of 
protostellar outflows (Chen et al. 2016 ; Cheng et al. 2019 ; Tychoniec 
et al. 2019 ). In position–velocity diagrams, these outflow bullets –
in this context often called ‘Hubble Wedges’ – stand out from the 
otherwise linear position–velocity relation (Bachiller et al. 1990 ; 
Lada & Fich 1996 ; Arce & Goodman 2001 ; Tafalla et al. 2004 ; 
Santiago-Garc ́ıa et al. 2009 ; Wang et al. 2014 ; Rohde et al. 2019 ; 
Nony et al. 2020 ). Once an outflow bullet leaves the dense core 
and appears at optical wavelengths, it is referred to as an Herbig–
Haro object. Herbig–Haro objects often form parsec-scale long 
chains (Reipurth, Bally & Devine 1997 ; Reipurth, Devine & Bally 
1998 ; Cortes-Rangel et al. 2020 ; Ferrero et al. 2020 ; Movsessian, 
Magakian & Dodonov 2021 ). The spacing and kinematics of outflow 

bullets in such a chain should carry a fossil record of the underlying 
episodic protostellar accretion history (Bally 2016 ; Lee 2020 ). 

There are several methods for estimating the age of a young 
protostellar object. The most common ones involve the spectral 
energy distribution (SED) of a protostar (Lada 1987 ). As a protostar 
evolves and grows, the ratio of the mass of the protostar plus disc 
to the mass of the envelope is expected to increase, altering the 
SED. This ratio, ( M DISK + M � ) / M ENV , can be used to estimate the 
stellar age (Young & Evans 2005 ; Vazzano et al. 2021 ). The age can 
also be estimated by calculating the slope of the SED between two 
fix ed wav elengths (e.g. 2 μm and 25 μm; Lada & Wilking 1984 ); 
by calculating the bolometric temperature, T BOL , i.e. the temperature 
for which a blackbody spectrum has the same flux-weighted mean 
frequency as the SED (Myers & Ladd 1993 ; Enoch et al. 2009 ); or 
by calculating the ratio of bolometric to sub-millimeter luminosity, 
L BOL / L SUBMM , (Andre, Ward-Thompson & Barsony 1993 ; Young & 

Ev ans 2005 ). A dif ferent approach is to estimate ages from chemical 
abundances in the stellar envelope (e.g. Tobin et al. 2013 ; Busquet 
et al. 2017 ). 

Alternatively, one may study protostellar outflows. (i) Dynamical 
ages of outflows and their embedded bullets can be used to estimate 
protostellar ages indirectly (Zhang et al. 2005 ; Downes & Cabrit 
2007 ; Li et al. 2020 ; Nony et al. 2020 ). (ii) The outflow activity 
is expected to diminish over time, which can be used to estimate 
the driving protostar’s evolutionary stage (Curtis et al. 2010 ; Yıldız 
et al. 2015 ; Lee 2020 ; Podio et al. 2021 ). (iii) As the opening 
angles of the outflow cavities widen o v er time, there exists a relation 
between opening angle and age (Arce & Sargent 2006 ; Seale & 

Looney 2008 ; Velusamy et al. 2014 ; Hsieh, Lai & Belloche 2017 ). 
Ho we ver, studying a sample of seven objects in Lupus, Vazzano et al. 
( 2021 ) show that these different methods do not al w ays agree on an 
evolutionary sequence. 

In this paper, we analyse an ensemble of 44 hydrodynamic 
simulations of low-mass star formation which include episodic 
protostellar outflow feedback. The outflows consist of ejected gas 
and core material. The core material is entrained as the outflow 

carves a bipolar cavity through the core. These simulations enable 
us to test whether protostellar outflows are a window on the past, i.e. 
whether they can be used to determine the evolutionary stage, the 
age, and the accretion history of the underlying protostar. 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe 
the computational method, the sub-grid outflow model developed 
earlier by Rohde et al. ( 2019 , 2021 ), and how we define outflow 

lobes and extract outflow bullets from these lobes. In Section 3, we 

present outflow properties, estimate entrainment factors, and study 
different velocity components of the simulated outflows. In Section 4, 
we estimate stellar ages and evolutionary stages from dynamical 
time-scales, outflow rates, and cavity opening angles. In addition, 
we estimate the mean accretion rates and the episodic accretion 
rates associated with indi vidual outflo w bullets. Limitations of the 
underlying simulations are discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, we 
summarize our results. 

2  M E T H O D  

2.1 The GANDALF SPH code 

We perform simulations using the smoothed particle hydrodynam- 
ics (SPH) and mesh-less finite volume code GANDALF (Hubber, 
Rosotti & Booth 2018 ). We use the ‘grad-h’ SPH formulation 
(Springel & Hernquist 2002 ) with an M4 smoothing kernel, which 
with ηSPH =1 . 2 o v erlaps ∼58 neighbours. We invoke hierarchical 
block time-stepping (Hernquist & Katz 1989 ). The maximum num- 
ber of allowed time-step levels is N LVL =9; hence an SPH particle 
on the highest level receives 2 N LVL =512 times more updates than a 
particle on the lowest lev el. F or the time-integration, we adopt the 
second-order Leapfrog KDK integration scheme. GANDALF uses the 
artificial viscosity prescription of Morris & Monaghan ( 1997 ) and 
the time-dependent viscosity switch of Cullen & Dehnen ( 2010 ). 

We compute heating and cooling rates using the approximate 
radiative heating and cooling method of Stamatellos et al. ( 2007 ) 
with the modifications developed by Lombardi, McInally & Faber 
( 2015 ). The method uses local SPH particle quantities such as density, 
temperature and pressure gradient to estimate a mean optical depth. 
It accounts for changes in the specific heat due to the ionization of 
hydrogen and helium, and the dissociation of molecular hydrogen. 
It also accounts for changes in the opacity, for example due to ice 
mantle sublimation. 

2.2 Feedback models 

In the simulations, protostars are represented by sink particles 
(Hubber, Walch & Whitworth 2013 ), which use a combination of 
four different sub-grid models, labelled (i)–(iv). Below we give a brief 
description of these sub-grid models and how they are combined. For 
further details see Rohde et al. ( 2019 , 2021 ) and references therein. 

(i) Episodic accretion is modelled following Stamatellos, Whit- 
worth & Hubber ( 2012 ). Protostars spend most of the time in a 
quiescent phase with a low accretion rate, Ṁ BG =10 −7 M � yr −1 . 
These quiescent phases lasting 10 3 –10 4 yr are interrupted by short 
( ∼50 yr) outbursts. Stamatellos et al. ( 2012 ) assume that a combi- 
nation of gravitational and magneto-rotational instabilities acts as 
the trigger for these outbursts (Zhu, Hartmann & Gammie 2009 ; 
Zhu et al. 2010 ). During an outburst the accretion rate quickly 
increases to Ṁ OB �5 × 10 −4 M � yr −1 and afterwards decays back 
to the quiescent value. 

(ii) We adopt the stellar evolution model of Offner et al. ( 2009 ), 
which uses the energy balance between accretion, gravitational 
contraction, nuclear burning, ionization, and radiation to predict the 
radius and luminosity of a protostar. Instead of using the accretion 
rate on to the sink particle, we make use of the accretion rate predicted 
by the episodic accretion model (i). As a result, the protostar delivers 
bursts of high luminosity emulating those of FUor type stars. 

(iii) We capture radiative heating due to protostars by invoking a 
pseudo-background radiation field using the luminosities computed 
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from the stellar evolution model (ii). The temperature is assumed to 
drop with distance, d , from a protostar approximately as d −1/2 . Due 
to the episodic nature of accretion bursts from protostars, radiative 
heating temporarily stabilizes protostellar accretion discs (Forgan & 

Rice 2013 ) while at the same time allowing for some level of disc 
fragmentation to occur between bursts (Stamatellos, Whitworth & 

Hubber 2012 ; Lomax et al. 2014 , 2015 ; Mercer & Stamatellos 2017 ). 
(iv) To simulate episodic outflow feedback, we eject f EJECT = 

10 per cent of the accreted mass in bidirectional lobes (Nisini et al. 
2018 ). In contrast to most outflow sub-grid models, we do not use 
the direct mass accretion rate on to the sink particle, but rather 
the accretion rate from the episodic accretion sub-grid model (i). 
Consequently, the outflow occurs in bursts, leading to the formation 
of outflow bullets, as frequently observed (e.g. Li et al. 2020 ). The 
base velocity of the ejected particles corresponds to the Keplerian 
velocity at twice the stellar radius (ii). To produce a two-component 
outflow, combining a low-velocity wide-angle wind (Louvet et al. 
2018 ; Zhang et al. 2019 ; Pascucci et al. 2020 ; Lee et al. 2021 ) 
and a high-velocity jet, we modulate the base velocity with the 
angular distribution function derived by Matzner & McKee ( 1999 ; 
see Appendix B for more details). Additionally, we add a rotational 
velocity component (equation 9 in Rohde et al. 2021 ) to capture 
the angular momentum carried away by the outflow (de Valon et al. 
2020 ; L ́opez-V ́azquez et al. 2020 ; Tabone et al. 2020 ), and thereby 
keep the angular momentum of the protostar below breakup. SPH 

particles are ejected in symmetric groups of four to ensure linear and 
angular momentum conservation. 

2.3 Simulation setup 

We present an ensemble of 44 simulations with different initial 
conditions. The simulations are identical to the OF-sample, the sub- 
set of simulations with outflow feedback in Rohde et al. ( 2021 ). Each 
run starts from a dense core with mass M CORE =1 M �, temperature 
T =10 K, and a Bonnor–Ebert density profile. We vary three core 
parameters (i–iii) between the simulations. 

(i) The core radius is set to r CORE =0 . 017 pc , 0 . 013 pc , or 0 . 010 pc . 
The runs with smaller r CORE are more o v ercritical, accordingly 3, 4, 
and 5 times compared to a Bonnor–Ebert sphere in equilibrium. 
Smaller r CORE leads to denser cores and correspondingly to shorter 
free-fall times, respectively, t FF =36 . 8 kyr , 24 . 6 kyr , and 16 . 6 kyr . 
We choose these small core radii to be able to apply a high level of 
turbulence such that the turbulence is not mostly dissipated before 
the actual star formation sets in. The dense cores are embedded in 
a low-density envelope with radius r ENV =0 . 75 pc. Outside the core 
boundary, r CORE , the density decreases as ρ ∝ r −4 until it falls to 
ρENV =10 −23 g cm 

−3 . Outside this, the density is uniform. We choose 
the r −4 as a trade-off between a computationally more e xpensiv e 
shallower profile and a discontinuity. The total envelope mass is 
M ENV =0 . 86 M �. A fraction of this envelope mass contributes to the 
final stellar mass as the envelope falls in. 

(ii) The dense cores start out with an initial turbulent velocity field 
(Walch et al. 2010 ), with power spectrum 

P k ∝ k −4 , k ∈ [ k MIN , 64 ] . (1) 

We vary the turbulent velocity field by adjusting the smallest (most 
energetic) wavenumber between k MIN =1 , 2 , and 3, with k MIN =1 
corresponding to the core radius. This changes the turbulent velocity 
field from small-scale turbulence with low net angular momentum 

( k MIN =3) to core-scale motions with – potentially – high-angular 
momentum ( k MIN =1) (Walch, Whitworth & Girichidis 2012 ). 

(iii) We adjust the virial ratio, 

αVIR = 

2 ( E TURB + E THERM ) 

| E GRAV | , (2) 

between αVIR =0 . 5 , 1 . 0 , 2 . 0 , and 3 . 0; αVIR regulates the strength of 
the turbulence. 

Using the crossing time-scale τCROSS = 2 r CORE / υTURB as an indicator 
of the dissipation time-scale of the turbulence (Mac Low et al. 1998 ; 
Stone, Ostriker & Gammie 1998 ), we find that the dissipation time- 
scales range between τDISS = 14.0 kyr and 83.4 kyr. These dissipation 
time-scales correspond to free-fall times between 0.8 t FF and 2.3 t FF . 
The first stars in our simulations form between 6.8 and 129.2 kyr with 
a mean of 27.2 ± 22.7 kyr, which indicates that the dissipation time- 
scale is comparable to the time-scale of the first protostar formation. 

We perform one run for each combination of the three core 
parameters ( r CORE , k MIN , αVIR ). For the run with αVIR =1 . 0 , k MIN = 

1 , r CORE =0 . 013 pc , we perform eight additional runs with different 
turbulent random seeds, χ . In total we perform 44 simulations with 
a mass resolution of 400 000 SPH particles per M � (hence, mass 
resolution ∼3 × 10 −4 M �). The sink creation threshold is ρCRIT = 

10 −10 g cm 

−3 . A conserv ati ve estimate of the spatial resolution is 
4 h MIN ∼1 . 2 au . The parameters of the individual runs are listed in 
Table 1 . For a more detailed description of the simulation setup, and 
a discussion of the influence of the initial conditions on the simulation 
outcomes, see Rohde et al. ( 2021 ). 

2.3.1 Outflow directions 

The direction in which outflows are launched depends strongly on the 
local environment in which the protostar forms, such as the angular 
momentum axis of the accretion disc and the local magnetic field 
(Machida, Hirano & Kitta 2020 ). Angular momentum of the gas 
falling on to the accretion disc can significantly alter the orientation 
of the stellar accretion disc (Matsumoto, Machida & Inutsuka 2017 ). 
Therefore, the outflow direction might change significantly o v er time, 
possibly causing a quadrupolar outflow as e.g. in Machida et al. 
( 2020 ). Protostellar companions can cause a precessing jet with a 
fixed period, as e.g. in Murphy et al. ( 2021 ). If multiple protostars 
form, e.g. via turbulent fragmentation, their outflow directions are 
random (Lee et al. 2016 ), which can lead to misaligned outflows 
(Hara et al. 2021 ) that may even collide (as described in Zapata et al. 
2018 ). 

These processes cause a rather chaotic outflow behaviour. How- 
e ver, numerous observ ations report very ordered outflows, where 
the outflow axis is straight on parsec scales (e.g. Bally & Chia 
2019 ). For theoretical astrophysics, it would be of great interest 
to have some observationally informed statistics of comple x v ersus 
straight outflows as a benchmark for the simulations. Additionally, 
such an analysis might allow observers to estimate the level of initial 
turbulence inside a core by observing the outflows. 

Fig. 1 shows column density plots of all simulations with k MIN = 1 
at t EVAL = 4 t FF . Some outflows forming in these simulations show 

a rather complicated behaviour, as e.g. the quadrupolar outflow 

in the top left panel. From looking by eye there is no clear trend 
that simulations with stronger turbulence (higher αVIR ) have a more 
complicated structure. There is no simulation showing a very straight 
outflow as e.g. in Bally & Chia ( 2019 ), which suggests that the 
general level of turbulence in our simulations could be somewhat too 
high. Alternatively, the largest mode of the turbulence with respect 
to the size of the core (here: k MIN = 1) could be smaller for real 
cores, which would lead to a more ordered collapse (Walch et al. 
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Table 1. Parameter summary for all the simulations performed. Reading 
from left to right, the columns give the run number, the run name, the turbulent 
random seed ( χ ), the virial ratio ( αVIR ), the smallest turbulent wavenumber 
( k MIN ), and the core radius ( r CORE / pc ). 

# Run χ αVIR k MIN r CORE υTURB 

pc km s −1 

1 S:1-V:0.5-K:1-R:17 5 0.5 1 0.017 0.4 
2 S:1-V:1.0-K:1-R:17 5 1.0 1 0.017 0.6 
3 S:1-V:2.0-K:1-R:17 5 2.0 1 0.017 0.9 
4 S:1-V:3.0-K:1-R:17 5 3.0 1 0.017 1.1 
5 S:1-V:0.5-K:2-R:17 5 0.5 2 0.017 0.4 
6 S:1-V:1.0-K:2-R:17 5 1.0 2 0.017 0.6 
7 S:1-V:2.0-K:2-R:17 5 2.0 2 0.017 0.9 
8 S:1-V:3.0-K:2-R:17 5 3.0 2 0.017 1.1 
9 S:1-V:0.5-K:3-R:17 5 0.5 3 0.017 0.4 
10 S:1-V:1.0-K:3-R:17 5 1.0 3 0.017 0.6 
11 S:1-V:2.0-K:3-R:17 5 2.0 3 0.017 0.9 
12 S:1-V:3.0-K:3-R:17 5 3.0 3 0.017 1.1 
13 S:1-V:0.5-K:1-R:13 5 0.5 1 0.013 0.5 
14 S:1-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 5 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
15 S:1-V:2.0-K:1-R:13 5 2.0 1 0.013 1.0 
16 S:1-V:3.0-K:1-R:13 5 3.0 1 0.013 1.3 
17 S:1-V:0.5-K:2-R:13 5 0.5 2 0.013 0.5 
18 S:1-V:1.0-K:2-R:13 5 1.0 2 0.013 0.7 
19 S:1-V:2.0-K:2-R:13 5 2.0 2 0.013 1.0 
20 S:1-V:3.0-K:2-R:13 5 3.0 2 0.013 1.3 
21 S:1-V:0.5-K:3-R:13 5 0.5 3 0.013 0.5 
22 S:1-V:1.0-K:3-R:13 5 1.0 3 0.013 0.7 
23 S:1-V:2.0-K:3-R:13 5 2.0 3 0.013 1.0 
24 S:1-V:3.0-K:3-R:13 5 3.0 3 0.013 1.3 
25 S:1-V:0.5-K:1-R:10 5 0.5 1 0.010 0.6 
26 S:1-V:1.0-K:1-R:10 5 1.0 1 0.010 0.8 
27 S:1-V:2.0-K:1-R:10 5 2.0 1 0.010 1.2 
28 S:1-V:3.0-K:1-R:10 5 3.0 1 0.010 1.4 
29 S:1-V:0.5-K:2-R:10 5 0.5 2 0.010 0.6 
30 S:1-V:1.0-K:2-R:10 5 1.0 2 0.010 0.8 
31 S:1-V:2.0-K:2-R:10 5 2.0 2 0.010 1.2 
32 S:1-V:3.0-K:2-R:10 5 3.0 2 0.010 1.4 
33 S:1-V:0.5-K:3-R:10 5 0.5 3 0.010 0.6 
34 S:1-V:1.0-K:3-R:10 5 1.0 3 0.010 0.8 
35 S:1-V:2.0-K:3-R:10 5 2.0 3 0.010 1.2 
36 S:1-V:3.0-K:3-R:10 5 3.0 3 0.010 1.4 
37 S:2-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 0 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
38 S:3-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 1 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
39 S:4-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 2 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
40 S:5-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 3 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
41 S:6-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 4 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
42 S:7-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 6 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
43 S:8-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 7 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 
44 S:9-V:1.0-K:1-R:13 8 1.0 1 0.013 0.7 

2012 ). Alternatively, including magnetic fields could also stabilize 
the outflow direction. 

2.4 Outflow-lobe cavity analysis 

2.4.1 Outflow lobe identification 

In order to analyse the evolution of the outflow kinematics, we 
need to identify and characterize outflow lobes in SPH simulations. 
This is not a trivial task. Because of the turbulence in the core, 
the directions in which outflows are launched change with time, in 
unpredictable ways. To identify outflows lobes, we use a k-means 
clustering algorithm (KMCA; Lloyd 1982 ). 

First, we identify all outflowing SPH particles. SPH particle p is 
tagged as ‘outflowing’ if its speed is higher than the local escape 
speed, υp > υESC ( r p ), and υp > 1 km s −1 . Here r p is the position 

vector of particle p with respect to the core’s centre of mass (COM), 
and the escape velocity is given by 

υESC ( r p ) = 

√ 

2 GM ENC ( | r p | ) 
| r p | , (3) 

where M ENC ( | r p | ) is the mass enclosed by a sphere around the COM 

with radius | r p | . The threshold of 1 km s −1 is chosen to exclude the 
weakly bound envelope gas. 

Next, we determine n LOBE,SIM k-means clusters, here called lobes, 
and referenced with the index l . Initially, the lobes point in random 

directions e l , away from the core’s COM. For a specified n LOBE,SIM , 
we iteratively repeat the following two steps: 

(i) For each SPH particle, we find the lobe with the smallest angle 
between the particle position r p and the lobe direction e l . 

(ii) For each lobe, we compute a new lobe direction, e l , parallel 
to the mean position vector of all the SPH particles associated with 
that lobe. 

Iteration ceases as soon as no SPH particle is reassigned to a 
different lobe in step (i). The number of SPH particles associated 
with lobe l is n ASS ,l . 

To e v aluate whether the resulting lobes represent the structure of 
the outflow accurately, we use the Silhouette method (Rousseeuw 

1987 ), which gives a measure of how well each outflowing particle 
is represented by the lobe to which it has been assigned, as compared 
with the neighbouring lobe. The Silhouette for particle p l , assigned 
to lobe l , is given by 

s( p l ) = 

b( p l ) − a( p l ) 

max ( b( p l ) , a( p l )) 
. (4) 

Here a ( p l ) is the mean ‘distance’ between particle p l and all the other 
particles, q l , in lobe l , i.e. 

a( p l ) = 

1 

n ASS ,l − 1 

n ASS ,l ∑ 

q l = 0 , q l �= p l 

dist K-MEANS ( p l , q l ) . (5) 

Similarly, b ( p l ) is the mean ‘distance’ between particle p l and all the 
other particles, q m , in the closest neighbouring lobe, m , i.e. 

b( p l ) = 

1 

n ASS ,m 

n ASS ,m ∑ 

q m = 0 

dist K-MEANS ( p l , q m 

) . (6) 

The closest neighbouring lobe is the one that minimizes b ( p l ) but 
does not contain particle p l . As a distance measure, dist K-MEANS ( p, q), 
we use the angle between the two particles p and q with respect to 
the COM. The Silhouette of a lobe is defined as the mean of all the 
associated particles’ Silhouettes, 

S( l) = 

1 

n ASS ,l 

n ASS ,l ∑ 

p l = 0 

s( p l ) . (7) 

The resulting S ( l ) ∈ [ −1, 1], and the highest value of S ( l ) corresponds 
to the best-fitting lobe structure. A set containing n LOBE,SIM lobes is 
characterized by its mean Silhouette, 

S̄ = 

1 

n LOBE,SIM 

n LOBE,SIM ∑ 

l 

S( l) . (8) 

The results of the KMCA depend on the randomly initialized lobe 
directions e l . To find the best-fitting set of lobes, i.e. the one with 
the highest S̄ , we perform the KMCA for 10 different sets of initial 
e l . One of the 10 initial sets is the best-fitting one from the previous 
snapshot. 
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2556 P . F . Rohde et al. 

Figure 1. Column density plots of the simulations with k MIN = 1 (see Table 1 ) at t EVAL = 4 t FF . The rows show simulations with different r CORE , whereas 
the columns show simulations with different αVIR . The simulations are rotated such that the prominent outflow lobe preferentially lies along the x -axis. The 
simulation in the top right panel does not collapse, due to the high level of turbulence in combination with the relatively large core radius. 

It is a priori not clear how many lobes are present in a simulation at 
a given time. Therefore, for each n LOBE,SIM ∈ [2 , 4 , 6 , 8] we compute 
10 KMCA runs; we only consider even numbers of lobes because 
the sub-grid sink module al w ays launches bipolar outflows. Out of 
the resulting 40 different realizations, the lobe configuration with the 
highest mean Silhouette S̄ is chosen to represent the outflow cavities. 
We denote the final lobe vectors as 

r l = r FRONT ,l e l , (9) 

where r FRONT ,l is the distance from the COM to the most distant SPH 

particle allocated to lobe l . We repeat this process for each snapshot. 

2.4.2 Locating the outflow-lobe cavity wall 

To characterize an outflow cavity, we generate an array of e v aluation 
points within each outflow lobe (see Fig. 2 ). Along the lobe 
axis, defined by r l (Section 2.4.1, equation 9), we place n S =64 
perpendicular slices. These slices are logarithmically spaced between 
10 −5 and 0.75 pc (white dashed lines on Fig. 2 ), with an additional 
slice at 10 pc . We use the index s for slices, with s = 0 referring to the 
slice nearest the centre of mass. Each of these slices contains n R =90 
rays, r l,s,r , which are evenly spaced azimuthally around the outflow 

axis. We use the index r for rays. Each ray consists of n e = 500 
e v aluation points, logarithmically spaced between 10 −5 and 0 . 5 pc 
radially outward from the lobe axis (blue dots on Fig. 2 ). We use the 
index e for e v aluation points. The outer radius of 0 . 5 pc is chosen so 
that we do not miss any part of a lobe. We use the SPH gather method 
to e v aluate the ph ysical properties of the g as at each e v aluation point 
(see e.g. Monaghan 1992 ). 

To define the cavity volume, we walk each ray outwards from 

the lobe axis. The last e v aluation point, p i , for which (a) the gas 
is outflowing ( υe >υESC ( r e ) and υe >1 km s −1 ), and (b) there is at 
least one neighbouring particle that is an initially ejected particle, is 
considered to mark the cavity wall at radius r WALL ,l,s,r , provided it is 
closer to r l than to any another outflow axis. With this definition of 
the cavity wall we find all SPH particles within each lobe, n PART ,l . 
Fig. 3 shows an example of an outflow cavity delineated this way. 

2.5 Tracking outflow bullets 

To locate and track outflow bullets we use the OPTICS clustering 
algorithm (Ankerst et al. 1999 ). This algorithm has the advantage 
that it is density-based and therefore well suited to the Lagrangian 
nature of SPH simulations. Compared to the frequently used DBSCAN 

algorithm (Ester et al. 1996 ), OPTICS allows for steeper density 
gradients, which in our simulations will occur naturally as bullets 
propagate supersonically through an outflow lobe. 

2.5.1 Optics algorithm 

Here, we give a brief description of the OPTICS algorithm, and focus 
on the modifications needed to apply the algorithm to our simulation 
data. For a more detailed description, see Ankerst et al. ( 1999 ). 

The OPTICS algorithm orders SPH particles in a one-dimensional 
‘reachability list’, based on their distance from each other, dist OPTICS . 
In order to extract high-velocity bullets, we use a distance measure 
that combines the spatial separation and velocity difference between 
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Protostellar outflows: a window to the past 2557 

Figure 2. Sketch showing the most important properties of the cavity 
analysis. The outflow direction, e l , of lobe l , is divided into logarithmically 
spaced slices (index s , dashed white lines) made up of individual rays (index 
r ) radiating orthogonally from the lobe axis. Along each ray the simulation 
is e v aluated at logarithmically spaced e v aluation points (index e , blue dots). 
Bullets are denoted with the index b . The background shows a column density 
plot from the simulation S:5-V:3-K:3-R:13 at t = 60.6 kyr. 

two particles, p and q , viz 

dist OPTICS ( p, q) = 

√ ( | r p − r q | 
r FRONT 

)2 

+ 

( | υp − υq | 
υMAX 

)2 

. (10) 

Here, r FRONT is the extent of the lobe and υMAX is the highest velocity 
amongst the particles in the lobe. In order to reduce the computational 
o v erhead, we limit application of the OPTICS algorithm to particles 
with υp > υMIN = 10 km s −1 . 

The algorithm involves the following four steps. 

Figure 3. Extracted cavity wall from run S:5-V:3.0-K:3-R:13 at t =51 kyr . 
The orange and blue lines lie within e v aluation slices perpendicular to the 
outflow axis and show the extracted cavity wall for both lobes. 

(i) Starting from a random particle, p , we find p ’s ‘neighbour list’, 
i.e. the 150 closest particles to p (see equation 10) that are also within 
the same outflow lobe (Section 2.4). 

(ii) Using this neighbour list we compute the core distance of 
particle p , i.e. the distance from particle p to the ηth closest particle 
on p ’s neighbour list, 

d CORE ( p) = dist OPTICS ( p, η) . (11) 

The number of particles required to form a cluster, η, is a free 
parameter, which in the results presented here we have set to η = 15. 

(iii) For each particle, q , on the neighbour list we compute the 
reachability distance 

d RD ( p, q) = max ( dist OPTICS ( p, q) , d CORE ( p)) , (12) 

and add this quantity to particle q as a new attribute. 
(iv) We add particle p to the ‘reachability list’, and the q neigh- 

bouring particles, sorted by their reachability distance d RD , are added 
to the ‘seed list’. 

We then take the first particle from the seed list and repeat steps 
(i) through (iv). In step (iv), if a particle q is already on the seed 
list and the new d RD is smaller than its former value on the seed list, 
q is mo v ed forward in the list and d RD is updated. These steps are 
repeated until all particles in the outflow lobe have been added to the 
reachability list. Fig. 4 illustrates a reachability list. 

2.5.2 Extracting bullets 

The OPTICS algorithm provides us with an ordered list of the particles’ 
reachability. Ankerst et al. ( 1999 ) provide an automated method that 
extracts clusters from the reachability list. Low d RD ( p, q) indicates 
that particles p and q are close, in terms of the chosen distance 
measure (equation 10). In Fig. 4 we plot the reachability distance 
against the position of the particles on the reachability list. Following 
Ankerst et al. ( 1999 ), we identify (sub-)clusters of particles according 
to ‘steep-down’ (blue) and ‘steep-up’ (orange) regions (plus some 
other more arcane criteria detailed in Ankerst et al. 1999 ). We sort 
these (sub-)clusters into an hierarchical structure of clusters and sub- 
clusters. From top to bottom, the horizontal black lines in Fig. 4 show 

the extracted hierarchical structure of clusters (on the top level) and 
sub-clusters below. 
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2558 P . F . Rohde et al. 

Figure 4. Reachability distance (equation 12) against position in the reach- 
ability list for particles from simulation S:5-V:3.0-K:3-R:13 at t =104 kyr . 
Following (Ankerst et al. 1999 ), clustered particles are found in dips of 
the reachability distance. The colour indicates whether a particle is part 
of a steep-down (blue) or steep-up region (orange). The horizontal black 
lines on the bottom show the clusters (on the top level) and their sub- 
clusters. 

Figure 5. Position–velocity diagram for one of the outflow lobs from 

simulation S:5-V:3.0-K:3-R:13 at t = 70 kyr . Dots represent individual SPH 

particles. Different colours represent six different outflow bullets identified 
by the OPTICS algorithm. Linear features represent indi vidual outflo w bullets, 
called Hubble wedges (Rohde et al. 2019 ). 

To link a (sub-)cluster to an outburst event, we make use of 
the sub-set of particles in that (sub-)cluster that were initially 
ejected by the protostar. If, from this sub-set of initially ejected 
particles, more than 80 per cent belong to the same outburst event, 
we link the (sub-)cluster to that outburst event. We go through the 
hierarchical structure from top (clusters) to bottom (smallest sub- 
clusters) until this criterion is fulfilled. Fig. 5 shows the position–
velocity diagram of the particles in an outflow lobe, where the 
colours represent the individual bullets. Since bullets that have 
decelerated too much are challenging to track, we only consider 
bullets which contain particles with velocities exceeding 20 km s −1 . 
The OPTICS algorithm is very ef fecti ve in tracing the particles, 
n PART ,l,b , corresponding to a specific outflow bullet, b , o v er the course 
of a simulation. 

3  OUTFLOW  PROPERTIES  

We extract all the outflow cavities and bullets from the simulations 
with episodic outflow feedback in Rohde et al. ( 2021 ), using the 
methodology of Section 2. Based on this information we then 
compute v arious outflo w properties which can be constrained by 
observation (e.g. Dunham et al. 2014b ; Mottram et al. 2017 ; Li et al. 
2020 ). We note that the observations co v er a wide range of core 
masses from ∼0 . 1 M � to ∼80 M �, whereas our simulations only 
treat cores with a mass of 1 M �. Due to the different initial conditions 
for the simulations, and their corresponding free-fall times, some 
cores form protostars faster than others. We e v aluate each simulation 
at time t EVOL = t − t 0 , where, t is the simulation time and t 0 is the time 
when the first protostar in a given simulation reaches the threshold 
mass for protostellar feedback, M 0 =0 . 02 M �. 

The ages of observed protostars cannot be measured directly, but 
there are several ways in which protostars can be arranged in an 
approximate evolutionary sequence, as discussed in Section 1. The 
most commonly used scheme is the one proposed by Lada ( 1987 ), 
based on the observed infrared spectral index and the predictions of 
theoretical models by Adams & Shu ( 1986 ). This scheme involves 
three Classes, labelled I, II, and III, corresponding to an embedded 
main accretion phase (Class I), a disc accretion phase where the 
envelope has faded (Class II), to an isolated pre-main-sequence phase 
(Class III; Adams, Lada & Shu 1987 ). Andre et al. ( 1993 ) suggest 
an additional Class 0 for deeply embedded sources, which show 

no emission between 2 μm and 20 μm but have powerful outflows 
and are defined observationally by their large sub-millimetre excess, 
L SUBMM /L BOL >0 . 005. Ho we ver, this classification scheme can be 
misleading as an evolutionary sequence, because the same object 
might be classified differently depending on the viewing angle 
(Calvet et al. 1994 ; Crapsi et al. 2008 ). Consequently, Robitaille 
et al. ( 2006 ) have proposed a different scheme, involving stages, and 
based on the physical properties of the protostar. 

As we are interested in e v aluating e volutionary stages without 
explicitly using SEDs, we follow the classification scheme of 
Robitaille et al. ( 2006 ), in which Stage 0 ends, and Stage I begins, 
when the protostellar mass exceeds the bound core mass (Dunham 

et al. 2014a ). Av eraged o v er all the simulations the mean Stage 0 
lifetime as t SI =34( ±25) kyr , which is close to the mean simulated 
Stage 0 lifetime of ∼27 kyr reported by Dunham & Vorobyov ( 2012 ), 
but significantly lower than observed Class 0 lifetimes of ∼130–
∼260 kyr estimated by Dunham et al. ( 2015 ). Reasons why the 
simulated Stage 0 lifetimes are rather short might be 

(i) the small radii of the dense cores, which lead to a rapid collapse, 
(ii) missing magnetic fields, which would slow down collapse, 
(iii) a missing larger scale envelope compared to cores embedded 

in molecular clouds. 

Since we frequently wish to discuss mean values of some quantity, 
q l , av eraged o v er all the identified lobes from all the simulations, l = 

1 to l =n LOBE , we define 

〈 q l 〉 = 

1 

n LOBE 

n LOBE ∑ 

l= 1 

q l . (13) 

To e v aluate the quality of an estimated quantity, q EST , we compare 
it with the ground truth, q TRUE , for the underlying simulation, o v er a 
specified time interval, t 0 –t 1 . If during this time interval we have n s 
snapshots in the range [ n 0 , n 1 ], the mean absolute error is 

	 ABS , [ t 0 ,t 1 ] q EST = 

1 

n s 

n 1 ∑ 

i= n 0 

| q EST ( i) − q TRUE ( i) | , (14) 
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Protostellar outflows: a window to the past 2559 

Figure 6. Mean outflow width, 〈 r WALL ,l,s 〉 (equation 16), against the length 
along the outflow lobe, z, at various times t EVOL = 3 –150 kyr (orange to 
blue). Outflow lobes grow in length and width. 

and the mean fractional error is 

	 REL , [ t 0 ,t 1 ] q EST = 

1 

n s 

n 1 ∑ 

i= n 0 

| q EST ( i) − q TRUE ( i) | 
| q TRUE ( i) | . (15) 

The important time intervals are Stage 0 ( t 0 =0 kyr to t 1 =34 kyr ), 
Stage I ( t 0 =34 kyr to t 1 =150 kyr ), and the total simulation time 
( t 0 =0 kyr to t 1 =150 kyr ). These time intervals are denoted with 
indices [s0], [sI], or [s0 + I]. 

3.1 Radius 

Given the location of the outflow cavity wall (see Section 2.4.2), we 
can compute the mean cavity radius (Fig. 2 ) for slice s in lobe l , 

r WALL ,l,s = 

1 

n R 

n R ∑ 

i= 0 

r WALL ,l,s,i . (16) 

Here, r WALL ,l,s,i is the distance from the outflow axis to the cavity wall 
along ray i in slice s of lobe l (Section 2.4.2). We use the largest mean 
cavity radius, max ( r WALL ,l,s ), for all the slices along the outflow axis 
as the characteristic half-width of the whole outflow lobe, r WALL ,l . 

Fig. 6 shows the mean cavity width for all the outflow lobes from 

all the simulations, 〈 r WALL ,l,s 〉 , plotted against the length of the outflow 

lobe, z, for eight different times between t EVOL = 3 kyr and 150 kyr. 
Similar to what is observed (Frank et al. 2014 ), the outflow cavity 
steadily expands with increasing z, reaching a maximum width of 
0 . 3 pc . 

3.2 Outflow properties 

The mean outflow velocity of each lobe l is 

υl = 

1 

n PART ,l 

∣∣∣∣∣∣

n PART ,l ∑ 

p= 0 

υ l,p 

∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (17) 

where υ l,p is the velocity of particle p and the summation is o v er all 
the particles in the lobe. Similarly, the total momentum of each lobe 
is 

p l = M PART 

∣∣∣∣∣∣

n PART ,l ∑ 

p= 0 

υ l,p 

∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (18) 

where M PART is the mass of a single SPH particle, and the mass of 
each lobe is 

M l = n PART ,l M PART . (19) 

We can then compute means o v er all the lobes from all the simulations 
(equation 13). Fig. 7 shows the mean outflow length, 〈 r FRONT ,l 〉 (left- 
hand panel; equation 9), mean outflow mass, 〈 M l 〉 (middle panel; 
equation 19), and mean outflow momentum, 〈 p l 〉 (right-hand panel; 
equation 18), against the evolutionary time (orange lines). The blue 
line shows these outflow properties for a single simulation (S:7- 
V:1.0-K:1-R:13). Observational data from Dunham et al. ( 2014b ), 
Mottram et al. ( 2017 ), and Li et al. ( 2020 ) are shown with, respec- 
tively, red, green, and black markers. The time-scales on the x -axis 
for these observations are dynamical ages (see Section 4.1.1) which 
depend on the outflow length and should therefore be interpreted as 
lower limits. 

The mean outflow length is almost constant at ∼0 . 02 pc for the first 
∼3 kyr , and thereafter grows continuously with a power-law slope, 
〈 r FRONT ,l 〉 ∝ t 1 . 4 EVOL . Our simulations are in good agreement with the 
observations of Mottram et al. ( 2017 ), but somewhat lower than those 
of Li et al. ( 2020 ). The mean outflow mass increases asymptotically 
towards ∼0 . 13 M �, and is in the same range as in the aforementioned 
observations during Stage 0. The mean outflow momentum behaves 
similarly to the mean outflow mass during Stage 0. Ho we ver, the 
mean outflow momentum has a peak at ∼60 kyr , and then decreases 
during Stage I. Dividing the mean outflow momentum by the mean 
outflow mass gives a mean outflow velocity of only a few km s −1 . 
While the mean outflow mass and momentum are continuous, the 
single simulation (blue lines) shows strong evidence for episodic 
outbursts. The extremely low mass and momentum values for some 
of the lobes (orange shaded region) originate in a few cases where 
the K-means algorithm finds a lobe, but no corresponding volume, 
e.g. for inactive ancient lobes. However, this does not mean that the 
other lobes in such a simulation also have such low outflow masses 
and momenta. 

3.3 Outflo w v elocity 

When observing protostellar outflows, the initial ejection velocity is 
hard to measure, because the ejected gas almost immediately interacts 
with the cavity or envelope material, and consequently is slowed 
do wn. Ho we ver, to estimate accretion rates or entrainment factors 
from outflow properties, the ejection velocity is crucial. 

Fig. 8 shows kernel density estimates (KDEs) for three different 
characteristic velocities, from all the simulated outflows o v er the 
period t EVOL =0 to 150 kyr . The purple line shows the mean lobe ve- 
locity, υ l (equation 17), peaking at υ =2 . 4 km s −1 . The red line shows 
the mean velocity for all the outflow bullets (Section 2.5). Outflow 

b ullets ha v e higher mean v elocities with a peak at 19 . 6 km s −1 , and 
maximum values up to 90 km s −1 . Averaging over all outburst events 
from all simulations gives a mean Keplerian velocity of 15 km s −1 at 
the launching radius (i.e. two times the stellar radius). Since we eject 
particles with this Keplerian velocity modulated by the distribution 
derived by Matzner & McKee ( 1999 ), which in our case has a 
mean value of 2.2 (see Appendix B), the mean ejection velocity 
is 33 km s −1 . We can estimate the true ejection velocity from the 
simulations at a given time by computing the mean velocity of all 
particles ejected during the current time-step (blue line). The mean 
ejection velocities range from ∼10 km s −1 to ∼50 km s −1 with a 
peak at ∼30 km s −1 , in good agreement with the expected ejection 
v elocity. F or all further estimates we use ejection velocities between 
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2560 P . F . Rohde et al. 

Figure 7. The mean outflow length, 〈 r FRONT ,l 〉 (left-hand panel), mass, 〈 M l 〉 (middle panel), and momentum, 〈 p l 〉 (right-hand panel), av eraged o v er all the lobes 
from all the simulations (orange), plotted against the evolutionary time. The orange shaded region shows the standard deviation. For comparison, the blue line 
shows the results from a single simulation (S:7-V:1.0-K:1-R:13). Observational data from Dunham et al. ( 2014b ), Mottram et al. ( 2017 ), and Li et al. ( 2020 ) 
are shown with, respectively, red, green, and black markers. Dunham et al. ( 2014b ) do not provide data for the outflow length. The grey dotted lines indicate 
the transition from Stage 0 to Stage I av eraged o v er all simulations. The mean outflow length (left) is continuously growing. The mean outflow mass (middle, 
equation 19) grows asymptotically towards 0 . 13 M �. The mean outflow momentum (right, equation 18) grows during Stage 0 and decreases during Stage I. 
While the mean mass and mean outflow momentum change quite smoothly, the single simulation shows highly episodic variations. 

Figure 8. Probability density of the mean outflow- (purple), mean bullet- 
(red), and mean ejection-velocity (blue) for all lobes from all simulations 
av eraged o v er t EVOL =0 to 150 k yr . The mean outflow v elocity peaks at a few 

km s −1 , and the mean bullet velocity peaks at ∼ 20 km s −1 ; the mean ejection 
velocity is more broadly distributed between ∼10 and ∼50 km s −1 . 

υEJECT =20 km s −1 and 40 km s −1 , with υEJECT =30 km s −1 being the 
default value. 

3.4 Entrainment factor 

Ejected outflow gas entrains secondary envelope gas, and together 
they form a molecular outflow (Tabone et al. 2017 ; Zhang et al. 
2019 ). The entrainment factor, i.e. the ratio of total outflow mass 
to ejected mass, is generally not known, but can be estimated if we 
know the initial ejection velocity. 

Assuming that the momentum of the initially ejected gas is 
conserved, we have 

M l υl = M EJECT ,l υEJECT ,l , (20) 

and hence an estimate of the entrainment factor is given by 

εOF ,l ≡ M l 

M EJECT ,l 

= 

υEJECT ,l 

υl 

. (21) 

Here, M EJECT is the ejected gas mass, υEJECT ,l is the ejection velocity 
(Section 3.3), υ l and M l are given by equations (17) and (19). Note 
that the ejected momentum will actually be somewhat higher than 
the outflow momentum, since the envelope is still collapsing and 
therefore contributes momentum opposing the ejected momentum. 

Fig. 9 compares the time evolution of the true mean entrainment 
factor (blue line and blue shading for the standard deviation) and 
the time evolution of the mean entrainment factor estimated using 
equation (21) with (a) υEJECT =30 km s −1 (orange line) and (b) 
20 km s −1 ≤υEJECT ≤40 km s −1 (orange shading). For the first ∼7 kyr , 
the entrainment factor has a very large spread, but thereafter it settles 
down to 〈 εOF, TRUE ,l 〉 ∼10( ±5). 

For the first ∼80 kyr , the entrainment factor estimated using 
equation (21) with υEJECT =30 km s −1 resembles the true one very 
well; the mean absolute error is 	 ABS , [0 kyr , 80 kyr ] 〈 εOF ,l 〉 = 0 . 4. At later 
times, the mean outflow velocity drops (Fig. 7 ), causing equation (21) 
to give an overestimate of the entrainment factor. Over the full time 
evolution the mean absolute error is 	 ABS , S0+I 〈 εOF ,l 〉 = 1 . 5. The orange 
shaded region on Fig. 9 shows the entrainment factor estimated 
using equation (21) with 20 km s −1 ≤υEJECT ≤40 km s −1 . This range 
of ejection velocities translates into a change in the entrainment factor 
of ∼±4, which is comparable to the standard deviation of the true 
entrainment factor. 

We have used equation (21) to estimate entrainment factors from 

the observations of Dunham et al. ( 2014b ), Mottram et al. ( 2017 ), and 
Li et al. ( 2020 ), assuming an ejection velocity of υEJECT =30 km s −1 , 
and compared them with our simulations. The entrainment factors 
estimated from the Li et al. ( 2020 ) data (black markers) are about a 
f actor of tw o smaller, probably because their mean outflow velocity, 
ῡLI = 11 . 2 ± 9 . 2, is significantly higher than for our simulated 
outflows. The entrainment factors computed from the Dunham et al. 
( 2014b ) data (green markers) and the Mottram et al. ( 2017 ) data 
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Protostellar outflows: a window to the past 2561 

Figure 9. The time evolution of the mean entrainment factors, averaged over 
all simulations. The blue line shows the mean true entrainment factor, and 
the blue shading represents the standard deviation. The orange line shows the 
mean entrainment factor estimated using equation 21 with a fixed ejection 
velocity of υEJECT =30 km s −1 , and orange shading shows the range that is 
obtained if υEJECT is varied between 20 km s −1 and 40 km s −1 . Observational 
data from Dunham et al. ( 2014b ), Mottram et al. ( 2017 ), and Li et al. ( 2020 ) 
are shown with – respectively – green, red, and black markers. The grey 
dotted line indicates the transition from Stage 0 to Stage I. The mean estimated 
entrainment factor is close to the mean true entrainment factor during Stage 0, 
but at late times tends to give an overestimate. 

(red markers) are correlated with dynamical age. A Kendall Rank 
Correlation test gives the correlation statistic τKR =0 . 51, with the 
probability that the null hypothesis is true p � 0.01. This follows 
directly from their similarly anticorrelated outflow velocities. Our 
simulated entrainment factors do not follow this trend. 

4  INFER R IN G  STELLAR  AG ES  A N D  

AC C R E T I O N  RATE S  F RO M  O U T F L OW S  

Observers infer stellar ages and accretion rates from outflow 

properties (e.g. Li et al. 2020 ; Nony et al. 2020 ). Using similar 
methods, we estimate stellar ages and accretion histories from the 
outflow properties computed in the preceding section (Section 3). 
These estimates are then compared with the underlying simulations 
to e v aluate the dif ferent methods. We assume that observational 
uncertainties and selection effects (like inclination) can be neglected. 

4.1 Age estimation 

Especially when studying young embedded protostars, it is crucial 
to have a reliable estimate of the protostellar age. The most common 
methods for estimating protostellar ages rely on analysing the SED, 
which pro vides, for e xample the bolometric temperature (Myers & 

Ladd 1993 ; Enoch et al. 2009 ) and the ratio of bolometric to 
submillimeter luminosity (Andre et al. 1993 ; Young & Evans 2005 ), 
and hence a constraint on the protostar’s evolutionary stage. Using 
the spectral index between 2 μm and 20 μm, sources can be divided 
into Classes 0 through III (Lada 1987 ), roughly corresponding to 
evolutionary Stages 0 through III. The drawbacks with these methods 
are that high-angular resolution observations are needed that the 
classification depends on the viewing angle (Calvet et al. 1994 ; Crapsi 
et al. 2008 ), and that the distinction between classes constrains the 
evolutionary stage but not the actual stellar age (Vazzano et al. 2021 ). 
Frimann, Jørgensen & Haugbølle ( 2016 ) perform comprehensive 

numerical simulations, including radiative transfer modelling, and 
find that the bolometric temperature and ratio of bolometric to sub- 
millimeter luminosity trace the evolutionary stage well but are poor 
measures of the protostellar age. 

4.1.1 Dynamical a g es 

An alternative to SED-based methods is to determine dynamical 
time-scales on the basis of the observed properties of outflows. Since 
outflows occur during the earliest phases of star formation, dynamical 
ages constrain protostellar ages. Here we compute dynamical ages 
using five different methods, and evaluate how accurately they reflect 
true outflow ages, and hence protostellar ages. 

The most common method for estimating dynamical ages is to 
compute the ratio of the lobe extent to the maximum velocity found 
in the lobe (e.g. Mottram et al. 2017 ) 

τMAX-VEL ,l = 

r FRONT ,l 

υMAX ,l 

. (22) 

For this method, υMAX ,l is defined as the mean velocity of the 50 
fastest SPH particles in lobe l . 

Another common method is to use the terminal speed at the front 
of the lobe instead of the highest velocity (e.g. Zhang et al. 2005 ) 

τFRONT ,l = 

r FRONT ,l 

υFRONT ,l 

. (23) 

For this method, υFRONT ,l is defined as the mean velocity of the 50 
most distant SPH particles in the lobe l . 

Li et al. ( 2020 ) estimate the dynamical age using the ‘perpendic- 
ular’ method proposed by Downes & Cabrit ( 2007 ), 

τPERP ,l = 

r WALL ,l 

υl 

, (24) 

where υ l the mean lobe velocity (equation 17). Downes & Cabrit 
( 2007 ) include an additional factor 1/3 on the right-hand side of 
equation (24), to account for inclination uncertainty, but since we 
neglect inclination, we omit this factor. 

In addition to dynamical ages based on the properties of the whole 
lobe, we can also estimate dynamical ages based on individual out- 
flow bullets. The dynamical age for an individual bullet (Section 2.5) 
is 

τl,b = 

r MAX ,l,b 

υMAX ,l,b 

, (25) 

where r MAX ,l,b and υMAX ,l,b are the mean distance and velocity of the 
bullet’s head. r MAX ,l,b and υMAX ,l,b are computed by identifying the 
largest distance and largest velocity among particles in the given 
bullet and then averaging over all particles in the bullet exceeding 
90 per cent of these largest v alues. Follo wing Nony et al. ( 2020 ), we 
use the greatest dynamical age among all the bullets in a lobe as an 
estimate of the lobe’s dynamical age, τBULLET ,l . 

Finally, we propose a new method for estimating the dynamical 
age, which we call the 	 -method. Given two distinct successive 
outflow bullets in a lobe, we can compute the time-scale between the 
two corresponding outbursts (cf. Li et al. 2020 ), 

	t l,b = τl,b+ 1 − τl,b , (26) 

where τ l , b is given by equation (25). If the number of SPH particles 
in bullet b of lobe l is n PART ,l,b , the momentum of bullet b is 

p l,b = M PART 

n PART ,l,b ∑ 

p= 1 

υl,b,p , (27) 
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2562 P . F . Rohde et al. 

Figure 10. Mean dynamical age estimates, 〈 τ l 〉 , obtained with the five 
different methods detailed in Section 4.1.1, plotted against the true protostellar 
age, for all lobes from all simulations. The blue dashed line shows the one-to- 
one correlation, and the grey dotted line indicates the transition from Stage 0 
to Stage I. The τFRONT method gives a good estimate of the protostellar age 
during Stage 0, and the τPERP method gives a good estimate during Stage I. 
The 	 -method gives a good estimate during both Stages, but suffers from 

being inapplicable at very early times. 

Table 2. The mean absolute error (equation 14) in kyr, and the mean 
fractional error (in brackets, equation 15), for the different dynamical age 
estimates, averaged over Stage 0, Stage I, and both Stages combined. 

Method 	 S0 〈 τ 〉 / kyr 	 SI 〈 τ 〉 / kyr 	 S0+I 〈 τ 〉 / kyr 

τMAX-VEL 8 .4 (0.47) 25 .5 (0.30) 21 .7 (0.34) 
τFRONT 0 .8 (0.08) 159 .7 (1.36) 125 .5 (1.07) 
τPERP 10 .3 (0.66) 9 .2 (0.15) 9 .4 (0.26) 
τBULLET 8 .0 (0.52) 57 .0 (0.55) 46 .2 (0.55) 
τ	 

4 .4 (0.22) 25 .3 (0.24) 20 .5 (0.24) 

and the number of bullets needed to account for the total lobe 
momentum, multiplied by the time between the two youngest bullets 
( b = 0 and b = 1), then gives the dynamical age 

τ	,l = 

2 p l 

p l,b= 0 + p l,b= 1 
	t l,b= 0 . (28) 

We only consider bullets that have τ	,l,b > 1 kyr since they would 
otherwise o v erlap too much. 

Fig. 10 shows the mean dynamical age estimates, 〈 τ l 〉 , obtained 
with the five different methods detailed above, plotted against the 
true protostellar age, t EVOL ; the dashed blue line indicates one to 
one correspondence between 〈 τ l 〉 and t EVOL . Table 2 gives the mean 
absolute error, 	 ABS ,x (equation 14), between 〈 τ l 〉 and t EVOL averaged 
o v er Stage 0, Stage I, and both Stages together; the values in brackets 
give the mean fractional errors, 	 REL ,x (equation 15). 

On average, the most commonly used, τ
MAX-VEL 

method (equa- 
tion 22) underestimates the true protostellar age during Stage 0 (by 
8 . 4 kyr ; 	 REL , S0 〈 τMAX-VEL 〉 = 0 . 47), and o v erestimates it during Stage I 
( 	 REL , SI 〈 τMAX-VEL 〉 = 0 . 30). 

Using the τ
FRONT 

method (equation 23) yields a dynamical age, 
τFRONT , which is very accurate during Stage 0, with a mean fractional 
error of 	 REL , S0 〈 τFRONT 〉 = 0 . 08. Ho we ver, this method significantly 
o v erestimates the protostellar age during Stage I, with a mean 
absolute error of ∼160 kyr. 

The τPERP method (equation 24) underestimates the true protostellar 
age during Stage 0 ( 	 REL , S0 〈 τPERP 〉 = 0 . 66) but is significantly more 
accurate during Stage I ( 	 REL , SI 〈 τPERP 〉 = 0 . 15). 

Using the τBULLET method (equation 25), generally underestimates 
the protostellar age ( 	 REL , S0+I 〈 τBULLET 〉 = 0 . 55). This may be because 
we cannot distinguish bullets that have interacted strongly with the 
envelope from the rest of the outflow. Observers probably face a 
similar problem identifying these bullets. 

If there are two distinct bullets in the outflow cavity, the 	 - 
method works well: the estimated dynamical ages, τ	 

, have the 
lowest fractional error o v erall 	 REL , S0+I 〈 τ	 

〉 = 0 . 24 and the 	 -method 
performs second best for both Stage 0 and Stage I individually. The 
high scatter is caused by the reduced sample size of lobes with at 
least two distinct bullets. 

This study ignores observational uncertainties, in particular in- 
clination and selection effects. For an outflow inclined at angle 
θ to the line of sight, the outflow velocity is reduced by cos ( θ ), 
and the length (but not the width) is reduced by sin ( θ ). Therefore, 
dynamical ages are affected by inclination. For randomly oriented 
outflows, the mean inclination is θ̄ =57 . 3 ◦ (Bontemps et al. 1996 ), 
and for this inclination the estimates τMAX-VEL ,l (equation 22), τFRONT ,l 

(equation 23), τ l , b (equation 24), and τ	 , l (equation 25) will be too 
high by tan ( ̄θ ) = 1 . 56, whilst the estimate τPERP ,l (equation 24) will 
be too high by sec ( ̄θ ) = 1 . 85. We cannot compute mean correction 
factors for a random distribution of inclinations, because the integrals 
involv ed div erge. In Appendix A we giv e correction factors for 
extreme inclinations. Ho we ver, we note that for low inclinations 
lengths are very inaccurate, and for high inclinations velocities are 
very inaccurate. 

Curtis et al. ( 2010 ) and Vazzano et al. ( 2021 ) argue that dynamical 
ages are an imprecise measure of protostellar age and may only 
represent lower limits. Our simulations show that dynamical ages 
have an average intrinsic error of at least 15 per cent during Stage I 
in the ideal case of nearly perfect information. Dynamical ages 
computed from observations might come with significantly larger 
errors, e.g. due to undetected bullets further out. If there are two 
young and distinct bullets in the outflow, the 	 -method seems to be 
a good alternative to other commonly used methods. Otherwise, we 
recommend using the perpendicular method since this is the most 
accurate method during Stage I. If it is known from other indicators 
that the system is still in Stage 0, the τFRONT method is probably the 
best method, but it is very inaccurate for more evolved systems. The 
τMAX-VEL method gives reasonable estimates o v erall, whilst the τBULLET 

method is the most inaccurate. 

4.1.2 Outflow rates 

Another indicator of the protostellar evolutionary Stage is the outflow 

acti vity. Outflo w acti vity is expected to be high during Stage 0 and 
to decay thereafter (Sperling et al. 2021 ). Curtis et al. ( 2010 ) and 
Yıldız et al. ( 2015 ) find that the outflow rates for momentum and 
energy are higher in Class 0 sources than in Class I sources. Observers 
estimate the outflow rates for mass, momentum, and energy outflow 

rates from the outflow properties (Section 3.2) and the dynamical 
age (Section 4.1.1). In the sequel we compute outflow rates for our 
simulated outflows using the same methodology as Li et al. ( 2020 ) 
and compare the results obtained when adopting different dynamical 
age estimates, as well as the true protostellar age. 

The mass outflow rate is given by 

Ṁ OUT ,l = 

M l 

τl 

, (29) 
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Protostellar outflows: a window to the past 2563 

Figure 11. The mean outflow rates for mass (left panel, equation 29), momentum (middle panel, equation 30), and energy (right panel, equation 31) computed 
using different estimated dynamical ages and the true protostellar age, as per the colour code shown in the key; for the true prostellar age, the blue shading shows 
the standard deviation. The grey dotted vertical lines indicates the transition from Stage 0 to Stage I. Observational data from Dunham et al. ( 2014b ), Mottram 

et al. ( 2017 ), and Li et al. ( 2020 ) are shown with – respectively – red, green, and black marker; the outflow rates for mass and energy from the Dunham et al. 
( 2014b ) observational data are computed using equations (29) and (31). The outflow rates for momentum and energy are rather constant in Stage 0, and slowly 
decay in Stage I. 

Table 3. Mean absolute error (equation 14) between mean outflow rates for mass, momentum, and energy, estimated using the five different dynamical age 
estimates detailed in Section 4.1.1, and the corresponding rates obtained using the true protostellar age. The mean absolute errors are given separately for 
Stage 0, Stage I, and for the whole simulation. The values in brackets are the corresponding mean fractional errors (equation 15). 

	 x 〈 Ṁ OUT ,l 〉 / (10 −6 M � yr −1 ) 	 x 〈 F l 〉 / (10 −3 M � km s −1 kyr −1 ) 	 x 〈 L l 〉 / (10 −3 M � km 

2 s −2 kyr −1 ) 
Method Stage 0 Stage I Stage 0 + I Stage 0 Stage I Stage 0 + I Stage 0 Stage I Stage 0 + I 

τMAX-VEL 1.5 (1.15) 0.6 (0.43) 0.8 (0.59) 4.8 (0.88) 1.8 (0.43) 2.4 (0.53) 8.1 (0.88) 2.8 (0.43) 3.9 (0.53) 
τFRONT 0.2 (0.21) 0.5 (0.47) 0.4 (0.41) 0.3 (0.06) 1.3 (0.47) 1.1 (0.38) 0.5 (0.06) 1.7 (0.47) 1.4 (0.38) 
τPERP 4.4 (6.48) 0.3 (0.22) 1.2 (1.61) 14.3 (3.00) 1.0 (0.22) 3.9 (0.84) 24.1 (3.00) 1.6 (0.22) 6.6 (0.84) 
τBULLET 5.5 (7.14) 2.4 (2.38) 3.1 (3.44) 27.9 (5.96) 7.2 (2.80) 11.8 (3.51) 75.1 (9.94) 11.2 (3.28) 25.4 (4.77) 
τ	 

1.6 (0.32) 0.5 (0.38) 0.8 (0.37) 8.0 (0.32) 1.7 (0.38) 3.1 (0.37) 19.9 (0.32) 2.9 (0.38) 6.8 (0.37) 

the outflow force by 

F l = 

p l 

τl 

, (30) 

and the outflow mechanical luminosity by 

L l = 

1 

2 

M l υ
2 
l 

τl 

. (31) 

Fig. 11 shows the time evolution of the mean outflow rates 
computed using the different dynamical age estimates derived in 
Section 4.1.1, and using the true protostellar age (blue line). The 
outflow rates for mass (left-hand panel), momentum (middle panel), 
and energy (right-hand panel) show similar trends, increasing for the 
first ∼5 kyr , thereafter staying relatively constant during Stage 0, and 
then starting to decrease during Stage I. 

The different dynamical age estimates lead to significantly dif- 
ferent estimates of the outflow rates. Some methods work better for 
young outflows, and others work better for more evolved outflows. 
Table 3 gives the mean absolute errors and mean fractional errors for 
Stage 0, Stage I, and the two Stages together. 

If dynamical age estimates based on the τMAX-VEL method are used 
(orange line) the outflow rates are o v erestimated for most of the 
evolution, and particularly during Stage 0. 

Dynamical age estimates based on the τFRONT method (yellow line) 
yield the most accurate outflow rates during Stage 0, but thereafter 
underestimate the outflow rates. 

Dynamical age estimates based on τPERP method (red line) give 
significantly o v erestimated outflow rates during Stage 0, but return 
the most accurate outflow rates for more evolved outflows. 

Dynamical age estimates based on the τBULLET method (purple line) 
giv e significantly o v erestimated outflow rates for both young and 
e volved outflo ws; o v erall these are the least accurate outflow rates. 

Fig. 11 does not show outflow rates computed using dynamical 
age estimates based on the τ	 

method (equation 28), because 
not all lobes feature two distinct outflow bullets at the same 
time, and therefore the blue line is not a valid reference for 
this method. Ho we ver, we can compute a v alid reference using 
the true dynamical age for those cases where the 	 -method is 
applicable and compute the corresponding mean absolute error 
(see Table 3 ). During Stage 0, the τ	 

method yields the second 
best results after the τFRONT method. For more evolved objects 
the τ	 

method provides the second best estimate after the τPERP 

method. 
The estimated outflow rates from the simulations lie roughly 

in the middle of the range of observed outflows rates reported 
by Dunham et al. ( 2014b ), Mottram et al. ( 2017 ), and Li et al. 
( 2020 ). Ho we v er, the observ ed outflow rates decline steeply with 
time, whereas the rates from the simulations are (a) approximately 
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2564 P . F . Rohde et al. 

Figure 12. The fraction of lobes that have higher outflow rates for mass (left-hand panel), momentum (middle panel), and energy (right-hand panel) when 
entering Stage I, than the value on the x -axis. The vertical grey lines indicate where only 10 per cent of the lobes have a higher outflow rate (left line) and where 
only 90 per cent of the lobes have a lo wer outflo w rate (right line) when entering Stage I. Using these thresholds we can define a transition region separating 
Stage 0 and Stage I sources. 

constant and lower than the observed ones during Stage 0, and (b) 
higher than the observed ones and only slowly declining during 
Stage I. 

Since the core still contains a significant amount of unaccreted 
mass at the transition between Stage 0 and Stage I, we expect the 
accretion rate and therefore the outflow activity to diminish slowly 
across the transition. This slo w-do wn in activity might serve as 
an indicator of whether the protostar is in Stage 0 or Stage I. In 
order to quantify the outflow rates for mass ( Ṁ OUT, CI ; left-hand 
panel of Fig. 12 ), momentum ( F CI ; middle panel), and energy ( L CI ; 
right-hand panel) that mark the transition from Stage 0 or Stage I, 
we compute these rates for each simulation at the time when the 
protostar enters Stage I. In Fig. 12 we count all objects with a 
transition value larger than the value on the x -axis, i.e. we show 

the fraction of objects that have already transitioned to Stage I at 
a given value of Ṁ OUT , F or L . The objects have a mean gra- 
dient of 〈∇ Ṁ OUT, CI 〉 = −1 . 4 × 10 −7 M � yr −1 kyr −1 , 〈∇F CI 〉 = −7 ×
10 −4 M � km s −1 kyr −2 , and 〈∇L CI 〉 = −2 × 10 −3 M � km 

2 s −2 kyr −2 

at the transition to Stage I and are therefore mostly decreasing. 
Hence we interpret the outflow rates on the x -axis as an evolutionary 
sequence, and classify objects as mainly Stage 0 or Stage I on the 
basis of their respective mass, momentum, and energy outflow rates. 
The vertical grey lines on Fig. 12 indicate the 10 th and 90 th percentile 
where most objects are still in Stage 0 or have already transitioned 
to Stage I, respectively. 

The transition region between the 10 th and 90 th percentile is rather 
narrow for Ṁ OUT and this might facilitate a reliable test of whether 
the object is in Stage 0 or Stage I. Ho we ver, our simulation sample 
is limited to 1 M � cores, and the thresholds might vary significantly 
with core mass. Distinguishing evolutionary stages becomes even 
more challenging when account is taken of the fact that outflow 

rates, especially the energy rate (mechanical luminosity), depend 
strongly on the inclination angle (see Table A1 ). 

4.1.3 Opening angle 

Protostellar outflows do not only expand along the outflow direction; 
they also widen over time (Frank et al. 2014 ; Hsieh et al. 2017 ). 
We compute the time evolution of the opening angles of the 
simulated outflows, and compare them to the observational data from 

Arce & Sargent ( 2006 ), Seale & Looney ( 2008 ), and Velusamy et al. 

Figure 13. Mean opening angle against protostellar age. The orange line 
shows the mean opening angle, 〈 φOPEN ,l 〉 , with its standard deviation (shaded 
region) for all outflow lobes from all simulations. The grey dotted vertical 
line indicates the transition from Stage 0 to Stage I, and the grey dashed line 
shows the best power-law fit to the simulation results (as per equation 33). 
The blue and green lines show the relations derived by – respectively –
Arce & Sargent ( 2006 ) and Seale & Looney ( 2008 ) from observations, with 
the corresponding shaded regions representing the uncertainties. The black 
line shows the relation derived by Velusamy et al. ( 2014 ) from observations. 
Our results match the results of Arce & Sargent ( 2006 ) well, and confirm that 
the opening angles of outflow cavities widen o v er time. 

( 2014 ), to assess whether opening angles might be used to estimate 
protostellar ages. 

We first compute the opening angle of each slice along the outflow 

axis (see Section 2.4.2 and Fig. 2 ), 

φOPEN ,l,s = 2 arctan 

(
r PERP ,l,s 

z l,s 

)
. (32) 

Then we define the opening angle of the lobe, φOPEN ,l , as the largest 
φOPEN ,l,s along the outflow axis, with the constraint that z l,s >0 . 002 pc . 
We use this threshold to exclude extremely large opening angles close 
to the source. 

Fig. 13 shows how the opening angle varies with protostellar 
age according to Arce & Sargent ( 2006 ; blue line), Seale & Looney 
( 2008 ; green line), and Velusamy et al. ( 2014 ; black line). The orange 
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Figure 14. Probability density of the fractional error (i.e. 	 REL τφ = ( τφ −
τTRUE ) /τTRUE ) for all dynamical age estimates, τφ , made using the opening 
angle–age relation (equation 33). The green line shows the probability density 
of the error for Stage 0, the blue line for Stage I, and the orange line for both 
Stages together. The high chance of seriously o v er or underestimating the 
true protostellar age demonstrates that the opening angle–age relation is not 
a reliable method for estimating protostellar ages. 

line shows the mean opening angle for all lobes from all simulations, 
〈 φOPEN ,l 〉 , together with the corresponding standard deviation (orange 
shaded re gion). The gre y dashed line shows a least-squares fit to the 
time evolution of 〈 φOPEN ,l 〉 , of the form 

φOPEN ( t) = b [ t/ kyr ] α, (33) 

with parameters b = 22.2( ± 0.3) ◦ and α = 0.327( ± 0.003). The mean 
opening angles range from 〈 φOPEN ,l 〉 ∼13 ◦ to ∼110 ◦, with the trend 
that more evolved outflows have higher opening angles. A Kendall 
Rank Correlation test yields a correlation statistic τKR =0 . 39, with a 
probability that the null hypothesis is true p � 0.01. 

Comparing our simulated outflows with observations, we find 
significantly lower opening angles during the first ∼7 kyr . Thereafter, 
the simulations are in good agreement with the observations of 
Arce & Sargent ( 2006 ). The power-law relation obtained by Arce & 

Sargent ( 2006 ) has an exponent αARCE =0 . 26, which is close to our 
fit with α = 0.327 and within the standard deviation (orange shaded 
region). Our relation is significantly steeper than the one found by 
Seale & Looney ( 2008 ). The broken power-law relation of Velusamy 
et al. ( 2014 ) predicts much larger opening angles during the early 
evolution, and only matches our results at late times, ∼150 kyr . 
Offner et al. ( 2011 ) use a completely different method to compute 
the opening angles in their simulations, but their opening angles are 
in good agreement with ours. 

Even though we find a correlation between opening angle and 
age, the opening angle–age relation gives very imprecise estimates 
of the protostellar age. Due to turbulence, we find a large scatter in 
the opening angles at a given age (orange shaded region on Fig. 13 ), 
which in combination with the shallow slope of α = 0.327, translates 
into large errors in the estimated age; even a small change in φOPEN 

produces a large change in the estimated age. In Fig. 14 we plot the 
distribution of fractional errors when using the opening angle–age 
relation to estimate the age of a simulated outflow. Especially during 
Stage 0, we underestimate the protostellar age significantly. There 
is a prominent peak in the distribution of errors at 	 REL τφ ∼−1, 
which corresponds to an underestimate of the true age by almost 
100 per cent . During Stage I, the distribution of errors is somewhat 
better, but there is still a high chance of an error of ∼100 per cent . 

Figure 15. The cumulative distribution of opening angles when the simulated 
lobes transition to Stage I. The dashed grey lines indicate the opening angles 
below which only 10 per cent of the lobes have a smaller opening angle (left 
line), and abo v e which only 10 per cent have a larger opening angle (right 
line), when entering Stage I. The opening angles can be divided into three 
regimes: sources with φOPEN ,l < 64 ◦ (left line) are very likely to be in Stage 0, 
and those with opening angles φOPEN ,l > 98 ◦ (right line) are very likely to be 
in Stage I; those with intermediate φOPEN ,l might be in either Stage. 

Another reason for the inaccuracy of the estimates is that a power-law 

fit does not fully describe the time evolution of the opening angles. 
In the first ∼ 10 kyr , the actual slope is steeper than α = 0.327, and, 
since the opening angles must have a maximum, it starts to flatten at 
∼60 kyr . 

Even though the opening angle does not give an accurate estimate 
of the protostellar age, it still helps us to distinguish between Stage 0 
and Stage I. Fig 15 shows the cumulative distribution of opening 
angles when the simulated lobes transition to Stage I. Only 10 per cent 
of simulations have φOPEN <64 ◦ when transitioning to Stage I, and 
only 10 per cent of simulations have φOPEN >98 ◦. Thus we conclude 
that outflows with opening angles φOPEN � 65 ◦ are very likely to be in 
Stage 0, and those with φOPEN � 100 ◦ are very likely to be in Stage I. 
In between there is a transition region where both Stages are possible. 
Arce & Sargent ( 2006 ) find a similar division, with most YSOs with 
φOPEN <55 ◦ being Class 0, and most YSOs with φOPEN >75 ◦ being 
Class I. 

4.2 Accretion history 

4.2.1 Outflow bullet a g e 

Outflow bullets carry valuable information about the accretion 
history of the launching protostar. Knowing when a bullet was ejected 
allows us the reconstruct this accretion history. Here, we estimate 
the ejection times of outflow bullets using their dynamical ages, τ l , b 

(equation 25), and compare them to the true ages, τTRUE ,l,b . The error 
is 

	τl,b = τl,b − τTRUE ,l,b . (34) 

Fig. 16 shows the KDEs of 	τ l , b for all bullets with υMAX ,l,b > 

20 km s −1 (blue line), and for high-velocity bullets only with 
υMAX ,l,b >60 km s −1 (orange line). High-velocity bullets tend to be 
recently ejected and have not yet been decelerated much by their 
environment, so the y giv e an accurate record of the accretion history. 
Their error distribution (orange line in Fig. 16 ) is highly peaked. 
A Gaussian fit to KDE shows that the distribution is peaked at 
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Figure 16. Probability density of the difference between the estimated bullet 
dynamical age, τ l , b (equation 25), and the true dynamical age, τTRUE ,l,b . The 
orange line represents only bullets with υMAX ,l,b >60 km s −1 . The blue line 
represents all bullets with υMAX ,l,b >20 km s −1 . Dynamical ages inferred from 

high-velocity outflow bullets are very reliable. 

	τ =0 . 07 kyr and has a width of σ = 0 . 12 kyr . The bullets’ ejection 
times can therefore be estimated very precisely; on average, we 
o v erestimate the ejection time by � 0 . 1 kyr . A Gaussian fit to the 
error distribution for all bullets with υMAX ,l,b >20 km s −1 (blue line 
on Fig. 16 ) is much broader ( σ =0 . 5 kyr ) and the peak is shifted to a 
higher 	τ = 0.44 kyr. 

Hence the dynamical age of an outflow bullet gives a good estimate 
of the ejection time, especially if the bullet is young and has not been 
significantly decelerated by its environment. Ho we ver, one should 
keep in might that the dynamical age is al w ays affected by inclination 
(see Table A1 ). 

4.2.2 Time-avera g ed accretion rate 

The kinematic information carried by the outflow allows us to 
estimate the time-averaged accretion rate on to the underlying 
protostar. The mass ejection rate is given by 

Ṁ EJECT ,l = 

Ṁ OUT ,l 

εOF ,l 

= 

M l υl 

υEJECT τl 

, (35) 

where the second expression on the right-hand side is obtained 
by substituting for Ṁ OUT ,l from equation (29), and for εOF ,l from 

equation (21). The time-averaged mass accretion rate is then given 
by 

Ṁ ACC ,l = 

2 Ṁ EJECT ,l 

f EJECT 

= 

2 M l v l 

f EJECT υEJECT τl 

(36) 

= 2 × 10 −5 M � yr −1 

(
M l 

0 . 01 M �

)( υl 

3 km s −1 

)

×
(

f EJECT 

0 . 1 

)−1 ( υEJECT 

30 km s −1 

)−1 
(

τl 

kyr 

)−1 

, (37) 

where the factor 2 on the right-hand side of equation (36) derives 
from the fact that there are two outflow lobes. 

Fig. 17 shows the time evolution of the mean estimated accretion 
rate av eraged o v er all lobes from all simulations, 〈 Ṁ ACC ,l 〉 , assuming 
υEJECT =30 km s −1 (orange line); the shaded orange region shows 
the mean rates obtained if υEJECT is varied between 20 km s −1 and 
40 km s −1 . The blue line shows the evolution of the mean true 
accretion rate, defined as the total protostellar mass divided by the 

Figure 17. Mean accretion rate, 〈 Ṁ ACC ,l 〉 , against time, t EVOL . The blue line 
shows the mean true accretion rate for all lobes from all simulations, with 
the standard deviation delineated by the blue shaded region. The orange line 
shows the mean accretion rate estimated using equation (36) with υEJECT = 

30 km s −1 ; and the orange shaded region shows the range of accretion rates 
if υEJECT is varied between 20 km s −1 and 40 km s −1 . The observational rates 
reported by Li et al. ( 2020 ; black markers) are much smaller than our estimated 
rates. Ho we ver, if we recompute these observational rates using our default 
values for υEJECT and f EJECT , they are in better agreement with our results 
(green markers). 

time since the protostar was born. We use this definition for true 
accretion rate as it is the definition used by Li et al. ( 2020 ). Ho we ver, 
the actual accretion rate on to a protostar is highly episodic, as can 
be seen in fig. 9 of Rohde et al. ( 2019 ). We attempt to estimate the 
episodic accretion rates in Section 4.2.3. 

During Stage 0, the estimated accretion rates fit the true accre- 
tion rates well, with a mean absolute error of 	 ABS ,s0 〈 Ṁ ACC ,l 〉= 

1 . 2 × 10 −6 M � yr −1 , corresponding to a mean fractional error 
of 	 REL ,s0 〈 Ṁ ACC ,l 〉 = 0 . 23. The estimated accretion rate becomes 
slightly less accurate during Stage I; there the mean absolute 
and fractional errors are 	 ABS ,sI 〈 Ṁ ACC ,l 〉 = 1 . 5 × 10 −6 M � yr −1 and 
	 REL ,sI 〈 Ṁ ACC ,l 〉 = 0 . 39. Overall the estimated accretion rates are 
accurate to a mean fractional error of 	 REL ,s0 + I 〈 Ṁ ACC ,l 〉 = 0 . 36. 

The black markers represent the accretion rates estimated by 
Li et al. ( 2020 ). Their accretion rates are significantly lower than 
ours, but this is because they assume an ejection velocity of 
υEJECT =500 km s −1 and an ejection fraction of f EJECT =0 . 3. If we 
instead adopt our default values ( υEJECT =30 km s −1 and f EJECT = 

0 . 1), the observational estimates (green markers) match ours much 
better. 

4.2.3 Outburst accretion rate 

Accretion on to young protostars is observed to be episodic rather 
than continuous. Outflow bullets are a consequence of these episodic 
accretion events. In the sequel we estimate the accretion rates during 
outbursts from the dynamics of the resulting outflow bullets, and 
compare these estimates with the actual accretion rates. 

We compute the accretion rate required to trigger the simultaneous 
ejection of two oppositely directed bullets using an equation similar 
to equation (36), viz. 

Ṁ OB ,l,b = 

2 M l,b υl,b 

f EJECT υEJECT dt OB 

(38) 
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Figure 18. Probability density of the estimated accretion rate during an 
outburst event inferred from the properties of the corresponding outflow 

bullet (see equation 38). The vertical grey dashed line shows the true accretion 
rate, which is fixed at Ṁ OB =5 × 10 −4 M � yr −1 (see Section 2.2). The blue 
line shows the accretion rate estimated using the true outburst duration, 
dt OB-TRUE , whilst the red, orange, and purple lines show the accretion rates 
estimated using – respectively – dt OB =20 yr , 50 yr , and 100 yr . Accretion 
rates estimated using dt OB-TRUE and dt OB =50 yr yield distributions peaked 
very close to the true rate, Ṁ OB . Using dt OB =20 yr or 100 yr , respectively, 
o v er or underestimates the accretion rate. 

= 8 × 10 −4 M � yr −1 

(
M l,b 

0 . 003 M �

)( υl,b 

20 km s −1 

)

×
(

f EJECT 

0 . 1 

)−1 ( υEJECT 

30 km s −1 

)−1 
(

dt OB 

50 yr 

)−1 

; (39) 

the only differences from equation (36) are that we have replaced the 
mass of the lobe, M l , with the mass of the bullet, M l , b ; the velocity 
of the lobe, υ l , with the velocity of the bullet, υ l , b ; and the lifetime 
of the lobe, τ l , with the duration of the outburst dt OB . 

Fig. 18 compares the KDEs of the estimated and actual accretion 
rates during the outburst events. The true accretion rate of the sub-grid 
model during an outburst is al w ays Ṁ OB, TRUE =5 . 0 × 10 −4 M � yr −1 

(vertical black dashed line; see Section 2.2 and Stamatellos et al. 
2012 ). We estimate outburst accretion rates assuming dt OB =20 yr , 
50 yr , and 100 yr , as shown by the red, orange, and purple lines on 
Fig. 18 ; and also using the true outburst duration, as shown by the 
blue line on Fig. 18 . In all cases we assume an ejection velocity of 
υEJECT =30 km s −1 . 

The distribution of accretion rates obtained assuming the true 
outburst duration (blue line in Fig. 18 ) has a mean value Ṁ OB =5 . 3 ×
10 −4 M � yr −1 , very close to the true accretion rate of Ṁ OB =5 . 0 ×
10 −4 M � yr −1 . Similarly, the distribution of accretion rates obtained 
with dt OB =50 yr (orange line on Fig. 18 ) has a mean value Ṁ OB = 

5 . 9 × 10 −4 M � yr −1 , again very close to the true accretion rate. 
The distributions obtained with dt OB =20 yr and 100 yr have mean 
values of Ṁ OB =1 . 4 × 10 −3 M � yr −1 and Ṁ OB =3 × 10 −4 M � yr −1 , 
which are still reasonable estimates. We conclude that the dynamical 
information carried by the outflow bullets allows us to estimate the 
accretion rate during the corresponding accretion event. 

4.2.4 Time-dependent accretion history 

We can combine the estimated outflow-bullet ages from Sec- 
tion 4.2.1, with the estimated outburst accretion rates from Sec- 

Figure 19. The accretion history for simulation S:5-V:0.5-K:2-R:10. The 
blue line shows the true accretion rate, and the orange line shows the accretion 
rate reconstructed using estimated outflow-bullet ages from Section 4.2.1, and 
estimated outburst accretion rates from Section 4.2.3. 

tion 4.2.3, to reconstruct the accretion history of the underlying 
protostar between the current time t 0 and a time in the past t p = t 0 −
τMAX, BULLET ,l . Here, τMAX, BULLET ,l (equation 25) is the longest dynamical 
age among the bullets in the lobe with υMAX ,l,b >20 km s −1 ; typically 
it is � 100 kyr . 

The total estimated accretion rate is the sum of the estimated 
episodic accretion rate, Ṁ OB ,l,b , which is only active during an 
outburst event, and a much lower estimated background accretion 
rate, Ṁ OB ,l,b , i.e. 

Ṁ �,l = Ṁ BG ,l + Ṁ OB ,l,b . (40) 

The background accretion rate is given by 

Ṁ BG ,l = max 

(
M CONT ,l − M EPISODIC ,l 

t 0 − t p 
, 0 

)
. (41) 

In equation (41), M CONT ,l is an estimate of all the mass accreted 
between t p and t 0 , i.e. 

M CONT ,l = ( t 0 − t p ) Ṁ ACC ,l , (42) 

with Ṁ ACC ,l given by equation (36); and M EPISODIC ,l is an estimate of 
the mass accreted during all the episodic accretion or outburst events 
during the same period, 

M EPISODIC ,l = 

n BULLET ,l ∑ 

b= 0 

dt OB Ṁ OB ,l,b , (43) 

with n BULLET ,l the number of distinct bullets, dt OB =50 yr , and Ṁ OB ,l,b 

from equation (38). 
The orange line in Fig. 19 shows the accretion history of simulation 

S:5-V:0.5-K:2-R:10 reconstructed in this way, and the blue line 
shows the true accretion history, demonstrating that the dynamical 
properties of outflow bullets allow us to reconstruct the accretion 
history well. The background accretion rate and the number of 
outburst events are reproduced almost exactly. The timings of the 
outburst events are accurate to � 1 kyr , and the accretion rates during 
outburst to within a factor � 2. 

5  C AV E ATS  

In this work, we have used simulations to e v aluate the accuracy of 
some methods frequently used to estimate protostellar ages, accretion 
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histories, and outflow rates. Here, we discuss the most important 
limitations of this study. 

Cores have a range of masses, described by the core mass function 
(K ̈on yv es et al. 2020 ), whereas our simulations only treat 1 M �
cores, which limits the generality of our results. Ho we ver, the final 
protostellar mass function of the simulations is compatible with the 
observed protostellar mass function (Rohde et al. 2021 ). Therefore, 
our results should approximately represent what happens in a low- 
mass star-forming region. 

We perform hydrodynamic simulations and do not include mag- 
netic fields. The importance of magnetic fields in launching outflows 
is implicit in our sub-grid outflow model. Magnetic fields are also 
expected to enhance the stability of accretion discs (e.g. Wurster & 

Bate 2019 ), but our episodic accretion model regulates the stability 
of the inner disc and therefore limits the influence of magnetic fields 
there (Lomax, Whitworth & Hubber 2016a , b ). Ho we ver, magnetic 
fields might slow down the collapse of our cores, and might also 
influence the propagation of the outflows. 

Protostellar jets are observed to be embedded in low-velocity wide- 
angle winds. Since these wide-angle winds are launched from radii 
far out in the accretion disc, between ∼10 au and ∼50 au (Louvet 
et al. 2018 ; Pascucci et al. 2020 ; Lee et al. 2021 ; Podio et al. 2021 ), 
they might play an essential role in removing angular momentum 

from these regions, thus allowing gas to spiral inwards faster (Lee 
2020 ). Our sub-grid outflow model episodically injects wide-angle 
winds but does not account for the associated removal of angular 
momentum. A single episodic wide-angle wind, similar to that in our 
outflow model, has been observed by Zhang et al. ( 2019 ), and further 
observations are needed to establish how common such winds are. 
Ho we ver, self-consistently treated wide-angle winds are probably 
dynamically not very important due to their low velocities of about 
10 km s −1 . 

Although the radiative feedback model treats the star’s close 
surrounding, including the inner accretion disc, it does not account for 
the effect of radiation on the outflow cavity (Stamatellos et al. 2007 ; 
Stamatellos, Whitworth & Hubber 2011 ). Since we are simulating 
low-mass star formation, we expect the effect of full radiative transfer 
to be rather limited. For example, the additional momentum due to 
radiation pressure 

p RAD = 

n � ∑ 

i 

n STEP ∑ 

t 

{
L �,i 

c d t 

}
, (44) 

(where n STEP is the number of simulation time-steps, d t , and c is 
the speed of light), would add ∼1 per cent to the total outflow 

momentum. Thus with radiative feedback the outflow cavities would 
widen somewhat faster than in our simulations (Kuiper, Turner & 

Yorke 2016 ). 
The actual mechanism underlying outflow launching is not well 

understood. Many different aspects could alter how the gas is ejected. 
Our simulations are limited to one specific model of outflow launch- 
ing with well-defined parameters, for example the ejection fraction. 
This parametrization is moti v ated by the study of Matzner & McKee 
( 1999 ), who show that at sufficiently large distances from the driving 
source, all hydro-magnetic winds behave similarly. Moreover, as 
shown by Rohde et al. ( 2019 ), protostellar outflows are self-regulated, 
in the sense that varying the sub-grid model parameters has a limited 
impact on the outflow properties. Therefore, we believe that our 
simulated outflows should be evolving similarly to those of FUor- 
like stars. 

6  C O N C L U S I O N S  

The early phases of stellar evolution and gas accretion are closely 
linked to, and regulated by, the launching of protostellar outflows. 
Therefore, these outflows carry fossil information about the stellar 
age and accretion history. Outflows extend far into the protostellar 
environment and are relatively easy to observe and resolve. We 
compute outflow properties from a set of 44 SPH simulations 
with episodic outflow feedback, estimate stellar ages and accretion 
histories from the outflows, and compare these estimates with the 
underlying simulations. In this way, we compute the uncertainties 
inherent in different observational methods for estimating ages and 
outflow properties – but ignoring intrinsic observational uncertainties 
and selection effects. 

To compute the outflow properties, we extract the outflow lobes 
from our simulations and use the OPTICS clustering algorithm to 
trace indi vidual outflo w bullets. Here, we summarize our results, 
demonstrating that protostellar outflows are indeed a useful ‘window 

on the past’. 

(i) Assuming momentum conservation, we estimate the gas en- 
trainment factor ε, i.e. the ratio of outflowing mass to ejected mass. 
The outflowing mass is much larger than the ejected mass, because 
gas in the parental core is swept up by the outflow. During Stage 0 
we find good agreement with the true entertainment factor of ε ∼
10. During Stage I, the estimated entrainment factor is larger than the 
true entrainment factor. 

(ii) We compute dynamical ages for the outflows using five 
different methods and compare them. Estimating the dynamical age 
from the outflow front is very accurate during Stage 0, but becomes 
increasingly inaccurate during Stage I. Conversely, the perpendicular 
method is not very reliable during Stage 0, but very accurate during 
Stage I, with a fractional error of ∼15 per cent . The most commonly 
used method for deriving the dynamical age is based on taking the 
ratio of the outflow length to the highest outflow velocity, but it 
has a fractional error of ∼34 per cent . We propose a new method 
to estimate the dynamical age from two successive outflow bullets: 
if two distinct bullets are present in an outflow cavity, this method 
provides good age estimates for both Stage 0 and Stage I, with a 
fractional error of ∼24 per cent . These errors are for the case of 
nearly perfect information, observed dynamical ages probably come 
with significantly larger errors. 

(iii) We find that dynamical ages of individual outflow bullets 
accurately describe their true age, especially if the bullets are young 
and have not yet swept up a significant amount of extra mass. On 
av erage, we o v erpredict the ages of bullets by ∼0 . 44 kyr , but for 
recently ejected bullets by only ∼0 . 07 kyr . 

(iv) We find that outflow cavities widen o v er time, as observed. 
We fit an opening angle–age relation, similar to the one derived by 
Arce & Sargent ( 2006 ), but conclude that estimating the stellar age 
using this relation is not advisable, due to the large uncertainties 
caused by both the large variation in opening angles, and the shallow 

slope of the relation. Ho we ver, we find that the opening angle can 
be used to differentiate between Stage 0 and Stage I sources. From 

our simulations, only 10 per cent of all lobes have opening angles 
smaller than ∼ 65 ◦, and only 10 per cent have opening angles larger 
than ∼100 ◦, when entering Stage I. 

(v) Using these dynamical ages, as well as the true protostellar 
ages, we estimate the outflow rates of mass, momentum, and energy 
and compare them. We find that these rates are rather constant during 
Stage 0, and diminish slightly once the protostars enter Stage I. This 
reduction in outflow activity can help to distinguish between Stage 0 
and Stage I sources. 
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(vi) The estimated outflow rates and entrainment factors allow us 
to reconstruct the protostellar accretion rates. During Stage 0 these 
estimates are on average accurate to ∼ 23 per cent ; during Stage I 
the estimate is less accurate. 

(vii) Using the derived dynamical properties of a bullet, we can 
estimate the accretion rate during the outburst event associated with 
the ejection of that b ullet. The distrib ution of the estimated accretion 
rates peaks around the true accretion rate. These accretion rates, 
together with the bullet age, allow us to reconstruct rather accurately 
the protostellar accretion history. 

Overall, protostellar outflows carry useful information which can 
be used to estimate the protostellar age and evolutionary Stage. 
Focusing on individual outflow bullets reveals the episodic accretion 
behaviour and allows the reconstruction of the accretion history. 
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APPENDIX  A :  INC LI NAT ION  

Table A1. Correction factors for various outflow properties depending on 
the inclination angle θ (i.e. the angle between the outflow direction and the 
line of sight). Assuming that all orientations have an equal probability, the 
mean inclination is θ = 57 . 3 ◦ (Bontemps et al. 1996 ). This table is based on 
that in Li et al. ( 2019 ). 

Outflow Inclination Correction angle 
parameter dependence θ = 57 . 3 ◦ θ = 5 ◦ θ = 85 ◦

τ l cos( θ)/sin( θ) 0.6 11.4 0.09 
l l 1/sin( θ) 1.2 11.5 1.0 
υ l 1/cos( θ) 1.9 1.0 11.5 
p l 1/cos( θ) 1.9 1.0 11.5 
Ṁ OUT ,l sin( θ)/cos( θ) 1.7 0.09 11.4 
F l sin( θ)/cos 2 ( θ) 2.9 0.09 131.2 
L l sin( θ)/cos 3 ( θ) 5.3 0.09 1505 

APPENDIX  B:  OUTFLOW  L AU N C H I N G  

Assuming protostellar outflows are launched magneto-centrifugally 
as described by the x-wind model (Shu et al. 1994 ), Shu et al. ( 1995 ) 
show that the almost radially ejected winds become collimated to a 
cylindrical configuration 

ρW 

∝ 1 / ( r sin ( θ )) 2 . (B1) 

Here, ρW 

is the density of the wind and θ the angle of the flow with 
respect to the outflow axis. Matzner & McKee ( 1999 ) generalize this 
finding to any momentum conserving MHD wind in an environment 
with a power-law density distribution. For radially ejected winds, it 
follows from equation (B1) that 

ρW 

υ2 
W 

∝ 1 / ( r sin ( θ )) 2 , (B2) 

where υW 

is the wind velocity. Matzner & McKee ( 1999 ) argue that 
an angular force distribution, P ( μ), must be flat for μ → 0 and 
therefore approximate the distribution with 

P ( θ ) ∝ r 2 ρW 

υ2 
W 

� 

[
ln 

(
2 

θJET 

) (
sin 2 ( θ ) + θ2 

JET 

)]−1 

. (B3) 

where θJET is the angular scale o v er which the distribution is flattened. 
This force distribution for MHD winds at large distances from the 
launching point is often called the ‘wind-driven shell’ model and 
is used by numerous authors to approximate outflows in sub-grid 
outflow implementations (e.g. Cunningham et al. 2011 ; Offner & 

Arce 2014 ; Kuiper et al. 2015 ; Tanaka et al. 2018 ; Rohde et al. 2019 ; 
Grudi ́c et al. 2020 ). Similarly, Rohde et al. ( 2019 ) assume this force 
distribution (equation B3) and separate it into distinct density and 
velocity distributions that satisfy the force distribution 

ρINJECT ( θ ) ∝ P 

1 / 2 ( θ ) , (B4) 

| υINJECT ( θ ) | ∝ P 

1 / 4 ( θ ) . (B5) 

The free parameter θJET , regulating the collimation of the outflow, 
and θOPEN , the opening angle where we cut-off the force distribution, 
have a rather limited influence on the outcome of the simulations 
(Rohde et al. 2019 ). Here, we use the default parameters from Rohde 
et al. ( 2019 ), θJET = 0 . 01 and θOPEN = 0 . 4. Due to the cut-off at 
θOPEN = 0 . 4 the mean value of the velocity distribution (equation B5) 
is ∼2.2. 
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7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

7.1
Summary

In Paper I the newly developed sub-grid, episodic outflow model is presented and
tested. A resolution study shows that the new model consumes less computational
resources than a typical continuous outflow model. Injected particles cause the sim-
ulation timestep to drop due to high ejection velocities (Eq. 2.43). The continuous
outflow model suffers from constantly low timesteps, which is not the case for the
short outbursts in the episodic outflow model. Another benefit of the new model
over a continuous one is that lower mass resolution is required to resolve outflows
since the particle density is naturally higher during a burst.

Figure 4: Two panels from Fig. 10 in Pa-
per I showing the position-velocity rela-
tion’s time evolution of an outflow lobe
from the turbulent setup simulation. Let-
ters A to F mark the position of individual
outflow bullets. The black line corres-
ponds to the Hubble law relation. Bullets
that have decelerated at the leading shock
front lie on the linear relation, whereas
those that have not lie above the line.

A parameter study demonstrates how
the model reacts to variation of the
model parameters. It turns out
that episodic protostellar outflows are
highly self-regulating in the sense that
varying the model parameter has only
limited influence on the outflow prop-
erties such as outflow mass and mo-
mentum. Varying model parameter
such that the outflow, assuming con-
stant accretion rate, would be stronger,
actually leads to a reduction in accre-
tion rate such that the outflow prop-
erties are similar over a wide range of
model parameters.

Position-velocity and mass-velocity
diagrams are frequently used to study
outflows. For the simulated outflow
in the simulation with turbulent initial
conditions, both relations are compared
to observations. The mass-velocity re-
lation can be fitted a power-law func-
tion with an exponent γ ∼ 1.5 in
good agreement with observation. In-
dividual bullets manifest as little peaks
in the power-law relation.

Fig. 4 shows the position-velocity
diagram for this simulation at t = 115
kyr and t = 120 kyr. The velocity in-

creases linearly, like a Hubble-law, with distance from the source (Fig. 4 black lines).
Similar to observations, the individual outflow bullets manifest as high-velocity
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Hubble wedges above the otherwise linear position-velocity relation (Fig. 4 A to F).
The time evolution of these bullets reveals how they relate to the linear relation.
The outflow bullets are ejected with high velocities and decelerate only marginally
while moving through the already evacuated outflow cavity. The bullets decelerate
at the leading shock front and align with the former bullets at the top of the linear
position-velocity relation (Fig. 4).

Paper II focuses on the impact of episodic outflow feedback on the star formation
process. Instead of varying model parameter, like in Paper I, the simulations in
Paper II consist of an ensemble of cores with varying initial conditions. The simula-
tions are divided into two identical samples, except one includes outflow feedback
and the other not.

The influence of the initial conditions on the outcome of the star formation pro-
cess, such as the number of stars, the order of the highest order multiple systems
and their masses, is rather limited. One exception is the virial ratio of the initially
turbulent velocity field. Simulations without outflow feedback and low virial ratio
collapse monolithically into relative massive single or binary systems due to the
lack of support against gravity. Outflow feedback aids this support against gravity
and balances the effects of the low virial ratio.

Episodic outflow feedback influences the evolution of multiple systems. Simu-
lations without outflow feedback form more stars and consequently more higher-
order multiple systems during the early evolutionary phase. However, many of
these systems are unstable and break apart. On the other hand, simulations with
outflow feedback form fewer higher-order multiple systems, but these systems are
more stable. A comparison to a large survey of multiplicity among Class 0 and I
systems by Tobin et al. (2016) shows that outflow feedback is necessary to match
the observed multiplicity statistics.
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Figure 5: Normalised distribution of mass ra-
tios, q, between the secondary, M?−s, and primary
component, M?−p, of binary systems for the sim-
ulations with (orange) and without outflow feed-
back (blue). Simulations with outflow feedback
have a significantly higher fraction of equal mass,
q > 0.95, twin binaries. The original figure is
found in Paper II.

Observations find an excess of
almost equal mass twin bin-
ary systems (Kounkel et al.,
2019). The simulated binary
systems show a similar excess,
as shown in Fig. 5, but only
when including outflow feed-
back. The fraction of twin
binaries in the sample with
outflow feedback is 43 % com-
pared to only 9 % in the sample
without outflow feedback. A
reason for the increased frac-
tion of twin binaries when in-
cluding outflow feedback is en-
hanced accretion via a circum-
binary disc over direct infall ac-
cretion. Accretion via a cir-
cumbinary disc naturally bal-
ances the masses of the binary
components.

Comparing simulations with
and without outflow feedback
reveals that episodic outflow
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feedback has a tremendous impact on the stellar mass distribution. The simulated
outflows entrain about seven and up to 32 times the initially ejected mass. These
high entrainment factors are due to the episodic launching and are anti-correlated
with the outburst frequency.

The entrained gas makes up about 70 % of the stellar mass. Since this entrained
gas would otherwise be accreted onto the protostars, outflow feedback approxim-
ately halves the star formation efficiency. This reduction in star formation efficiency
manifests in the stellar IMF by shifting the peak to lower masses. Therefore, outflow
feedback plays an important role in resembling the observed stellar IMF, as well as
the observed multiplicity statistics.

The goal of Paper III is to test the accuracy of methods that estimate protostellar ages,
evolutionary stages and accretion rates from outflow properties. Outflows are often
parsecs long and, therefore, relatively easy to observe. For the simulations including
outflow feedback from Paper II, outflow cavities and bullets therein are extracted
using a k-means and a Optics algorithm, respectively. Kinematic information of
these outflows and bullets are then used to reconstruct the accretion history of the
launching protostar (as can be seen in Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Estimated (orange) and true accretion
history (blue) of a simulation presented in Pa-
per III. Estimating the current accretion rate, the
dynamical age of outflow bullets, and their cor-
responding accretion rate allows it to reconstruct
the accretion history. The spacing of the outburst
events and the episodic and background accretion
rate resembles the underlying simulation. For the
estimates, an ejection velocity of 30 km s−1 and an
outburst duration of 50 yr is assumed.

Paper III presents dynamical
ages for these extracted out-
flows computed using five dif-
ferent methods. One of these
methods is a new one, taking
into account the momentum of
two subsequent outflow bul-
lets. Comparing the estimated
dynamical ages against pro-
tostellar ages from the under-
lying simulations reveals that
the new method predicts the
stellar age with a mean rel-
ative error of 24%. Taking
the ratio between outflow ex-
tend and the highest outflow-
ing gas velocity to compute the
dynamical age, a widely used
method, comes with a mean re-
lative error of 34%. The per-
pendicular method, proposed
by Downes & Cabrit (2007), is
especially accurate during the
Stage I phase with a mean rel-
ative error of only 15%.

Since the accretion of protostars ceases during the Stage I phase, the outflow
activity decreases during this stage (Yıldız et al., 2015). Therefore, low outflow
activity might be a sign of more evolved outflows. Outflow activity indicators,
such as outflow mass, momentum and energy rate, are computed using the five
dynamical age estimates and are compared to the underlying simulations. These
outflow rates can be used to differentiate between Stage 0 and Stage I sources. For
example, the transition region between Stage 0 and Stage I in outflow mass rates is
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only about an order of magnitude.
The outflow lobes extracted from the simulations widen over time. Fitting the

simulated opening angle age relation with a power-law function yields an exponent
of α = 0.33, in good agreement with observational data by Arce & Sargent (2006).
However, directly estimating stellar ages from the opening angle age relation comes
with large errors. Instead, opening angles can be used to differentiate between the
Stage 0 and Stage I phase. Only 10 % of lobes have opening angles smaller than
∼ 65◦ or larger than ∼ 100◦ respectively when entering the Stage I phase.

Estimating continuous accretion rates similar to Li et al. (2020) results in a mean
relative error of about 23 % during the Stage 0 phase. For more evolved stars, this
method over predicts the actual accretion rates and the estimate becomes slightly
worse. When assuming a characteristic outburst timescale, it is possible to estimate
the accretion rate during an outburst event from the corresponding outflow bullet.
Combining these episodic accretion rates with the bullets’ dynamical ages allows
for a reconstruction of the launching protostars accretion history. Fig. 6 shows such
an accretion history for one of the simulations as an example.

7.2
Conclusion

Protostellar outflows are considered the first rung of an increasingly disruptive
feedback ladder. Even if protostellar outflows are not the most impactful feedback
mechanism, they significantly shape the star formation process on core scales from
the earliest moment of birth throughout the whole accretion phase. Outflows are
the most important feedback mechanism in low-mass star formation since other
feedback mechanisms, e.g. stellar winds, ionising radiation and supernovae, do
not apply there. The three publications presented in this thesis shed light on the
impact of outflow feedback on the star formation process and what we can learn
from episodic outflows about the accretion history.

The numerical simulations presented in this work feature a newly developed
episodic outflow feedback model. These simulations show that episodic outflow
feedback influences many aspects of the star formation process. Protostellar out-
flows, launched in a narrow cone, widen over time and entrain many times the
initially ejected gas mass from the environment that otherwise would be accreted
onto the star. Therefore, protostellar outflows regulate the star formation process by
approximately halving the star formation efficiency. This reduction in protostellar
masses is reflected in a shift of the resulting stellar initial mass function.

Protostellar outflows cut off the accretion along their outflow directions, there-
fore altering how the protostars accrete by suppressing radial accretion. The in-
stead promoted accretion via discs results in an enhanced fraction of twin binaries.
The number of formed stars is lower when including episodic outflow feedback.
However, the stability of higher-order multiple systems is enhanced if outflows are
present. Simulations without outflow feedback show a high fraction of binary sys-
tems, such that the corresponding multiplicity statistics are not in agreement with
observations. Instead, the simulations with outflow feedback are in good agreement
with observations.

It is challenging to study the accretion onto protostars observationally due to the
corresponding small AU scales of the inner accretion disc. However, the launching
of protostellar outflows is directly coupled to the accretion at these scales and out-
flows are observable at parsec scales. Therefore, protostellar outflows and especially
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individual outflow bullets carry the information of the accretion history. Dynamical
ages of outflows and bullets allow for reliable age estimation, whereas the outflow
opening angle and activity help to distinguish between evolutionary stages of the
launching source. When combining these techniques, it is possible to reconstruct
the accretion histories of launching protostars.

This work shows that protostellar outflows are an integral part of the star form-
ation process. Protostellar outflows significantly impact the multiplicity of stars,
how stars accrete and correspondingly their final masses. Therefore it is necessary
to consider outflow feedback when modelling star formation. This work especially
focuses on episodic outflow feedback. It is advisable to explicitly model episodic
outflow feedback if not all relevant episodic accretion trigger are captured self-
consistently. Otherwise, relevant characteristics of outflows such as outflow bullets
or correspondingly Hubble wedges in position-velocity diagrams will be missed.
Especially these outflow bullets carry valuable information about the accretion his-
tories of protostars.

7.3
Outlook

The simulations presented in this work consist mostly of 1 M� dense cores. Pa-
per II evaluates the impact of various initial core parameters on the outcome of
the simulations. Based on this knowledge, the next step could be to extend the
simulation ensemble and re-sample the core mass function. This way, one could
comprehensively study the impact of episodic outflow feedback on the stellar ini-
tial mass function and its shift compared to the core mass function (Pelkonen et al.,
2021). If the core mass is increased such that high-mass star formation occurs, one
would need to consider a more sophisticated radiative transfer model. This would
then open up the possibility to study the interplay between outflows and radiation
with the so-called "flashlight" effect (Kuiper et al., 2015).

Besides sampling the core mass function with a set of isolated cores, it would be
insightful to simulate larger-scale simulations, e.g. small molecular clouds contain-
ing at least one filament. There, one could study the interplay between outflows
and the larger-scale environment. Four open questions that could be investigated
using a larger-scale setup are whether episodic outflows cut off accretion flows onto
cores, if outflows might trigger star formation, if outflows are capable of sustaining
the turbulence within the cloud, and if outflows have a preferred orientation with
respect to the filament.

Ideally, these simulations would be performed with a code capable of the new
mesh-less finite mass scheme that offers numerous benefits compared to grad-h
SPH (Section 2.12). One of the biggest caveats of the simulations presented in this
thesis is the missing magnetic fields. Therefore, the selected code should be able to
handle MHD simulations.

The simulations presented in this thesis could be further analysed with a focus
on the angular momentum carried away by the outflow bullets. The angular mo-
mentum of outflow bullets is considered to shed light on the launching mechanism
by constraining the corresponding launching region in the accretion disc (Lee, 2020).
Since we have a fixed launching model, it would be interesting to see whether we
can reconstruct it from the angular momentum in the outflow bullets.

Paper III shows that outflows and especially outflow bullets carry fossil inform-
ation about the accretion history. This information is encoded in position-velocity
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diagrams, e.g. by Hubble wedges. It might be possible to train a convolutional
neural network (e.g. Dhillon & Verma, 2019) on simulations presented in Paper II
that takes position-velocity diagrams and predicts the accretion history. I tried to
develop and train such a network, but the results are preliminary and not very
accurate yet. However, this direction might be worth further investigation.
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